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Abstract

This thesis explores the application of Thin Film Lithium Niobate (TFLN) in advancing
the fabrication of optical devices for electric field (E-field) sensing within phased-array
antenna systems. The research primarily focuses on the deployment of fully dielectric
TFLN-based Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) waveguides to detect E-field variations,
representing a shift from conventional metallic-based sensing approaches. By leveraging
the electro-optic (EO) effect inherent in TFLN, this study assesses the capability of these
waveguides to passively modulate the power of an optical signal in response to E-field
alterations, with the goal to contribute to the enhancement of E-field sensing technology.

The methodology incorporated a comprehensive phase of design, simulation, fabrica-
tion, and experimental validation. Simulations were conducted using HFSS for analyzing
antenna performance and Lumerical to measure optical device behaviour, establishing the
fundamental groundwork for device optimization. The fabrication stage was elaborately
engineered, utilizing electron beam lithography with HSQ, ZEP, and SiO2 processing tech-
niques, among which the ZEP process method was identified as providing optimal outcomes
in producing precise optical device structures with minimal surface defects. The experi-
mental component was operated in the Advanced Optical Lab at University of Waterloo,
validated the responsiveness of the TFLN waveguide to E-field variations emitted by an-
tenna elements. Notable experimental findings included a recorded 2% reduction in the
waveguide’s output power following antenna E-field activation, which was slightly lower
than the 5% decrease predicted by simulation models.

This 3% difference illustrates the challenges associated with applying theoretical models
to practical implementations, highlighting the necessity for rigorous experimental valida-
tion. Further observations revealed that when the input power of antennas was maintained
below 10 dBm, the power variance at the waveguide’s output was less than 1%. This sensi-
tivity to E-field fluctuations suggests that TFLN-MZI waveguides could effectively function
as detectors for electromagnetic field variations, potentially serving as a valuable tool for
synchronous diagnostics and calibration of antenna arrays.

In conclusion, this thesis proposes an innovative approach for E-field sensing with
TFLN-based optical devices, specifically in the context of phased-array antennas. Through
a synthesis of theoretical analysis, fabrication techniques, and empirical validation, the
study advances the knowledge of integrating TFLN waveguides into antenna systems for
enhanced diagnostics and calibration. The findings suggest paths for further research,
particularly in optimizing the sensitivity and integration efficiency of TFLN-based optical
devices for telecommunications and sensing applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Research Goals

1.1 Research Motivation

As the technology roadmap for satellite telecommunications, high-resolution radar, and
the advent of 5G/6G technologies is progressively expanding, the development of next-
generation high-frequency communication and radar/imager antenna systems faces a mul-
titude of significant challenges. This evolution is propelled by the relentless quest for higher
transmission data rates and a burgeoning interest in exploiting higher frequency spectrums
for cutting-edge applications in high-resolution imaging and spectroscopy. Consequently,
the operational frequencies of radio frequency (RF) and antenna systems are experiencing
a steady uptrend. While this shift to higher frequencies presents a strategic advantage
of substantially miniaturizing antenna dimensions, it simultaneously imposes stringent re-
quirements on maintaining the quality of the radiation beam [1]. This beam quality is
critically reliant on the precise control over the amplitude and phase distribution across
the radiating aperture, a task that grows increasingly complex and challenging at elevated
frequencies.

Phased-array antenna systems, renowned for their unique beam-forming flexibility
and highly adaptable structures, have emerged as exemplary solutions to address these
burgeoning challenges in the field. They are particularly indispensable in applications
ranging from high throughput satellite (HTS) communication services and high-resolution
radars/imagers to the evolving sectors of 5G/6G telecommunications, particularly where
mobility is required at one or both ends of the radio link. The imperative for high-
performance systems necessitates the deployment of large-scale phased-array systems, which
boast an extensive array of antenna elements with programmable polarization capabilities.
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These sophisticated, reconfigurable, and software-defined radiating architectures are now
at the epicentre of intensive research and development efforts. Such efforts are directed
towards a new era of communication and sensing systems, capable of satisfying the esca-
lated demands for data throughput, resolution, and flexibility across a broad spectrum of
commercial, military, and scientific applications. The pursuit of these advanced systems
underlines the critical role of innovation and research in overcoming the technical chal-
lenges posed by the next frontier in antenna and RF system design. Figure 1.1 showcases
a phased-array antenna system along with its characterization setup, providing a visual
insight into the complexity and capability of these cutting-edge systems [2].

Figure 1.1: Antenna System Comparison. Left: A commercial phased array antenna
operating at 30 GHz with 16 elements. Right: Characterization of a phased array antenna
within an antenna chamber.

A paramount challenge within high-end applications, such as mobile Satellite Commu-
nication (SatCom), is fulfilling the stringent demands for antenna gain pattern, polarization
quality, and beam-pointing accuracy. These elements are essential for the reliability and
efficiency of communication systems, especially concerning Effective Isotropically Radiated
Power (EIRP), the product derived from Antenna Gain and total radiated power. Addi-
tionally, the stability of EIPR is directly influenced by these factors, as a function of scan
angle on the transmit side. Similarly, on the receiving side, the Gain-to-Noise Tempera-
ture ratio (G/T) stands as a fundamental performance metric for phased-array systems.
Both EIRP and G/T are significantly dependent on the antenna system’s gain and radia-
tion pattern, emphasizing the critical role of precise calibration in securing optimal system
performance.

In the context of phased-array systems, the quality of radiation pattern and gain is
largely determined by the accuracy and effectiveness use of the calibration method. Such
methods are essential for identifying and rectifying any phase/amplitude imbalances be-
tween the array’s input (or output) and each individual antenna element. This level of
precision is critical not only at the point of factory calibration but also throughout the
operational lifespan of high-performance, large-scale phased arrays. As a result, these sys-
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tems frequently incorporate an internal or on-board calibration mechanism to sustain their
performance over time.

The methodology for on-board or internal calibration typically entails measuring the
signal sample in close proximity to the antenna or the radiated electromagnetic field in
the vicinity of, or at, the radiating aperture [3]. This task becomes notably challenging
at microwave/millimetre-wave frequencies, or higher, where rapid and non-intrusive mea-
surement of the antenna near-field is indispensable yet difficult to achieve. While lower
frequencies have allowed for simpler near-field measurement techniques, the complexity
multiplies as the increased frequency, highlighting the need for innovative solutions in
calibration technology. Near-field measurement yields essential data on antenna perfor-
mance, extending beyond calibration to enhance the functionality of tunable engineered
surfaces, such as meta-surfaces, and assisting in the diagnosis of potential malfunctions.
These capabilities are fundamental for optimization and troubleshooting within advanced
high-frequency antenna systems.

Traditionally, employing small test antennas, including horn antennas, open waveg-
uides, or small dipoles (or loops), has been a standard practice in near-field measurement
systems. However, these methods typically require expensive, complex, and bulky equip-
ment, such as precision scanners and millimetre-wave up-converter/down-converter heads,
to capture the field close to the antenna and analyze it. The impracticality of these ap-
proaches for the online calibration of phased-array systems has spurred the exploration of
more feasible alternatives [3]. Over the last few decades, a variety of antenna calibration
methods have been developed and explored. Among these, capturing signals from the an-
tenna under test (AUT) with a receiving antenna for subsequent signal processing has been
widely adopted. Furthermore, the application of electro-optical (EO) materials for electric
field mapping and sensing has demonstrated promising results. Techniques utilizing EO
material probes for E-field mapping, EO material ring resonators, and receiver antennas
equipped with EO material devices for E-field measurement exemplify the diverse strategies
employed to address the calibration challenges faced by modern antenna systems.

In the realm of calibration techniques, a prominent method involves placing a bulk
lithium niobate (LN) layer atop the probe, strategically positioned between the optical
signal generator and a total reflection layer. This configuration enables a laser beam to
penetrate the EO material, facilitating entry and exit due to reflection, therefore permitting
precise measurement of the field’s intensity and distribution. Another innovative approach
involves the use of a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) strip waveguide ring resonator, characterized
by its non-metallic structures for the side cladding layer, with bulk LN serving as the
top cladding layer. This design has demonstrated effective in E-field sensing at specific
frequencies, revealing the potential of integrated photonic structures to deliver sensitive,
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localized electromagnetic fields measurements.

Moreover, metal-based sensing methodologies constitute an integral component of the
calibration toolkit. These methods utilize various receiving antenna structures that in-
corporate metallic elements to amplify the received electric field intensity. By harnessing
metallic structures, these techniques exploit the conductive properties of metals to concen-
trate and guide electromagnetic fields, thus facilitating enhanced accuracy and efficiency
in the sensing of fields proximal to the antenna. Such metal-based methods are partic-
ularly valuable in scenarios where strong signal detection and calibration capabilities are
required, underlining the versatility and adaptability of calibration strategies in meeting
the multifaceted demands of contemporary antenna systems.

In an effort to elucidate the landscape of current research and development within this
field, the introduction chapter includes a table detailing recent advancements in EO devices
for E-field sensing applications. This table, serving as an essential reference point, not only
illustrates the innovative strides in EO technology but also contextualizes metal-based ap-
proaches within a range of calibration techniques. It accentuates their ongoing significance
and the broadening opportunities presented by optical solutions in the realm of antenna
system calibration. Overall, this comparative analysis highlights the evolving nature of
calibration strategies, emphasizing the complementary contributions of both metal-based
and optical methodologies to the advancement of antenna calibration technology.

A significant limitation of metal-based sensing techniques, particularly noticeable when
the measurement point is in close proximity to each antenna element, is their substantial
footprint [7]. This characteristic frequently causes intense interactions between the test
probe’s receiver and the emitting device, resulting in severe perturbation of the antenna
element’s near-field. Such disturbances can profoundly impact the precision of field mea-
surements and, consequently, the entire calibration procedure. Figure 1.2 displays two
kinds of antenna characterization tools: a horn antenna designed for transmit/receive an-
tenna measurements [2], and a handheld RF probe utilized for mapping the EM field of
an antenna [8]. These instruments illustrate the diverse methodologies applied in antenna
characterization, highlighting the balance between comprehensive field mapping and the
need to minimize interaction effects on antenna performance.

In response to the challenges faced, especially in high-frequency antenna EM field sens-
ing, a variety of technologies have been proposed. Among them, optical techniques are
distinguished for their unique potential to overcome the constraints associated with tradi-
tional metal-based methods. Optical EM field sensors, in particular, capitalizing on the
minimal interference and compact size characteristics inherent to optical systems, have
demonstrated considerable potential. These sensors are advantageous in that they sig-
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Table 1.1: EO Devices for E-field Sensing Applications Reported in Recent Years

Ref. Picture
Function of
EO Device

Design
Features

Disadvantages

[4]
E-field

measurement

Dielectric
material, up
to 1.8 GHz.

Prone to
inaccuracies,
limited to low
frequencies.

[5]
E-field

measurement

Entirely
dielectric, up
to 1.8 GHz.

Restricted to low
frequencies.

[6]

E-field
enhancement

and
measurement

E-field boost
of 35,000, up
to 60 GHz.

Uses conductive
materials, affecting

E-field purity.

nificantly reduce electromagnetic interference with the antenna’s near-field and radiation
pattern, hence facilitating more accurate and less disruptive measurements. The adoption
of optical technologies in constructing EM sensors not only addresses the critical issue of
perturbation linked to metal-based sensing approaches but also paves new pathways for
innovative advancements in antenna calibration, as evidenced by recent research findings
[9].

Over the past decades, there has been a significant shift in antenna operating frequen-
cies, with a notable increase prompting a gradual integration of photonics technology into
higher frequency ranges [10]. Optical sensing technologies, characterized by their high
bandwidth, compact footprint, and reduced EM interference- attributable to the use of
fibre or dielectric waveguide (non-metallic) components- have emerged as valuable tools in
this domain [11]. These features make optical sensing methods particularly adaptable for
high-frequency EM field applications. In contrast to traditional electronic-based sensors,
an optical-based sensor, which depends on metallic parts, electrical wires, and connectors,
provides substantially lower loss and dispersion [12]. Additionally, recent progress in the
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Figure 1.2: Antenna Characterization Equipment. Left: A metal-based horn antenna in
the electromagnetic radiation lab. Right: A 12 GHz hand-held RF probe with connector.

fabrication of thin-film lithium niobate (TFLN) has further advanced this field, facilitating
the creation of devices with smaller sizes and enhanced performance. As a result, optical
sensors that utilize the electro-optic (EO) effect represent a highly promising direction
for millimeter-wave EM field sensing. This is due to the superior efficiency and minimal
physical intrusion they offer [13].

Despite the progress and potential of these EM field sensing techniques, literature
reviews reveal that none fully meet the comprehensive needs of an internal calibration sys-
tem for compact phased-array satellite antennas operating at millimetre-wave frequencies.
Traditional EM-field sensing approaches, for instance, often struggle with the constraint
of system size, typically being too bulky compared to the millimetre-wave antenna unit
of a phased-array [3]. Furthermore, the interference caused by the metal or non-metallic
structures of such EM field sensors presents a considerable challenge in the complex con-
figurations of intricate millimetre-wave antenna arrays.

Therefore, the pursuit of advanced EM field sensing methods that offer both a minimal
footprint and reduced EM field interference to the antenna under test (AUT), especially
those utilizing dielectric materials, remains a central and unresolved area of research in the
realm of high-frequency phased-array antenna systems.

1.2 Thesis Objective

The escalating demand for high-frequency phased-array antenna systems underlines the
necessity for advanced near-field E-field sensing techniques. These techniques are critical
for the internal calibration of complex antenna arrays, hence attracting considerable at-
tention from RF researchers worldwide. This Ph.D. research introduces and validates an
innovative approach for near-field sensing in phased-array antennae, utilizing TFLN ma-
terial waveguides positioned in close proximity to the antenna units within the array. The
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insulating property of TFLN waveguides allows their placement adjacent to antenna units
without adversely affecting antenna radiation patterns. Moreover, the capability of TFLN
waveguides to operate at higher frequencies presents the benefit of a minimized footprint,
which is essential for their incorporation into the complex, multi-layered architecture of
phased-array antenna systems [14].

Central to this research is the innovative application of TFLN waveguides for near-
field E-field sensing within phased-array antennas. By capitalizing on the non-conductive
attributes of TFLN, these waveguides can be positioned exceptionally close to individ-
ual antenna units without impacting the antennas’ radiation patterns. This proximity is
crucial, enabling the accurate sensing of electromagnetic fields with minimal interference,
a challenge that escalates with the increase in frequency. The compact nature of TFLN
waveguides offers a significant advantage for their integration into the densely packed,
multilayered structures characteristic of phased-array systems.

The extensive adoption of TFLN in telecommunications and optical signal processing,
attributed to its low loss, high bandwidth, and minimal dispersion characteristics, demon-
strates the material’s aptness for high-frequency E-field sensing tasks. Recent technological
advancements in TFLN have addressed previous constraints, broadening its applicability
across various settings and markedly improving the efficacy of optical sensors. As a result,
TFLN has emerged as a forefront optical technology in telecommunications and sensing,
signifying a critical evolution in the development of E-field sensing methodologies for the
internal calibration of phased-array antennas. This advancement not only promises to re-
fine the precision of phased-array systems but also paves the way for future innovations in
antenna technology.

This research aims to tackle the challenge of internal (online) near-field E-field sensing
in high-performance, high-frequency phased-array antennas. It investigates the application
of TFLN waveguides for E-field sensing in close proximity to radiating structures, encom-
passing the proposal, design, fabrication, and measurement phases documented within
this thesis. The exploration of optical methods for near-field E-field sensing is thoroughly
articulated from multiple perspectives throughout this work.

The thesis engages in the design, theoretical analysis, simulation, optimization, fabri-
cation, and measurement of TFLN waveguide structures and a patch antenna representing
the phased-array system. Optical devices based on TFLN Mach-Zehnder Interferome-
ter (MZI) waveguides have been rigorously designed and assessed for optical parameters.
Meanwhile, the antenna unit, referred to as AUT, has been subjected to a comprehensive
process of design, simulation, fabrication, and E-field parameter measurement processes.
Hybrid experiments that integrate TFLN waveguide structures with the AUT have been
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conducted to demonstrate and substantiate the core concept of the thesis. This work
seeks to validate the efficacy of TFLN waveguides for real-time near-field E-field sensing
within antenna systems, enabling the determination of antenna operational status (e.g.,
on or off) by analyzing the output of TFLN waveguide devices during antenna transmis-
sion, all without disrupting the radiated RF signal. This approach promises to offer an
insightful method for enhancing the calibration and operational monitoring of advanced
antenna systems, potentially leading to significant improvements in their performance and
reliability.

1.3 Thesis Outline

This thesis introduces the integration of TFLN-MZI waveguide structures, employing
TFLN grating couplers for effective optical coupling from fibre to waveguide, as a pioneer-
ing approach for near-field E-field sensing within phased-array antennas. The fabrication
methodologies of these TFLN waveguide structures are elaborated, accompanied by an
analytical examination of an antenna unit within a phased-array system, designated as
the AUT. The research culminates in a comprehensive experiment that demonstrates the
capability of the TFLN waveguide to perform antenna E-field sensing, thus validating the
proposed concept.

This report undertakes an in-depth exploration of optical methods for E-field sensing,
beginning with a foundational design and theoretical study that lays the groundwork for
this research. Fundamental theories are elucidated in the study, with a particular focus on
the EO effect and various EOmodulators, setting the stage for the subsequent investigation.
Following this introductory overview, the thesis progresses to detail into optical waveguide
theory, with special emphasis on the MZI waveguide structure. The design process of the
TFLN waveguide, specifically tailored for close proximity to the radiation edge of a patch
antenna to capture a more potent E-field, is comprehensively outlined. Enhancements in
measurement accuracy are achieved through the incorporation of MZI structures, which
convert phase variations into discernible differences in optical signal power.

Computer simulations aimed at optimizing the optical parameters of the TFLN MZI
waveguide and the grating coupler (GC) are presented, highlighting the significant role of
simulations in refining the design. The simulations, conducted using HFSS for antenna
and RF aspects and Lumerical simulation package for optical components, provide com-
prehensive insights into the EO effect and its optimization within the TFLN waveguide.
The detailed simulation process not only aids in the fine-tuning of the waveguide and grat-
ing coupler designs but also in understanding the complicated interactions between the
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electromagnetic fields and the EO materials. This approach ensures that the final design is
not only theoretically sound but also practically viable, paving the way for the successful
implementation of TFLN waveguides in E-field sensing applications within phased-array
antennas.

The ”Fabrication” chapter thoroughly details the processes executed in constructing
the patch antenna and TFLN waveguide structures, emphasizing the technical path to-
wards realizing a 30 GHz frequency aperture-coupled patch antenna and the integration of
a TFLN waveguide with a GC. This exploration provides an in-depth analysis of various
fabrication techniques, including the HSQ negative resist process, ZEP positive resist pro-
cess, and SiO2 hard mask process, ultimately identifying the ZEP resist process as the most
effective in GC structure formation and waveguide endpoint precision. The chapter em-
phasizes the indispensable role of microscopic and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
imaging techniques in verifying the accuracy of the fabrication process. These imaging
modalities are highlighted for their critical contribution to confirming the structural in-
tegrity and precision of the fabricated components. Through detailed SEM analysis, it
demonstrates how these imaging techniques provide essential validation of the fabrication
efforts, ensuring that the physical realization of the patch antenna and TFLN waveguide
structures aligns with the theoretical and design specifications. This rigorous examination
and validation process is also crucial as it sets a foundation for the subsequent experimental
investigations and applications in E-field sensing within phased-array antennas.

The primary object of this research is to validate the effectiveness of the TFLN waveg-
uide in sensing the E-field emanating from the near-field of an antenna, a crucial compo-
nent of the experimental phase. Optical measurements were precisely established in the
Advanced Optical Lab at the University of Waterloo campus lab, alongside the antenna
radiation measurement setup located in the Microwave Lab on the same floor. For these
optical experiments, a laser emitting at a wavelength of 1550 nm was utilized. This par-
ticular wavelength is favoured in telecommunications for its optimal balance of low optical
loss and minimal dispersion in fibre optics, rendering it especially competent for the re-
quirements of this study. The laser signal was transmitted through a tapered fibre, which
facilitated its coupling into the waveguide via the GC structure. In parallel, the antenna
unit, engineered to function at a 30 GHz frequency within the phased-array antenna sys-
tem, was analyzed in the Advanced Antenna Lab to assess its near-field radiation pattern.
This assessment was conducted using vector network analyzers, with the setup encircled
by absorbing materials to significantly reduce external interference. This experimental
setup takes a comprehensive approach to investigate the interaction between the TFLN
waveguide and the antenna’s E-field, aiming to demonstrate the waveguide’s potential as
a sensitive and accurate E-field sensor within complex antenna systems.
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After completing the optical and RF measurements independently, the apparatus for
RF measurement was relocated to the Advanced Optical Lab for integration with the
existing optical measurement setup. This hybrid experiment was designed to observe
variations in optical signal power intensity correlated with the transmitting state of the
antenna, during which the antenna’s E-field exerted influences on the sensing waveguide
within the TFLN MZI waveguide structure. This methodology not only substantiates the
concept of employing TFLN waveguides in antenna E-field sensing applications but also
illustrates the potential of incorporating optical devices into high-frequency phased-array
antenna systems. This integration facilitates real-time calibration and characterization,
significantly enhancing functionality without disrupting the continuity of the radiated RF
signal.

In concluding the innovative experiment, this thesis represents a significant milestone in
the exploration of TFLN waveguides for E-field sensing, while laying the groundwork for a
transformative era in phased-array antenna sensing and calibration systems. The successful
application of TFLN waveguides to detect the E-field radiated from an antenna’s near-field
is merely the initial step. With a 30 GHz antenna as the focal point and the precision
usage of a 1550 nm wavelength laser, which is widely recognized in telecommunications,
this study has ventured into previously unexplored domains of optical measurements and
antenna calibration. Overall, it has not only validated the conceptual framework but also
shed light on potential avenues for further research.

The integration of optical devices within phased-array systems, as demonstrated by
the experiments, provides a compelling preview of a future where antenna calibration and
characterization are seamlessly incorporated, while enhancing system performance without
interfering with the emitted RF signals. Thus, this thesis does not merely conduct a re-
search project; rather, it signals the commencement of an exhilarating progression toward
the incorporation of optical technologies in antenna systems, which poises to transforma-
tive advancements in telecommunications and sensing applications. To project forward,
the potential applications of TFLN waveguides in antenna E-field sensing are extensive
and multifaceted, inviting continued exploration and innovation. Despite the obstacles
encountered, the insights garnered from this research have been indispensable, establishing
a foundation for subsequent studies that will undoubtedly expand the horizons of techno-
logical capabilities. The journey of discovery is far from complete; it has only just begun,
heralding a future where the integration of optical devices within phased-array antenna
systems will revolutionize the discipline.
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Chapter 2

Theory and Project Design

2.1 Overview of Electro-Optical Sensing Application

Electro-optic (EO) materials are important in enabling a myriad of optoelectronic applica-
tions, encompassing EO modulators [15], photodetectors [16], terahertz spectroscopy [17],
and photonics computing [18], in addition to their critical roles in global telecommunica-
tions [19]. Among these applications, EO modulators, known for their extensive bandwidth
and high-speed capabilities, have emerged as a significant research direction, underpinned
by their indispensable role in telecommunication networks. This field has garnered sub-
stantial interest from research groups globally, resulting in a wealth of contributions to
the academic literature. A primary function of the EO effect is facilitating the conver-
sion of data between electrical and optical signals. While electrical signals offer numerous
advantages for data transmission within integrated circuits, their efficacy diminishes over
long distances due to increased signal propagation loss, a limitation not encountered with
optical signals. Nonetheless, optical signals often face compatibility issues with prevailing
digital and analog systems [9]. EO modulators, utilizing the EO effect, serve as critical
devices in bridging these two signal formats.

Over the years, Lithium Niobate (LN) has solidified its position as the preferred EO
material for EO modulators and a variety of integrated optical devices. Its remarkable EO
coefficients and the stability of its crystal structure set it apart from other EO materials,
such as potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) and its derivatives, making LN an ideal
candidate for both design verification processes and widespread commercial deployment.
The exploration of modulators crafted from EO materials has been an extensive and global
pursuit, with researchers dedicating attention to critical attributes like the modulator’s di-
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mensions and its capacity to handle varying data bit rates. Highlighting this advancement,
Figure 2.1 showcases a schematic diagram of EO modulators that employ annealed proton
exchange (APE) waveguides within LN crystals, presenting a visual representation of the
cutting-edge developments in this field [20].

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the EO Modulator Based on Annealed Proton Exchange (APE)
Waveguide in LN.

In this EO modulator setup, the optical signal is directed from an optical fiber through
an APE waveguide embedded in a LN crystal. The APE process is specifically leveraged to
achieve a homogeneous waveguide structure within the LN crystal’s near-field by facilitating
a proton exchange mechanism. Post-treatment, the waveguide region of the LN crystal
exhibits a distinct refractive index, setting it apart from the rest of the crystal matrix.

To enable modulation, electrodes are designated as V (voltage) and ground, each con-
nected to the respective positive and negative terminals of an electrical power source. As
the optical signal traverses the LN waveguide beneath these electrodes, it undergoes mod-
ulation due to the E-field emanating from both sides. Nonetheless, the strength of the
radio frequency (RF) drive signal, especially from lower frequency antennas, typically falls
short of inducing adequate modulation within the bulk LN waveguide. The effectiveness of
the EO effect is closely tied to the EO material’s length within the waveguide, suggesting
that reliance purely on the RF signal would demand an impractically extended length of
the EO material waveguide. Addressing this limitation requires the addition of a DC bias
voltage, enhancing the electric field (E-field) intensity to a level sufficient for activating
the EO effect within the waveguide. This strategic integration not only compensates for
the shortfall in RF drive signal intensity but also optimizes the modulator’s functionality,
ensuring efficient modulation of the optical signal in line with the desired EO dynamics.

A crucial challenge for EO modulators is the inadequacy of the RF signal’s intensity
to initiate the EO effect for optical signal modulation, necessitating a direct current (DC)
bias voltage source to amplify the RF signal’s intensity. This standard EO modulator
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configuration is unsuitable for antenna near-field sensing applications for several reasons.
Primarily, the antenna near-field lacks sufficient field intensity to provoke the EO effect,
compounded by E-field interference from the electrical connections to the DC bias voltage
source with antenna radiation. The direct conversion of E-fields from radiated electri-
cal signals to optical signals has been a subject of significant interest, given the myriad
advantages optical methods offer in the RF domain.

This research efforts to harness the E-field from high-frequency phased-array antennas
for optical signal modulation within the EO material waveguide, with the antenna unit’s
RF signal intensity being a crucial determinant of the resultant EO effect. However, the
radiated E-field’s intensity from the antenna unit significantly diminishes due to energy
dispersion in free space, making it substantially weaker than that from direct electrical con-
nections. While escalating the RF device’s frequency may enhance the E-field’s intensity,
it remains inferior to the electrical signal from wired connections at lower frequencies. The
efficacy of the EO effect in modulating the optical signal is inherently tied to the E-field’s
intensity, analogous to the significance of the energy bandgap in semiconductor materials.

Addressing the challenge of efficiently capturing or collecting open space’s E-field to
modulate the optical signal constitutes the research project’s initial hurdle. A compre-
hensive review of pertinent literature has been conducted to deepen understanding of this
challenge, with a summary of recent research findings to follow in subsequent sections.

2.2 Optical Method for E-field Sensing

Considerable advancements have been achieved by the global research community in the
quest to either directly or indirectly transform a free space E-field into an optical signal
within the realm of EO material applications. The predominant approach involves the use
of receiving antennas to capture and sense E-fields from open space. A notable contribution
to this field is the work of Yannick et al. [6], who delineated their findings in the study
titled ”Direct conversion of free space millimeter waves to optical domain by plasmonic
modulator antenna.” This research presents a novel design for modulating optical signals
by leveraging a RF source operating at 60 GHz [6]. The study introduces the concept of
a plasmonic phase modulator (PPM), a groundbreaking innovation depicted in Figure 2.2,
emphasizing its potential in enhancing the efficacy of EO material applications.

The innovative design commences with the antenna arms acting as receivers, tasked
with capturing the free space E-field and directing it towards the central gap. These E-field
waves are then confined along the surfaces of the antenna arms, leading to the amplification
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Figure 2.2: Modulator Comparison. Left: Schematic view of the plasmonic modulator
antenna. Right: Experimental testing setup.

of the E-field intensity at the juncture where the antenna’s metallic structure meets the
central gap. This gap is filled with EO materials, specifically focusing on non-linear optical
(NLO) materials, which are distinguished by their superior EO coefficients compared to
conventional EO materials. The modulation mechanism is based on the principle that the
refractive index of EO materials changes in proportion to the induced E-field intensity,
resulting in a phase shift of the optical signal as it passes through the gap. Consequently,
the optical signal is directly modulated by the stronger E-field induced on the plasmonic
phase modulator (PPM), showcasing the capability of using excited EM waves at 60 GHz
frequency and 20 V/m power to modulate the optical signal through NLO material [6].

A significant advantage of this approach is the use of a bowtie antenna to create a high
E-field intensity region in the center. With the sidewalls of the middle gap being merely
75 nm apart, the E-field intensity in this confined area is amplified to 35,000 times that
of the ambient E-field [6]. This enhancement is crucial for the EO effect, allowing for a
reduction in the EO material length to just 50 µm. The experimental setup, illustrated
in Figure 2.2, right side, demonstrates a 1,550 nm optical signal being modulated by a 60
GHz antenna source located 150 mm away. An optical signal analyzer (OSA) connected
to the EO modulator measures the modulated optical signal, highlighting the system’s
effectiveness.

However, the project faces challenges with traditional calibration methods due to the
metal material in the signal-receiving structure and the instability of the EO polymer over
time and under varying temperatures. The objective is to devise a method for sensing the
electrical near-field from the phased-array antenna that minimizes interference with the
antenna’s radiation pattern. Metal receiver antennas near the phased-array antenna units
can adversely affect antenna performance, indicating that conventional receiver antennas
are not suitable for this task. Additionally, the compact arrangement of phased-array
antennas generates heat during operation, which could affect the optical sensing structure
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if placed too closely, emphasizing the importance of EO material stability.

A promising approach is the creation of an EO material structure designed to accurately
sense the near-field E-field intensity emanating directly from the antenna unit, all while
avoiding disruptions from metallic components. The adoption of dielectric materials in
the fabrication of the EO structure promises to mitigate E-field interference, facilitating
a seamless integration with the phased-array antenna assembly. Besides NLO polymers,
LN has been significantly investigated for its potential in E-field sensing applications.
This includes its use in LN Mach-Zehnder Interferometers (MZI) [21] and the employment
of thin-film LN (TFLN) probes for precise field mapping [22]. This section introduces
a discussion on recent advancements in EO materials and their fabrication techniques,
highlighting the dynamic research efforts dedicated to addressing the challenges outlined
earlier.

2.3 Lithium Niobate for Electrical Field Sensing

Lithium niobate has been a cornerstone in the field of telecommunications, serving as
a preferred material for optical signal modulation for decades. Recently, the scope of
research has expanded, exploring the application of LN devices in innovative, electrode-
less E-field sensing technologies geared towards next-generation applications. This shift
towards an all-optical sensor framework is driven by its inherent advantage: the absence
of metallic structures eliminates the risk of interference with the precise measurement and
characterization of targeted E-field environments.

A significant study by a team from SRICO, Inc. has introduced a groundbreaking
electrode-less, all-optical E-field sensor, employing LN as the core material [23]. At the
heart of this innovative sensor lies an integrated optic MZI waveguide, ingeniously designed
to harness the inherent properties of LN for phase modulation. This MZI waveguide
effectively translates phase changes induced by the E-field into intensity modulation, which
can be readily observed at the interferometer’s output. Illustrative of this cutting-edge
sensor, a photograph within the publication, showcased in Figure 2.3, provides a visual
testament to the technology’s capabilities and the versatile applications of LN in E-field
sensing [23]. This breakthrough underlines the significant potential of LN in advancing
the field of E-field sensing, highlighting its effectiveness and the transformative impact of
integrating optic components for precise measurement and analysis.

During its application, the LN based MZI E-field sensor is placed within the testing E-
field environment. The E-field induces phase shifts in the optical signals traveling through
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Figure 2.3: E-Field Sensor. Top: Schematic of the sensor. Bottom: Photograph of the LN
E-field sensor.

the two arms of the MZI, which, due to the negligible distance between the arms, are
initially equal. To create a phase difference, one arm of the interferometer is designed with
a series of reverse-poled regions, allowing it to experience the E-field’s opposite polarity. As
a result, a phase shift difference is established between the two MZI arms, translating into
an intensity difference at the interferometer’s output. However, a significant drawback of
this E-field sensor is its geometry. The size of the LN material necessitates a substantially
large enclosure for packaging compared to the fiber connector, with the long edge exceeding
100 mm as indicated in the figure.

For several decades, the development of LN based E-field sensing applications pro-
gressed slowly due to the limitations imposed by the geometry of bulk LN. This changed
with the advent of TFLN on the market. Traditional diffusion-based photonic devices in
bulk LN faced several challenges, such as high drive voltage requirements and the inability
to facilitate tight waveguide bends, hindering the development of integrated and efficient
optical devices. The introduction of thin-film Lithium Niobate on Insulator (LNOI) wafers
aimed to overcome these challenges by enabling the integration of various functionalities
on a single LN chip. Initial attempts to create high-quality TFLN through deposition
and growth techniques, such as chemical vapor deposition [24] and molecular beam epi-
taxy [25], faced difficulties in achieving high crystallinity and substrate compatibility. The
breakthrough came with the adoption of the Smart-Cut technology, which emerged as the
leading method for fabricating high-quality LN thin films [26]. This technique, developed
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in the late 1990s and early 2000s, involves ion slicing a high-quality bulk substrate and
bonding it to an insulating substrate, with options for adhesive and direct wafer bonding.
Direct wafer bonding is often preferred for its potential to restore the ion-sliced material’s
nonlinear and electro-optic properties via higher annealing temperatures. The Smart-Cut
process defines a cleavage plane in the LN substrate through ion implantation, followed
by wafer bonding and thermal annealing to establish the thin film. Additional annealing
steps are employed to diminish defects from ion implantation, and surface smoothness is
improved through polishing. The commercialization and growing interest in TFLN among
research groups worldwide were significantly boosted after the ion slicing technology’s
patent expired in 2018 [27].

Figure 2.4: Sensor Design and Characterization. Top (left to right): Schematics of MZI
E-field sensor, micro-ring resonator sensor, and MZI coupled with micro-ring resonator.
Bottom Left: Packaged E-field sensor head. Bottom Right: Measurement setup for sensor
characterization.

In recent years, TFLN devices have showcased their potential in a myriad of appli-
cations, including optical modulators, microwave frequency shifters, and various optical
device functions across numerous domains [28]. In 2022, Partow Technologies LLC, based
in the USA, unveiled their groundbreaking results utilizing TFLN micro-ring modulators
and MZI modulators for E-field sensing applications. The micro-ring sensor, illustrated
in Figure 2.4, is capable of sensing E-field frequencies up to several GHz and features a
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compact size of just 300 µm. Meanwhile, the MZI EO E-field sensor offers E-field sensing
capabilities extending to several THz, with an interaction length of 600 µm [22]. Illustra-
tions within the publication depict the schematics of each sensor and the packaged E-field
sensor head. From the images of the packaged sensor, it is evident that the EO struc-
ture is meticulously integrated within the sensor head, complete with a protective layer
encapsulating it. When positioned within an E-field environment subject to analysis, the
induced E-field on the EO devices alters the optical signal phase in the MZI sensing arm or
the micro-ring waveguide, leading to a discernible intensity difference at the EO device’s
output.

However, the EO E-field sensor discussed in Zhu’s paper functions primarily as a field
mapping device, rendering it unsuitable for the objectives of this project [28]. The optical
sensing device required for this initiative must be fabricated entirely from non-electrical
materials and possess a small footprint to facilitate seamless integration with the antenna
system. Following this, a comprehensive exploration of antenna theory and the EO effect is
provided to enhance understanding of the project’s foundational concepts. Ultimately, the
design process of the antenna unit, as part of the phased array antenna system, alongside
the EO E-field sensing device, is detailed and introduced as a key component of this project.

2.4 Background: Electro-Optic Effect

At its core, EO effect manifests as a change in a material’s optical properties, directly
proportional to the presence of an E-field. This phenomenon can lead to two distinct types
of modifications: alterations in the material’s absorption characteristics and shifts in its
refractive index. Among these, the alteration in absorption is typically less pronounced
than the change in refractive index, to the extent that it often becomes negligible under
many conditions. Within the realm of optical E-field sensing, the focus is predominantly
on leveraging the EO effect to detect external E-fields varying in intensity, frequency, and
phase. The modification of the refractive index attributed to the EO effect emerges as
the fundamental aspect of interest and is set to undergo extensive examination throughout
this project. To provide a visual representation of this phenomenon, an illustrative image
depicting the EO effect in action is showcased in Figure 2.5 [29].

The EO effect encompasses a range of physical interactions between electrical signals
and optical properties, though many of these interactions manifest weakly and thus fall
outside the primary focus of this project. Fundamentally, the EO effect can be categorized
into two principal phenomena based on the nature of the induced E-field’s influence on the
optical signal: the Pockels effect and the Kerr effect.
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Figure 2.5: EO Effect Impact. Illustration of refractive index changes in EO material due
to the EO effect.l

The Pockels effect, also known as the linear EO effect, results in a change in the
material’s refractive index (∆Kij) that is linearly proportional to the magnitude of the
applied E-field (Fk), represented by the equation 2.1 [29]:

ε0∆Kij =
3∑

k=1

rijkFK (2.1)

This effect is notable for its occurrence exclusively in EO materials that lack centrosym-
metry in their lattice structures, rendering such materials as Pockels materials. This dis-
tinction is significant, as materials exhibiting the Pockels effect—such as LN and certain
EO polymers—are among the most widely used EO materials globally due to their efficient
and predictable response to E-field stimulation.

Conversely, the Kerr effect, also referred to as the quadratic EO effect, modifies the
refractive index (∆Kij) of a material in proportion to the square of the excited E-field
(Fk), as described by the following relationship:

ε0∆Kij =
3∑

k=1

rijkFK +
3∑

k,l=1

SijkFKFl (2.2)

The Kerr effect notably occurs in EO materials characterized by centrosymmetric lattice
structures. This architectural feature means that if an EO material displays a centrosym-
metric lattice, it inherently lacks the capability to demonstrate the Pockels effect; instead,
it exhibits the Kerr effect, with its influence rendered null [30]. When comparing the
mathematical expressions governing both the Pockels and Kerr effects, it becomes evident
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that the Pockels effect entails a simpler interaction of parameters and considerations. This
simplicity largely accounts for the preference for Pockels materials in many applications,
especially since most organic EO polymers fall into this category. In contrast, materials
exhibiting the Kerr effect necessitate third-order nonlinearity, a complexity that presents
synthesis challenges in laboratory settings. Furthermore, the nonlinear relationship be-
tween the induced E-field and phase delay restricts the utility of Kerr materials relative to
their Pockels counterparts.

Given these considerations, this research project will primarily concentrate on the linear
EO effects, specifically the Pockels effects, due to their numerous outlined advantages. The
unique symmetry properties of the crystals enable the application of a three-by-three ma-
trix, commonly referred to as the engineering notation, within the EO material structure.
This matrix facilitates a direct correlation between the EO coefficients (rijK) and the crys-
tal lattice numbers, offering a streamlined approach to understanding and manipulating
the Pockels effect [29]. As such, the formulation for the Pockels effect is given clarity and
specificity within the context of this project, leveraging the intrinsic symmetry properties
of the crystals to elucidate the interaction between the optical signal and the E-field.
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 =
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Fy
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The classification of EO modulators is fundamentally determined by the alignment of
the input optical signal’s propagation direction with that of the E-field. This delineation
gives rise to two distinct modulator types: the longitudinal amplitude modulator and the
transverse amplitude modulator. The longitudinal amplitude modulator is characterized
by its application of an E-field that propagates in parallel to the optical wave, effectively
aligning the electric and optical fields in the same direction. This modulator configuration
is visually represented in Figure 2.6, top, providing a clear schematic of its operational
principle.

Conversely, the transverse amplitude modulator operates under a different paradigm,
where the applied E-field is oriented perpendicular to the optical signal’s propagation
direction. This orthogonal arrangement allows for a different modulation mechanism, as
depicted in the lower section of Figure 2.6 [9]. The schematic illustrates the fundamental
design and operational approach of the transverse amplitude modulator, offering insight
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into its functionality and application within EO systems [29].

This distinction between longitudinal and transverse modulators highlights the versa-
tility and adaptability of EO technologies in manipulating optical signals through precise
control of the E-field’s orientation relative to the optical wave propagation. Such un-
derstanding is crucial for the design and implementation of advanced EO devices within
various optical communication and sensing applications.

Figure 2.6: Optical Amplitude Modulator Schematics. Left: Longitudinal amplitude mod-
ulator. Right: Transverse amplitude modulator.

Leveraging the benefits of TFLN, this project selects TFLN as the EO material of
choice. A key property of EO materials is their ability to alter refractive indices in re-
sponse to external E-fields, especially when the material’s guest polarization aligns with
the polarization of the induced E-field. This alignment results in a change in the refractive
index, which can be quantitatively described by the following equation:

∆nx = nx −
1

2
n3
0r1jFk

∆ny = ny −
1

2
n3
0r2jFk

∆nz = nz −
1

2
n3
0r3jFk

(2.4)

Given the alignment of polarizations, the refractive index change (∆n) in the material
can be modeled accurately, allowing for precise manipulation of optical signals within
the EO device. This capability underpins the utility of TFLN in this project, offering a
sophisticated method to modulate light based on E-field interactions.

The refractive index variations induced by the Pockels EO effect manifest distinctly
along the XYZ axes, with the coefficients r1j, r2j, and r3j embodying the Pockels EO co-
efficients. These coefficients are closely tied to the crystal’s symmetry, which in turn is
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determined by the EO material’s intrinsic properties. Notably, several matrix elements,
referred to as rjk, may be rendered null due to the crystal’s unique symmetry features.
This variability in Pockels coefficients (rij) across different axes necessitates consulting a
crystal material data book for accurate identification and application [31]. The equations
specifically formulated to compute the phase change resulting from the EO effect in LN
material will be elaborated upon in the subsequent ”Project Design Process” section, pro-
viding a deeper insight into the mathematical underpinnings essential for understanding
and leveraging the EO effect in practical applications.

2.5 Background: Antenna

This research venture intersects the realms of optical and RF technologies, embarking on
a cross-disciplinary inquiry that merges foundational theories from both the optical and
RF domains. At the heart of this exploration is the EO sensing of E-fields in free space, a
concept fundamentally reliant on the EO effect. The EO effect, arising from EO materials,
enables the modulation of optical signals through variations in the material’s refractive
index induced by external E-field sources.

A key challenge addressed in this project is the measurement of the electrical near-field
emanating from phased-array antenna units without distorting the antenna’s radiation pat-
tern. The solution entails devising a sensing device whose geometric design and integration
with the antenna unit are meticulously planned to ensure minimal E-field interference. To
conduct a thorough investigation into the behaviours of both the phased-array antenna
unit and the tailored EO material device, an aperture-coupled patch antenna operating at
30 GHz has been selected as the antenna under test (AUT). Illustrative of the project’s
analytical depth, Figure 2.7 showcases two schematic diagrams: the left diagram provides
a comprehensive view of a 64-element Active Phased-Array Antenna (A-PAA) [32], illus-
trating the array’s overarching structure, while the right diagram zooms into an individual
antenna element, highlighting the aperture-coupled feeding technique employed.

An A-PAA represents a sophisticated blend of multiple antenna elements, orchestrating
a radio wave beam that can be electronically directed towards various orientations without
necessitating any physical adjustment to the antenna itself. This capability to steer beams
electronically is important, allowing for dynamic targeting and coverage adjustments. The
A-PAA architecture comprises numerous antenna elements, each functioning akin to an
individual patch antenna. The scale and complexity of an A-PAA can significantly vary,
ranging from arrays with as few as four elements to configurations featuring thousands of
elements, tailored to meet specific application needs [32].
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Figure 2.7: Active Phased Antenna Design. Left: Schematic of a 64-element active phased
antenna. Right: Schematic diagram of an aperture-coupled patch antenna element in the
A-PAA.

Several compelling reasons guided the selection of an aperture-coupled patch antenna as
the target antenna for this project. A important factor is the configuration of the antenna
patch, which is mounted atop the substrate layer, isolated from any surrounding materials.
This distinctive setup allows for the strategic placement of optical sensing devices in areas
where the E-field intensity is markedly strong, without the concern of causing interference
with the antenna’s top-mounted components. The use of this antenna type is prevalent
in phased-array antenna designs due to its conducive surface condition that facilitates the
capture of intensified E-field regions around the patch, making it an exemplary choice for
this project [33].

The AUT is engineered to operate at 30 GHz, benefiting from a broad bandwidth
attributed to its three-layer substrate design. The construction materials include cop-
per for the patch, ground, and feeding mechanisms, while the substrate is composed of
Rogers material, selected for its varying dielectric constants. These material choices and
design considerations not only enhance the antenna’s performance but also align with the
project’s objectives of E-field sensing. Further elaboration on the AUT, including in-depth
discussions and analyses, is reserved for the simulation chapter, where these aspects will
be explored comprehensively.

2.6 Project Design Process

Drawing insights from the comprehensive literature review, it’s established that EO ma-
terials possess the capability for E-field sensing. Nonetheless, the structures outlined in
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existing literature come with limitations that render them incompatible with the specific
design requirements of this project. The ultimate goal here is to formulate an optical
measurement methodology tailored for high-frequency phased-array antenna near-field as-
sessments. This approach is distinct in its passivity, reliance on all-dielectric components,
and immunity to electromagnetic interference, setting a high bar for the project’s objec-
tives.

Thus, the sensing structure to be designed is tasked with a critical function: it must
accurately relay information regarding the E-field’s strength, frequency, and phase as em-
anating from the antenna. This requirement not only emphasizes the need for precision
in the sensing mechanism but also underlines the importance of integrating the EO ma-
terial in a manner that complements the phased-array antenna’s operational dynamics.
The challenge lies in navigating the complexities of high-frequency electromagnetic fields
while ensuring that the sensing structure remains non-intrusive and effectively immune to
external electromagnetic disturbances.

The design process, therefore, revolves around innovating a solution that aligns with
these stringent criteria, facilitating a seamless integration of EO materials into a sensing
architecture capable of delivering precise, reliable measurements. This pursuit involves
iterative design iterations, simulations, and testing to refine the sensing structure, ensur-
ing it meets the project’s unique requirements for high-frequency E-field measurement in
phased-array antenna systems. For the purpose of this project, the focal point is a compact
two by two phased-array antenna system, meticulously designed to operate at the 30 GHz
frequency range. Each antenna element within this A-PAA is an aperture-coupled patch
antenna, characterized by a flat metallic patch situated atop the substrate surface, ensur-
ing uniformity in design across all array elements. To facilitate a detailed analysis and
evaluation, one of these homogeneously designed elements is designated as the AUT. This
detailed schematic representation serves as a foundational reference, aiding in the visual-
ization and understanding of the A-PAA’s configuration and the intrinsic design principles
of its constituent antenna elements.

Drawing on antenna theory, it’s understood that a patch antenna generates a signifi-
cant electrical near-field in the space between the patch atop the substrate and the metallic
ground plane beneath it. This near-field phenomenon is crucial for understanding and har-
nessing the antenna’s operational characteristics, especially in the context of EO sensing.
Figure 2.8 vividly illustrates this concept: the left image showcases the distribution of the
E-field between the patch and the ground [34], while the right image highlights the inten-
sified E-field present near the patch’s edges. The pronounced E-field at the edges of the
patch represents a critical zone of the near-field that necessitates precise measurement due
to its substantial impact on the antenna’s performance and the accuracy of field sensing.
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Figure 2.8: Antenna Field Distribution. Left: E-field distribution diagram of a patch
antenna (side view). Right: Simulation of the E-field near the interface between the patch
sidewall and the substrate.

At the commencement of this project, the design included a waveguide structure specif-
ically engineered to encompass the antenna patch, strategically to harness the intensified
E-field prevalent in this area. Simultaneously, TFLN was selected as the preferred material
for constructing the optical sensor, designated to measure the E-field in the near-field re-
gion of the AUT. This selection was driven by LN’s established effectiveness and reliability
in EO applications, especially attributed to the Pockels effect. LN’s distinguished perfor-
mance in optical and sensing device applications underlines its suitability for capturing
nuanced E-field variations, making it an optimal choice for achieving precise and stable
near-field measurements within the project’s scope.

The Pockels EO effect articulates that the refractive index of an EO material adjusts
linearly in response to the intensity of the induced E-field, as encapsulated by the following
equation [35]. This linear relationship between the E-field intensity and the refractive index
change underpins the optical sensor’s mechanism, enabling it to translate variations in the
near-field E-field into measurable optical signals. Such a method promises not only to
enhance the fidelity of E-field measurements but also to explore new avenues in the precise
characterization and optimization of phased-array antennas.

∆ne = −1

2
n3
er33Ez (2.5)

In this equation 2.5, ne is the extraordinary refractive index of LN, serving as a critical
factor in the EO response. r33 represents the primary EO coefficient of LN, crucial for
modulating the material’s optical properties under E-fields. Ez refers to the uniform E-
field directed along the Z-axis, produced by the antenna, which facilitates the interaction
between the antenna’s electromagnetic output and the EO material. The refractive index
alteration within the TFLN waveguide, resulting from the antenna’s E-field, is described by
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this equation. It illustrates the role of the induced Ez in modulating the TFLN’s refractive
index, employing LN’s unique EO properties.

Subsequently, the phase change experienced by an optical beam as it travels through
the TFLN waveguide is a direct consequence of the refractive index alteration induced
by the antenna’s E-field. This phase change is fundamental to understanding how E-
fields affect light propagation within EO materials, providing a basis for designing optical
sensing mechanisms that can accurately measure E-field strengths and patterns in the
vicinity of antennas. The precise calculation of this phase change involves applying the
modified refractive index values to the optical beam’s propagation equations, enabling the
determination of how the E-field influences the optical signal’s phase as it traverses the
EO waveguide.

∆ϕ = −2π

λ
n3
er33EzL (2.6)

Where λ denotes the wavelength of the optical beam navigating through the TFLN
waveguide, ne represents the effective refractive index of the LN waveguide, and L repre-
sents the length of the TFLN waveguide that is subjected to the E-field. This contextual
setting lays the groundwork for understanding the interaction between the optical signal
and the E-field within the confines of the waveguide.

Based on the aforementioned equation, it becomes evident that the phase change in-
duced by the EO effect within the TFLN waveguide exhibits a direct linear relationship
with both the intensity of the induced E-field and the waveguide’s length. The intensi-
fied E-field, particularly pronounced at the edges of the antenna patch, enables the TFLN
waveguide to be strategically positioned in areas where the E-field intensity is at its peak.
This positioning is critical for maximizing the EO effect’s influence on the optical signal.
However, a significant consideration in this setup is the constraint imposed on the TFLN
waveguide’s length by the E-field’s distribution characteristics. Specifically, the optimal
length of the waveguide is dictated to align with the length of the antenna patch, ensuring
that the waveguide is fully encompassed by the strong E-field generated at the patch’s
edge. Adhering to this parameter ensures that the TFLN waveguide, when influenced by
the strong E-field emanating from the patch, can efficiently induce a phase difference in
the optical signal as it propagates through the waveguide.

This precise manipulation of the optical signal’s phase, driven by the controlled in-
teraction with the E-field, underlines the potential of TFLN waveguides in EO sensing
applications. By carefully designing the waveguide’s dimensions and positioning relative
to the antenna patch, it is possible to harness the EO effect for detailed and accurate
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measurements of the E-field characteristics, contributing significantly to the field of optical
sensing technology.

Figure 2.9: E-Field Distribution and EO Waveguide Design. Left: Simulation of E-field
distribution from the edge of the AUT patch. Middle: Top view schematic diagram of two
EO waveguides adjacent to the radiated edge. Right: Side view of the two EO waveguides
alongside the radiated edge, on the same plane as the patch.

A distinctive characteristic of the aperture-coupled patch antenna is its design, where
the two longer edges above the feeding stub act as the radiating edges. These radiated edges
are crucial as they generate an E-field along their entire length, facilitating the EO effect
across different points. Consequently, to harness the EO effect efficiently, the EO waveguide
needs to be positioned adjacent to these radiated edges, where the E-field presence is most
significant. The non-radiated edges, in contrast, do not emit an E-field and, thus, do
not contribute to the generation of the EO effect, rendering them less pertinent for this
purpose.

Illustrated in Figure 2.9, the left image showcases the simulation results highlighting
the E-field distribution emanating from the patch’s radiated edge. These results reveal a
conspicuous absence of E-field activity at the center of the non-radiated edges, highlighting
the targeted nature of E-field generation in this antenna design. Additionally, the middle
figure provides a top view of two EO waveguides strategically positioned near the radiated
edge to optimize E-field reception. The right figure offers a side view, presenting the EO
waveguides adjacent to the radiated edge and aligned on the same plane as the patch. This
configuration is designed to maximize the interaction between the EO waveguides and the
E-field, thereby enhancing the sensing capabilities of the EO material.

Given that the phase delay induced by the EO effect is directly proportional to the EO
coefficient rij, the utilization of LN material, recognized for its high EO coefficient relative
to other EO materials, serves to significantly amplify the EO effect. This strategic choice
of material not only optimizes the waveguides’ sensitivity to the E-field but also leverages
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the inherent properties of LN to facilitate a more pronounced and measurable phase shift in
the optical signal. Such an approach emphasizes the meticulous consideration of material
properties and antenna design in enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of EO sensing
applications.

Figure 2.10: MZI Waveguide Structures. Left: Illustration of an MZI waveguide structure.
Right: Schematic diagram of two TFLN-MZI waveguides adjacent to the antenna patch’s
radiated edge.

Given the distinct discrepancy between optical frequencies utilized within waveguides
and the frequencies emitted by antennas, accurately analyzing phase differences in the
optical signal traversing the waveguide can present complexities, potentially impacting
the precision of experimental measurements. To mitigate these challenges and enhance
measurement accuracy, the project has adopted the use of a MZI waveguide structure
fabricated from TFLN material. This strategic choice allows for the conversion of phase
differences, induced by the EO effect, into variations in signal intensity at the MZI output,
offering a more straightforward and precise analysis method.

According to MZI theory, when the sensing waveguide and the reference waveguide
within the MZI structure exhibit different phases, the optical signal recombined at the
MZI waveguide’s output is characterized by reduced signal intensity relative to that of
the input signal. This phenomenon is attributed to the interference pattern resulting
from the phase disparity between the two waveguide paths. In this setup, the sensing
waveguide is strategically positioned close to the patch edge—where the E-field intensity is
strongest—while the reference waveguide is placed farther away from this edge. Due to the
rapid decrease in e-field intensity with increased distance from the patch edge, the E-field
impact on the reference waveguide is significantly weaker in comparison to that on the
sensing waveguide, to the extent that the EO effect on the reference waveguide becomes
negligible.

This design ensures that the phase shift induced by the E-field in the TFLN waveg-
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uide—corresponding to the sensing path—is effectively transformed into an intensity mod-
ulation observable at the MZI waveguide’s output. The power of this modulated signal can
be quantified by employing Equation 2.7 that account for the intensity modulation induced
by the differential phase shift between the sensing and reference paths [29]. Through this
approach, the project leverages the inherent advantages of the MZI structure, combined
with the EO properties of TFLN, to achieve a sensitive and accurate method for measuring
the E-field’s influence on the optical signal, facilitating precise near-field measurements in
experimental setups.

Pout = Pin
1 + cos∆ϕ

2
(2.7)

Where Pin is the input power fed into the interferometer, ∆ϕ symbolizes the phase
difference encountered along the two paths within the MZI. This functional relationship
elucidates how the output optical power from the MZI is linearly related to the phase shift
engendered by the EO effect within the TFLN waveguide.

Leveraging the MZI waveguide structure facilitates the transformation of the phase shift
into a discernible change in power, which can subsequently be captured and quantitatively
assessed using an optical power meter. This conversion principle is critical, as it provides
a direct method for measuring the impact of the EO effect on the optical signal’s phase,
translating it into a measurable power variation at the MZI waveguide’s output. Such
a mechanism highlights the MZI waveguide’s utility across a spectrum of applications,
encompassing optical switching, modulation, and sensing. By meticulously adjusting the
phase difference between the two waveguide paths, the MZI enables precise control over
the output power, showcasing its versatility and effectiveness in various optical systems.
This ability to directly relate phase changes to power variations offers a robust method
for exploring the EO effect’s nuances, particularly in contexts requiring high precision and
sensitivity in optical signal manipulation and measurement.

Choosing the right coupling method to integrate an optical signal from a laser source
into a waveguide is a crucial decision that demands comprehensive analysis. Various cou-
pling strategies have been investigated for their efficacy and suitability for different applica-
tions. These include the end-fire coupling method, which aligns the fiber directly with the
waveguide’s end facet to facilitate the direct entry of the optical mode from the fiber into
the waveguide [36]; the grating coupling (GC) method, which employs a periodic structure
etched onto the waveguide’s surface to diffract light from the fiber into the waveguide [37];
and the tapered coupling method, which uses tapered sections in the waveguide to grad-
ually match the waveguide’s mode size with that of the fiber [38]. Each of these methods
comes with its unique set of benefits and limitations.
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Figure 2.11: Coupling Methods Schematic. Left: Schematic diagram of the end-fire cou-
pling method. Right: Schematic diagram of a grating coupler in the waveguide.

Illustrating these methods, Figure 2.11 on the left displays a schematic diagram of the
end-fire coupling method [36], showcasing how the laser signal is coupled into and out of
the waveguide. On the right side of Figure 2.11, a schematic diagram highlights how a
GC is implemented within the waveguide setup [37]. These visual representations serve as
invaluable references for understanding the practical application of each coupling method,
offering insights into their operational principles and potential impact on the efficiency of
light coupling in waveguide-based systems.

The end-fire coupling approach entails a direct alignment of the optical fiber with
the waveguide’s end facet, facilitating a direct transition of the optical mode from the
fiber into the waveguide. This method necessitates precise alignment both laterally and
longitudinally to ensure maximal coupling efficiency. Meanwhile, GC introduce light into
the waveguide via a periodic structure etched onto the waveguide’s surface, allowing for
top-side coupling and potentially simplifying the alignment process. The tapered coupling
method, on the other hand, employs tapered sections within the waveguide to gradually
adapt the mode size, ensuring compatibility with the fiber’s mode.

For this project, the GC method emerges as the optimal choice, particularly because
the TFLN waveguide is positioned atop the antenna substrate. This positioning makes
the GC’s top-side coupling capability highly advantageous, enhancing efficiency and facil-
itating the experimental process. In contrast, for the transmission of the optical signal
from the TFLN waveguide to the optical signal detector, the end-fire coupling method is
preferred. This preference is due to its minimal fabrication requirements and the reduced
need for extensive measurement equipment, streamlining the experimental setup. These
strategic choices in coupling methods highlight the project’s nuanced approach to experi-
mental design, balancing efficiency, precision, and practical considerations to optimize the
integration of optical signals within the EO sensing apparatus.
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Figure 2.12: Focusing Grating Coupler Design. Left: 45-degree top view of a focusing GC.
Right: Cross-sectional view of a GC with design parameters for the TFLN waveguide.

The schematic depicted in Figure 2.12 showcases a dual perspective: on the left, a
45-degree view highlights a focusing GC characterized by its curved grating lines [39]
on the right, the detailed architecture of the GC, as employed in the TFLN waveguide
configuration, is revealed. This illustration delineates key parameters integral to the GC’s
functionality: Λ represents the grating’s period, Θ denotes the incident angle of the laser
source relative to the surface normal, w specifies the grating’s etching length, d indicates
the etching depth, and x marks the laser source’s incident position in relation to the GC’s
first pitch. Highlighted in green, the input optical laser source is strategically positioned
atop the GC, while the LN waveguide, adorned with uniformly etched grating structures,
is depicted in blue.

The GC stands as a cornerstone element in waveguide devices, streamlining the tran-
sition of optical signals from free space into the waveguide’s confines with remarkable
efficiency. The design of the GC’s periodic pattern is crucial; by accurately calibrating
parameters such as Λ, Θ, w, and d, the incident optical signal can be diffracted at meticu-
lously calculated angles. This precision ensures an optimal alignment with the waveguide
mode, thereby enhancing coupling efficiency. Particularly, the parameter Λ is finely ad-
justed to resonate with the 1550 nm wavelength of the incoming laser and the effective
refractive index of the LN waveguide mode, fulfilling the phase matching conditions req-
uisite for maximal coupling efficiency. The relationship between Λ and the laser source
angle, Θ, is described by the following equation 2.8, providing an empirical foundation for
estimating Λ’s range to achieve optimal coupling dynamics.

λ

nGC − sinΘ
≤ Λ ≤ λ

nsub − sinΘ
(2.8)
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Central to the design of the GC is the precise calculation of its period (Λ), a task
guided by the equation 2.8, where λ is the wavelength of the optical signal, nGC is the
refractive index of the grating coupler, and nsub is the refractive index of the substrate.
For this project, the chosen wavelength, λ, is 1550 nm, reflecting the operational standard
in optical telecommunications. The refractive index of LN at this wavelength is 2.21,
showcasing its optical clarity, while that of SiO2, the substrate, is 1.555, ensuring optimal
light propagation conditions.

To circumvent high second-order reflections at the waveguide-grating interface, a crit-
ical design consideration, the laser source’s incident angle, Θ, is meticulously maintained
between 8-degree and 10-degree, as advised by Taillaert (2006) [40]. Following the guidance
of the aforementioned equation, the grating period, Λ, is calculated to ideally span from
749 nm to 1122 nm. This range is vital for achieving efficient coupling, illustrating the
complicated balance between optical physics and practical design constraints. Moreover,
the grating’s fill factor—the proportion of the etched versus the unetched region within
one grating period—and its depth emerge as important variables. These elements not
only influence the coupling strength but also dictate the operational bandwidth of the GC,
emphasizing the necessity for their careful consideration during the design phase.

The exploration and optimization of these parameters continue beyond theoretical cal-
culations, extending into the domain of simulations detailed in the subsequent chapter on
simulation strategies. Through the employment of advanced simulation tools and iterative
design methodologies, engineers and researchers can fine-tune the GC’s characteristics.
This process is instrumental in realizing high coupling efficiency, a crucial factor in min-
imizing signal losses within photonic integrated circuits and thus, elevating the overall
performance of optical communication systems.

With the decision to utilize an aperture-coupled patch antenna for the AUT, the ini-
tial design process enables the estimation of some fundamental RF parameters based on
the antenna’s configuration. The electrical near-field emitted by the AUT is expected to
resonate and propagate from the metallic patch situated atop to the metal ground layer
beneath. Furthermore, considering the skin effect, the architecture of the feeding network
below, and the orientation of the aperture slot on the ground plane, it is plausible to deduce
that the patch’s longer edge will serve as a hotspot for E-field emission [41].

For this project, TFLN has been selected as the EO material of choice, distinguished by
its Pockels coefficient (r33) of 30 pm/V, as cited in the literature. Additionally, the effective
refractive index of LN waveguide is calculated to be 3.58 at a 1550 nm wavelength, aligning
with the chosen wavelength for the optical sensing application. The choice of the 1550
nm wavelength is strategic, considering its widespread use in telecommunications, which
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inherently enhances the project’s experimental feasibility by simplifying the procurement
of laser source equipment and other optical devices operating at this wavelength.

This strategic selection of materials and wavelengths highlights a meticulous approach
to designing an experimental setup that is both practical and aligned with industry stan-
dards. By leveraging the prevalent 1550 nm laser technology, the project is poised to
benefit from the readily available infrastructure, thereby reducing potential challenges as-
sociated with equipment compatibility and availability, and ensuring a smoother transition
from theoretical design to experimental validation. In this project, the dimensional con-
gruence of the TFLN waveguide with the antenna patch is paramount, with both featuring
a length of 3 mm along the patch’s long edge. This specification is critical for ensuring
optimal interaction between the waveguide and the E-field radiated by the antenna patch.
Notably, the E-field intensity near the patch edge reaches a significant 30,000 V/m, provid-
ing a substantial basis for the EO effect to modulate the optical signal within the TFLN
waveguide.

Utilizing these parameters, the phase delay induced by the TFLN waveguide due to the
EO effect can be precisely calculated. The resultant phase change is determined to be 0.502
radians. This phase shift is of particular interest as it directly translates into an intensity
difference observable within the MZI waveguide structure. When the EO material’s length
is maintained at 3 mm and subjected to an E-field intensity of 30,000 V/m, the phase
delay attributable to the EO effect is quantified at 0.502 radians, which corresponds to
an intensity difference of 6.2 % according to equation 2.7. Given the experimental setup
includes two MZI waveguides positioned on either side of the antenna patch’s radiating
edge, the cumulative theoretical power difference induced by the antenna’s E-field is esti-
mated at 12.4 %. This figure represents the calculated power difference at the output of
two MZI waveguides, excluding considerations for the coupling efficiency of both the GC
at the waveguide’s input and the end-fire coupling at its output.

This meticulous calculation highlights the theoretical foundation for analyzing the
EO effect’s impact on the optical signal within the project’s framework. By correlating
the E-field intensity with the induced phase and intensity changes in the TFLN waveg-
uide, the project advances towards achieving a passive, all-dielectric, and electromagnetic
interference-immune method for high-frequency phased-array antenna E-field near-field
measurement. The detailed approach to coupling, combined with precise calculations, lays
the groundwork for subsequent experimental validation and optimization of the TFLN
waveguide sensing mechanism.
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2.7 Summary

Figure 2.13: U-Shape TFLN-MZI Waveguide Configuration. Left: Top view of U-shape
TFLN-MZI waveguide structures around the antenna patch. Right: Side view of the
antenna patch and U-shape TFLN-MZI waveguide structures.

The novel design of the TFLN MZI waveguide structure for E-field sensing of patch
antennas is elaborately depicted in Figure 2.13. This illustration provides a comprehensive
view, with the left side offering a top perspective of the proposed TFLN-MZI waveguide
sensing architecture, while the right side furnishes a side perspective of the same structure.
Central to this design is the patch antenna characterized by two radiated edges, alongside
which the sensing waveguide—comprising U-shaped TFLN waveguide structures equipped
with dual MZI configurations—is strategically positioned. This precise placement ensures
optimal reception of the E-field radiated by the antenna’s edges.

The U-shaped configuration of the TFLN waveguide, incorporating two MZI setups, is
ingeniously designed to facilitate the propagation of the modulated optical signal from the
first MZI structure’s output port to the second MZI structure’s input port. To maintain
structural and operational coherence, the connecting waveguide mirrors the TFLN-MZI
waveguide’s design, ensuring uniformity in signal transmission within the sensing frame-
work.

At the waveguide’s inception point, a GC, meticulously crafted from TFLN material,
serves to adeptly channel the optical beam from the fiber into the waveguide, exemplifying
an efficient coupling strategy that capitalizes on the material’s EO properties. Conversely,
at the waveguide’s termination, the end-fire coupling method is employed to facilitate
the egress of the optical signal from the U-shaped TFLN waveguide structure, enhancing
the system’s overall effectiveness in signal transmission.This carefully crafted TFLN EO
E-field sensing waveguide structure is set to demonstrate a 6.2 % reduction in optical
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signal intensity when subjected to an E-field intensity of 30,000 V/m originating from the
antenna patch. This reduction is not observed in conditions where the antenna’s E-field
is absent. Such pronounced modulation, attributed to the responsiveness of the TFLN-
MZI waveguide structure to an EO coefficient of 30 pm/V, highlights the structure’s acute
sensitivity and its capability to accurately detect and quantify changes in the optical signal
induced by the E-field.

Moving forward, the next chapter will delve into simulations of the designed patch
antenna and the TFLN-MZI waveguide structure. This step aims to deepen the under-
standing of how these devices operate and to identify avenues for enhancing their perfor-
mance. Through simulation, complicated aspects of the waveguide’s interaction with the
E-field and its effects on the optical signal will be explored, paving the way for further
optimization of this advanced EO sensing solution.
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Chapter 3

Simulations for Antenna and Optical
device

3.1 Introduction

This project introduces an innovative optical structure designed for electric field (E-field)
sensing applications, utilizing electro-optical (EO) materials. The focus is on detecting
the near-field E-field emanating from an aperture-coupled patch antenna operating at 30
GHz, referred to as the antenna under test (AUT). The optical signal within this struc-
ture is characterized by a 1,550 nm continuous-wave mode, generated by a laser source.
The foundational principle of employing EO materials, such as lithium niobate (LN) with
significant EO coefficients for sensing the near-field emitted by the AUT, has been eluci-
dated in the preceding chapter. Following this, comprehensive simulations are undertaken
to evaluate the functionality and performance of the designed thin-film lithium niobate
(TFLN) waveguide structures in conjunction with the AUT. These simulation results are
crucial for validating the design concept and for the refinement of the proposed structures.
Accordingly, a variety of simulation software packages are applied in this research to ad-
dress different simulation domains: HFSS for antenna performance, Lumerical for optical
waveguide analysis, and Lumerical Device Simulation for hybrid simulations.

The HFSS software is utilized to simulate the performance of the AUT and to compute
near-field outcomes, including the S-parameter for electromagnetic (EM) field return loss
(S11), the S-parameter for EM field insertion loss (S12), and the E-field distribution ema-
nating from the AUT. These simulations are conducted in three dimensions to ensure the
accuracy of the results. Following this, the Lumerical software is employed to simulate the
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design and optimization of the TFLN optical waveguide structure under two-dimensional
conditions. This step is fundamental for minimizing optical loss within the TFLN waveg-
uide structure, both for individual components and the structure as a whole. Additionally,
the performance and optimization of the TFLN-based gating coupler (GC) are investigated
using Lumerical. Next, the multiphysics capabilities of Lumerical simulation package are
leveraged to simulate the hybrid scenario where the AUT in the radio frequency (RF) do-
main and the waveguide in the optical domain are simultaneously active, facilitating the
study of EO effects. Given the disparity in wavelength scales between the optical signal
(1,550 nm) and the antenna (10 mm), a comprehensive 3D simulation encompassing the
entire optical waveguide structure alongside the AUT is impractical on a desktop com-
puter. Plans were made to execute a 3D simulation of the TFLN-MZI waveguide structure
at the CIARS cluster; however, the simulation was halted after 5 hours due to insufficient
memory, despite an anticipated duration exceeding 1,000 hours. Subsequently, a simplified
simulation incorporating only a straight TFLN waveguide with the AUT was conducted
in Lumerical FDTD 3D simulation to corroborate the EO effect on the optical signal as
influenced by the AUT’s near-field. Finally, a device-level simulation will be conducted us-
ing Lumerical Interconnect to predict the performance of the optical measurement system
and the integrated experiment. The COMSOL Multiphysics simulation package will also
be used in the project to analyze the simulation results from Lumerical as a secondary tool
and handle minor simulation tasks.

3.2 Simulation: Antenna

The initial simulation task within this project focuses on the analysis of an aperture-
coupled patch antenna, serving as an antenna element within a phased-array antenna
system. This particular patch antenna is designated as the AUT for the duration of this
project. Following the preliminary design phase, the antenna’s performance is simulated in
HFSS to evaluate its efficacy as a transceiver antenna. Based on the design specifications,
the AUT is constructed as a six-layer structure, featuring a slot on the ground layer to
facilitate aperture-coupling and a copper tape at the base serving as the feeding network.

The selection of an aperture-coupled patch antenna for the AUT is justified by sev-
eral design considerations. Principally, the flat rectangular patch situated at the top is
physically separated from the feeding mechanism located at the bottom. This spatial sep-
aration is critical in mitigating potential E-field interference between the feeding network
and the patch itself. Moreover, this antenna design is a prevalent choice for units within
phased-array antenna systems, attributed to its ability to minimize interference and en-
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hance performance [42]. Figure 3.1 (left) displays the simulated representation of the AUT
in HFSS, while Figure 3.1 (right) provides a schematic overview of the AUT, with each
layer meticulously labelled for clarity.

Figure 3.1: Phased-Array Antenna Unit Simulation. Left: 45-degree top-side view HFSS
simulation of an aperture-coupled patch antenna. Right: Cross-sectional view of the AUT
showing diameter for each layer in HFSS.

The evaluation of the AUT encompasses three critical aspects within HFSS: the S11

parameter, the radiation gain plot, and the radiation pattern. The S11 plot is instrumental
in assessing not only the return loss of the antenna’s feeding network but also the excitation
frequency of the AUT. Examination of the S11 plot reveals that the operating frequency is
identified at the curve’s lowest point, which is determined to be 28.9 GHz. Additionally, the
excitation frequency of the AUT is established at 28.9 GHz. The bandwidth of the antenna
is delineated by the width of the curve falling below -10 dB, with the AUT exhibiting a
10% antenna bandwidth, as illustrated in the plot displayed in Figure 3.2. Furthermore,
Figure 3.2 investigates the effects of integrating vias into the antenna structure, presenting
simulated S11 parameters for configurations with and without vias. The inclusion of vias in
the antenna design is observed to induce a slight upward frequency shift in the S11 pattern
and a decrease in the S11 peak magnitude. Hence, the dimensions and positioning of these
vias are identified as crucial considerations, necessitating careful attention in subsequent
experimental attempts.

The radiation gain plot, as depicted in Figure 3.3 on the left side, showcases the gain of
the AUT at two distinct phases. Analyzing the plot, the red curve signifies the gain at the
0-degree phase, while the purple curve corresponds to the gain at the 90-degree phase. It is
observed that the maximum gain for the 0-degree phase shift approximates 6, a value that
remains consistent with the maximum gain observed in the 90-degree phase shift curve.
On the right side of Figure 3.1, the near-field radiation pattern of the AUT, as simulated in
HFSS, is illustrated. This radiation pattern employs a rainbow-coloured bar to denote the
direction of the radiated RF signal from the AUT, showcasing varying intensities. A label
positioned at the top of the radiation pattern highlights that the maximum value reaches
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Figure 3.2: S11 Parameter Measurement. Plot showing S11 measured from the AUT with
and without vias using HFSS.

6.2, corroborating the results obtained from the gain plot simulation on the left. This
alignment between the gain values and the radiation pattern emphasizes the consistency
and reliability of the simulation outcomes.

Figure 3.3: AUT Performance Plots. Left: AUT gain plot measured by HFSS. Right:
Near-field radiation pattern for the AUT measured by HFSS.

The final aspect of the simulation involves analyzing the E-field distribution emanating
from the AUT structure, conducted using HFSS. Theoretical insights reveal that the phase
delay in the TFLN waveguide, caused by the EO effect, is closely related to the intensity of
the induced E-field. Consequently, to maximize the EO effect, the TFLN waveguide must
be strategically positioned to intersect the areas of highest electromagnetic (EM) field
intensity emitted by the AUT. Beyond merely the intensity of the E-field, the length of the
TFLN waveguide that traverses through the E-field plays a important role in influencing
the EO effect. Therefore, the results depicting the E-field distribution from the AUT hold
paramount importance for the project, as they provide critical data for optimizing the
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placement and design of the TFLN waveguide to enhance the EO effect’s efficiency. This
detailed understanding of the E-field distribution is essential for tailoring the waveguide’s
characteristics to the specific EM environment generated by the AUT; as a result, ensuring
the optimal interaction necessary for the intended sensing applications.

Figure 3.4: E-Field Distribution Simulation. Left: 45-degree top view HFSS simulation of
E-field distribution for the AUT patch. Right: Top view of the E-field distribution from
the AUT patch.

Figure 3.4 (left) demonstrates the E-field distribution surrounding the AUT patch and
atop the AUT substrate, depicted through vibrant arrows. This illustration is derived
from a simulation snapshot taken in HFSS from a 45-degree angular perspective. The
AUT patch is centrally located at the origin of the XYZ-coordinate system, which also
marks the top of the AUT substrate. The colourful arrows within the figure not only
indicate the direction of field propagation but also visually represent the field intensity.

The AUT’s radiated E-field originates from the patch’s edges, extending into the free
space beyond the patch. For simulation purposes, the antenna source voltage of the AUT
has been set to 1 volt (V), equating to an input power of 100 milliwatts (mW). The intensity
of the E-field is denoted by the colour of the arrows, with the colour bar positioned at the
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top-left corner of the figure serving as a guide. The maximum E-field intensity, reaching
84200 V/m, is illustrated in red and is found at the corner of the AUT patch. Conversely,
the minimum E-field intensity, measured at 14.2 V/m, is located in the middle of the
patch’s short edge, parallel to the y-axis. This observation suggests that the short edge of
the patch is less significant for the EO effect due to its minimal E-field presence.

To improve the EO effect, the EO material waveguide should be positioned adjacent
to the patch’s longer edge, where the highest E-field intensity is recorded. However, as
indicated in Figure 3.4 (right), there is a noticeable rapid decrease in E-field intensity from
the patch’s edge to the free space. This gradient of E-field intensity features the impor-
tance of the distance between the waveguide core and the patch edge, a critical parameter
that necessitates careful consideration in the design of the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer
(MZI). This detailed analysis of the E-field distribution is crucial for ensuring that the EO
waveguide is optimally placed to harness the maximum EO effect, thereby enhancing the
overall performance of the sensing application.

Figure 3.5: LN Waveguide Proximity Effect. Left: Schematic of the TFLN waveguide
positioned on the AUT substrate with distance d. Right: Plot of E-field intensity versus
distance d to the patch edge.

In Figure 3.5, the left panel represents a schematic depiction of the TFLN waveguide
positioned atop the antenna’s substrate, adjacent to the patch, with a specified distance,
d, separating them. On the right panel, a simulation plot demonstrates the attenuation
of the E-field intensity emanating from the edge of the AUT patch when the surrounding
environment is air. This plot reveals that the E-field intensity diminishes with increasing
distance from the patch edge, exhibiting three distinct phases in the rate of decrease.

During the initial phase, there is a sharp decline in E-field intensity, dropping from
45,000 V/m to 15,000 V/m as the distance extends from 0 µm to 75 µm. Subsequently, in
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the second phase, the E-field intensity further decreases from 15,000 V/m down to 7,000
V/m, with the distance from the patch edge ranging from 80 µm to 250 µm. The rate of
decrease in this phase is significantly slower compared to the initial phase. Finally, beyond
250 µm, the E-field intensity curve stabilizes, showing minimal variation across the distance
span from 250 µm to 500 µm.

Based on these observations, it is imperative for the TFLN waveguide, intended for
sensing the E-field emanating from the antenna patch, to be positioned as proximally as
possible to the patch edge to capitalize on the higher E-field intensity. Moreover, the
reference waveguide, part of the TFLN MZI structure, should ideally be situated at a
distance of 250 µm or less from the patch edge. This placement strategy aims to minimize
the influence of the diminishing E-field, ensuring the waveguide’s effective operation in
sensing applications. This attentive consideration of distance and positioning highlights
the critical interplay between the physical configuration of the waveguide and its functional
efficacy in capturing the E-field dynamics for optimal sensor performance.

3.3 Optical Simulation

In this section, a detailed review and analysis of the physical parameters of TFLN material
will be undertaken. Key properties such as the refractive index variation with frequency,
propagation loss, and temperature sensitivity are of paramount importance. Understand-
ing these characteristics is crucial for accurately simulating the TFLN waveguide across
different simulation platforms, with the ultimate goal of aligning simulation outcomes as
closely as possible with real-world behaviour. The optical simulation of the TFLN waveg-
uide will be executed using the Lumerical simulation package, and the specific parameters
utilized within the simulation will be delineated for comprehensive understanding.

The project leverages two primary simulation software packages: the Lumerical Finite-
Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) simulation package for optical field simulations and the
COMSOL Finite Element Method (FEM) Multiphysics simulation package for hybrid sim-
ulations. Lumerical stands out as a versatile simulation suite tailored for the modelling
and analysis of light interactions within photonic structures. It employs FDTD among
other sophisticated methodologies such as Mode Solutions and DEVICE for conducting
EO simulations. The FDTD method is particularly beneficial for its time-domain ap-
proach to Maxwell’s equations in three dimensions, facilitating the precise modelling of
intricate photonic interactions within waveguides and other photonic devices. This ap-
proach is instrumental in capturing a comprehensive array of optical phenomena that are
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characteristic of waveguide structures, including dispersion, nonlinear effects, and mode
propagation.

Moreover, Lumerical’s capacity to accommodate a wide range of wavelengths and mate-
rial properties renders it an indispensable tool in the design, optimization, and elucidation
of waveguide behaviours across various photonic applications. The integration of these
advanced simulation tools enables a deep dive into the nuanced performance of TFLN
waveguides, ensuring that the simulated models reflect the complexities and intricacies of
real-world photonic systems. Through meticulous parameter selection and simulation, this
section aims to bridge the gap between theoretical predictions and practical outcomes,
laying a solid foundation for the subsequent phases of the project.

On the other hand, COMSOL Multiphysics emerges as a highly adaptable simulation
platform that excels in the numerical resolution of a diverse array of physics-based chal-
lenges. It utilizes the FEM for solving partial differential equations across various physical
domains. This methodological foundation enables COMSOL to adeptly handle complex
multiphysics scenarios, where the interplay among different physical processes—such as
thermal dynamics, mechanical stresses, electrical fields, and fluid flows—is intricately in-
terconnected and requires simultaneous consideration. A notable strength of COMSOL,
particularly relevant for the simulation of EO effects, lies in its comprehensive multiphysics
capability. This feature allows for the seamless integration of electrical and optical sim-
ulations, thereby offering a complete analysis of EO devices, including modulators and
switches. The design achieves this by precisely modelling the impact of electrical fields on
optical properties and their mutual interactions.

In comparison to Lumerical, which is finely tuned for photonic and waveguide simula-
tions, COMSOL adopts a more expansive approach. This breadth makes it exceptionally
suited for projects that demand a detailed examination of the interactions between elec-
trical and optical phenomena within a unified simulation framework.

For the scope of this project, the simulation tasks pertaining to the optical domain
devices will predominantly utilize the Lumerical simulation package. Therefore, this section
will elucidate the variables relevant to the simulation, which include the source power and
the source frequency spectrum. Given that FDTD operates within the time domain, the
electromagnetic fields in Lumerical are calculated over time. Accordingly, the system under
simulation is stimulated by an imported source, and the time signal of this source, s(t),
is typically a pulse. The calculation of this pulse can be represented by the following
equation:
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s(t) = sin(ω0(t− t0)) exp(−
(t− t0)

2

2(∆t)2
t) (3.1)

This equation highlights the temporal dynamics of the electromagnetic fields, capturing
the essence of the simulation’s initial conditions and the source’s characteristics. Through
the meticulous application of these simulation tools—Lumerical for focused photonic sim-
ulations and COMSOL for integrated multiphysics analyses—the project aims to achieve a
comprehensive understanding and accurate modelling of the EO effects within the designed
devices. This dual-simulation strategy ensures that both the detailed photonic interactions
and the broader EO phenomena are thoroughly explored, paving the way for innovative
solutions in the realm of EO devices.

The transformation of the time-domain signal s(t) into the frequency domain is achieved
through the Fourier transform, represented by the equation:

s(ω) =

∫
exp(iωt)s(t)dt (3.2)

Ideally, if s(t) were a Dirac delta function, then s(ω) would equal 1. This idealization
permits Lumerical to deduce the system’s response across all frequencies from a singular
simulation run. Furthermore, the frequency domain field monitors within Lumerical’s
FDTD solvers capture the electric and magnetic fields at frequencies specified by the user
and report the simulation outcomes in the continuous wave normalization state (cwnorm).
As detailed in Lumerical’s documentation, the simulation results returned in the cwnorm
state are normalized by the Fourier transform of the source pulse. This normalization
effectively provides the impulse response of the system within Lumerical [43]. Subsequently

the impulse response of the electric field,
⇀

Eimp(ω), is given by:

⇀

Eimp(ω) =

∫
exp(iωt)

⇀

E(t)dt

s(ω)
(3.3)

This formulation implies that the field reported in the cwnorm state corresponds to the
field that would be present if a continuous wave (CW) source with amplitude E0 had been
utilized at the angular frequency ω. This adjustment eliminates any frequency dependency
arising from the finite pulse length of the source, ensuring that the units of the returned
fields align with those of the time-domain fields.

In Lumerical, the power of the source is represented as a ratio number, but it can be
quantified through the Poynting vector, derived from the electric (E) and magnetic (H)
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fields introduced by the source. This integral is calculated over the source’s injection plane,
and the power injected into the simulation in the cwnorm scenario is expressed as:

Pcwnorm(f) =
1
2

∫
Re(P (f)source) · dS
|sourcenorm|2

(3.4)

Here, P(f) source represents the Poynting vector, with the source power measured in
Watts. The waveguide input source in the Lumerical simulation is a Gaussian Beam source,
peaking at a 1550 nm wavelength. Figure 3.6 illustrates the plot for the source power in
the frequency domain. Additionally, as a reference, the source mode time spectrum in the
simulation is also presented in Figure 3.6 (right). With this comprehensive understanding
of the simulation setup in Lumerical, the TFLN waveguide situated on the SiO2 layer with
a silicon substrate will be simulated using this detailed configuration.

Figure 3.6: Simulation of Source Dynamics. Left: Source power simulation in the frequency
domain. Right: Source mode time spectrum from Lumerical.

Following the detailed elucidation of the equations and simulation plots related to the
source power within the simulation environment, attention now shifts to the optical proper-
ties of the TFLN waveguide, specifically focusing on its effective index and the propagation
constant, denoted as beta (β). These optical properties are critical for understanding the
waveguide’s behaviour in guiding light and are directly influenced by the waveguide’s ge-
ometry, material composition, and the operating wavelength of the light.

The effective index of a waveguide is a fundamental parameter that describes how
the speed of light in the waveguide compares to the speed of light in vacuum. It is a
dimensionless number that provides insight into the mode confinement and dispersion
characteristics of the waveguide. The effective index is particularly important in the design
and analysis of photonic integrated circuits, as it affects the phase velocity of light within
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the waveguide and plays a crucial role in phase matching conditions in nonlinear optical
processes.

The propagation constant, β, is another essential parameter that quantifies the phase
change per unit length along the waveguide. It is directly related to the effective index by
the equation:

β =
2 ∗ π
λ

neff (3.5)

where λ is the wavelength of light in vacuum and neff is the effective index of the
waveguide mode. The propagation constant is instrumental in determining the phase and
group velocities of light within the waveguide, as well as in the analysis of waveguide
dispersion and coupling phenomena.

Figure 3.7 presents the simulation results for the effective index and the propagation
constant of the TFLN waveguide. These results are obtained from the simulation environ-
ment, utilizing the previously discussed parameters and setup. The figure likely includes
plots that depict how the effective index and β vary with wavelength or other relevant
parameters, providing valuable insights into the waveguide’s optical properties and its
suitability for various photonic applications.

Understanding the effective index and propagation constant is crucial for the design and
optimization of TFLN waveguides, especially in applications requiring precise control over
light propagation, such as in optical communications, sensors, and integrated photonic
circuits. The simulation data presented in Figure 3.7 thus serves as a key foundation
for further analysis and design considerations in the development of LN-based photonic
devices.

The effective index is a critical parameter in waveguide simulations, serving to specify
the value around which the modes of the waveguide are solved. According to the simulation
outcomes, a waveguide with a width of 0.75 µm is capable of supporting the transverse
electric (TE) mode, which has been utilized to calculate both the effective index and the
propagation constant. The imaginary part of the effective index, which arises due to the
propagation loss inherent in the TFLN material, reflects the attenuation of the mode as it
propagates through the waveguide. This attenuation is directly linked to the propagation
loss values defined by the TFLN material properties, as discussed in the preceding section.

In the forthcoming section, the focus will shift towards the design and optimization of
various segments within the TFLN waveguide structure—namely, the straight waveguide,
the bending waveguide, and the Y-branch. The primary objective of this phase is to
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Figure 3.7: LN Waveguide Frequency Sweep. Simulated parameters for an TFLN waveg-
uide (0.75 µmwidth), including left: effective index (real and imaginary) versus wavelength,
and right: propagation constant (real and imaginary) versus wavelength.

minimize propagation loss, thereby enhancing the overall performance of the waveguide
for its intended applications. To achieve this, Lumerical will be employed to meticulously
design each segment, taking into account the unique challenges and requirements posed by
their respective geometries and functionalities.

The choice of TFLN as the core material for the waveguide has been made after thor-
ough consideration of its optical properties and suitability for the intended applications.
The simulation environment has been carefully constructed to mirror real-world conditions
as closely as possible, ensuring that the simulated behaviour of the waveguide segments
accurately reflects their expected performance in practical scenarios. This approach not
only facilitates a more reliable prediction of waveguide behaviour but also enables the iden-
tification and resolution of potential design issues before physical fabrication, saving both
time and resources.

By systematically analyzing and optimizing each segment of the TFLN waveguide struc-
ture, the project aims to develop a highly efficient waveguide system with minimized prop-
agation losses. This attempt is crucial for the successful implementation of TFLN waveg-
uides in a variety of photonic applications, ranging from telecommunications to sensing
and beyond, where precise control and manipulation of light are paramount.

3.4 Lithium Niobate

LN has emerged as a important material in the field of EO applications, distinguished by its
unique physical properties in comparison to other EO materials. Among these properties,
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the refractive index of TFLN is particularly noteworthy due to its significant frequency
dependence, a characteristic that plays a crucial role in nonlinear optical processes. This
frequency-dependent behaviour of the refractive index is instrumental in enabling a wide
range of applications, from modulators and switches to frequency converters.

When compared to materials such as gallium arsenide (GaAs), TFLN demonstrates
several advantages that underline its prominence in the field. One of the most significant
advantages is its broader transparency range, which extends its usability across a wider
spectrum of wavelengths. This characteristic is particularly beneficial in telecommunica-
tions and other applications that operate within the near-infrared spectrum, including the
telecom wavelengths around 1550 nm. The transparency range of TFLN not only facil-
itates its application across various domains but also contributes to its versatility as a
foundational material in photonic devices.

Furthermore, LN’s superior phase matching capabilities are attributed to its unique
dispersion properties. Dispersion, which describes how the refractive index of a material
varies with frequency or wavelength, is a critical factor in many optical applications, es-
pecially those involving nonlinear optical processes. LN’s dispersion properties allow for
efficient phase matching, a condition where the phase velocity of different waves interacting
within a medium is synchronized, thereby maximizing the efficiency of nonlinear optical
interactions.

The refractive indices of LN, which range from approximately 2.2 to 2.3 at telecom
wavelengths, are slightly lower than those observed in GaAs. This difference highlights
LN’s efficiency in optical waveguiding, as a lower refractive index contrast between the
core and cladding materials can still facilitate effective light confinement with less material
absorption. Reduced absorption is a key factor in enhancing the performance of optical
waveguides by minimizing signal attenuation and preserving the integrity of the transmitted
information.

In summary, the unique optical properties of lithium niobate, including its frequency-
dependent refractive index, broad transparency range, and exceptional phase matching
capabilities, make it an indispensable material in the development of advanced photonic
devices. Its application in TFLN waveguides exemplifies the material’s potential in har-
nessing and manipulating light for a multitude of cutting-edge EO applications.

Regarding propagation loss, TFLN presents a nuanced profile that merits close ex-
amination. Figure 3.8 illustrates the complex refractive index of TFLN at a 1550 nm
wavelength, showcasing both the real part (n) and the imaginary part (k), according to
the literature [44]. The plot reveals how the k value, which represents the material’s ab-
sorption coefficient and is indicative of propagation loss, diminishes significantly as the
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Figure 3.8: Wavelength Dependency of TFLN Indices. Log-log plot showing the variation
of refractive indices n and k versus wavelength for LN, with left focusing on no and ko, and
right on ne and ke.

optical signal wavelength increases. Specifically, at a wavelength of 1550 nm, the ordinary
refractive index (no) is recorded at 2.3007, and the extraordinary refractive index (ne)
at 2.2116. While LN’s intrinsic losses are relatively low, the actual loss figures can vary
notably depending on the crystal’s quality and the specifics of the fabrication process.

In comparison, materials such as silicon nitride (Si3N4) are known for their lower prop-
agation losses, often falling below 0.1 dB/cm. This is largely attributed to their superior
material homogeneity and the refinement of fabrication techniques[44]. Nonetheless, ad-
vancements in TFLN fabrication technologies, including methods like proton exchange or
ridge waveguide formation, have led to significant reductions in propagation loss. Recent
achievements have seen propagation losses in TFLN ridge waveguides being lowered to
as much as 0.2 dB/m[45]. Such advancements are important for the progress of high-
performance optical communication systems and the broader field of integrated photonic
circuits.

In the simulations conducted for this project, the TFLN material characterized by a
propagation loss of 0.2 dB/m has been incorporated into the Lumerical simulation ma-
terial library. This specific material profile is utilized as the waveguide material in all
simulations, ensuring a realistic representation of LN’s performance in photonic applica-
tions. This careful consideration of LN’s propagation loss characteristics, coupled with
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the latest improvements in fabrication technology, highlights the material’s potential and
adaptability in the evolving landscape of optical communications and integrated photonics.

Figure 3.9: Temperature Dependence of TFLN Refractive Index. Variation of the refractive
index of TFLN at different temperatures and wavelengths.

Temperature sensitivity is a crucial factor affecting the performance of LN, particularly
impacting its refractive index and EO coefficients. Figure 3.9 illustrates the variation of
LN’s refractive index in response to temperature changes across different wavelengths, as
documented in [45]. Specifically, at a wavelength of 1550 nm, an increase in temperature
from room temperature 300 K to 400 K results in the refractive index of TFLN shifting
from 2.14 to 2.18. This change highlights LN’s thermo-optic coefficient, which is approxi-
mately 2×10−5 /oC, positioning TFLN in a unique spot in terms of temperature sensitivity
compared to other materials widely used in photonics and optoelectronics.

Silicon (Si), for instance, has a significantly higher thermo-optic coefficient, about
1.86 × 10−4 /oC, which leads to a more substantial change in its refractive index with
temperature variations. This characteristic of silicon offers greater tunability for devices,
allowing for precise control over their optical properties. However, this also necessitates
rigorous thermal management to ensure device stability and performance over varying
operational conditions.

On the other hand, silicon dioxide (SiO2) with a lower thermo-optic coefficient around
1×10−5 /oC, provides a contrasting approach. Its relatively stable thermal response makes
SiO2 an excellent material for ensuring thermal stability within optical devices, making it
a preferred choice in applications where minimal thermal dependence is desired.

The distinct thermal properties of lithium niobate, silicon, and silicon dioxide highlight
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the critical role of material selection in the design and development of photonic devices. By
understanding and leveraging these properties, engineers and designers can tailor devices
to achieve an optimal balance between tunability and thermal stability. This balance is
essential for the creation of high-performance photonic devices that can operate efficiently
across a wide range of temperatures, ensuring reliability and effectiveness in various appli-
cations, from telecommunications to advanced sensing systems.

Figure 3.10: TFLN Ridge Waveguide for Simulation. Left: Schematic image of the TFLN
ridge waveguide used in Lumerical simulations. Right: Simulation image of the TFLN
waveguide in Lumerical.

After determining the physical parameters of LN, these variables are imported into
Lumerical to facilitate the generation of the TFLN waveguide in the simulation. For this
project, the focus is on the ridge waveguide configuration. Figure 3.10 (left) illustrates the
TFLN ridge waveguide, complete with the isolation layer and the substrate as generated
in the simulation environment, while the right side of Figure 3.10 showcases the TFLN
ridge waveguide as created within Lumerical. Various types of waveguides have been
employed in TFLN optical devices, including diffused waveguides for photo-exchanged
TFLN devices and rib waveguides for TFLN devices. The choice of waveguide type for this
project is significantly influenced by budgetary constraints and the available techniques for
fabricating the TFLN waveguide.

During the pandemic, a TFLN wafer was acquired from a manufacturer. The cost of
the TFLN wafer was contingent upon the thickness of the TFLN layer, with thicker layers
incurring higher costs. For this project, a TFLN wafer featuring a 300 nm thick TFLN layer
was procured, setting the waveguide’s thickness at 300 nm. Additionally, the thickness of
the SiO2 isolation layer is set at 1 µm, and the thickness of the Si substrate is determined to
be 500 µm. These parameters are meticulously incorporated into the simulation to ensure
accuracy and relevance.
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The refractive index of SiO2 at a wavelength of 1550 nm is noted to be 1.444, and the
refractive index of TFLN at the same wavelength is 2.21. The refractive index contrast,
∆, between TFLN and SiO2 is a crucial parameter for waveguide design, affecting mode
confinement and propagation. The refractive index contrast can be calculated using the
equation below:

∆ =
n1

2 − n2
2

2n1
2

(3.6)

where n1 represents the refractive index of the core material (in this case, lithium nio-
bate, LN) and n2 means the refractive index of the cladding material (silicon dioxide, SiO2,
for the bottom cladding and air for the other three sides of the waveguide). Applying this
equation to the TFLN waveguide design, where TFLN serves as the waveguide core mate-
rial surrounded by SiO2 and air as cladding, yields a refractive index contrast of 0.29. This
significant contrast indicates that the TFLN waveguide exhibits strong guidance proper-
ties. Strongly-guiding waveguides confine the cross-sectional E-field profile predominantly
within the core, as opposed to weakly-guiding waveguides where the E-field extends more
into the cladding layer.

The width of the TFLN waveguide is another critical design variable in this project.
The EO effect, induced by the E-field emanating from the antenna, contributes to the
change in optical power at the output of the MZI waveguide. Given that the E-field in-
tensity decreases with increasing distance from the antenna patch edge—specifically, it
rapidly drops from 45,000 V/m to 15,000 V/m as the distance increases from 0 µm to 75
µm—minimizing the waveguide width can be advantageous. A narrower waveguide facili-
tates a more uniform distribution of refractive index changes within the TFLN waveguide,
which is beneficial for the EO effect’s efficiency.

However, reducing the width of the TFLN waveguide introduces certain challenges.
Specifically, it complicates the fabrication process and may decrease the coupling efficiency
for both GC and end-fire coupling methods. Considering the optical signal’s wavelength
of 1550 nm used in this project, two waveguide widths have been selected for investiga-
tion: half-wavelength (0.75 µm) and one wavelength (2 µm). These dimensions are cho-
sen to explore the balance between effective EO modulation and practical considerations
such as fabrication feasibility and coupling efficiency. Consequently, this approach aims
to maximize the waveguide design for enhanced performance in EO applications, taking
into account the intricate interplay between physical dimensions, optical properties, and
fabrication constraints.
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3.5 Lithium Niobate Based Optical Device

This section delves into the simulation results for a straight TFLN waveguide, aiming to
elucidate the design and optical properties of the TFLN waveguide employed in this project.
The straight TFLN waveguide serves as a foundational component of the LN-based E-field
sensing structure, providing key insights into the behaviour and performance of the overall
device.

The TFLN waveguide, chosen for its promising EO properties and compatibility with
integrated photonic circuits, is initially simulated in its straight form. This preliminary
step is essential for analyzing the optical characteristics intrinsic to the waveguide, which,
in turn, influences the effectiveness and sensitivity of the E-field sensing mechanism.

Figure 3.11: TFLN Waveguide Simulation Setup. Images of a straight TFLN waveguide
on SiO2 with simulation area setup. Left: 45-degree top view. Right: Cross-section view.

A detailed simulation of a straight TFLN waveguide, featuring dimensions of 750 nm
in width and 300 nm in height, is depicted in Figure 3.11. The TFLN waveguide, high-
lighted in blue, is strategically positioned atop a silicon dioxide (SiO2) layer, illustrating its
integration within the waveguide structure. The simulation area, delineated by an original
colour box, extends to 10 wavelengths in length along the x-axis and 6 wavelengths in
height along the z-axis, with its width measured along the y-axis. The orientation of the
simulation is clearly marked by the XYZ coordinate system, located at the left corner of
the simulation image.

On the right side of Figure 3.11, the simulation image showcases yellow-coloured lines
representing yz-plane field monitors. These monitors are strategically placed at various
locations along the TFLN waveguide to detect the E-field distribution within the waveguide
structure. This setup is crucial for analyzing the propagation characteristics of the optical
signal through the TFLN waveguide and understanding how the waveguide’s dimensions
and material properties influence the E-field distribution.
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It is noted that the simulation images for an TFLN waveguide with a width of 2 µm
have not been included in this project, as they bear a strong resemblance to the simulation
results for the 750 nm width TFLN waveguide. This decision stresses the focus on waveg-
uide dimensions that are expected to significantly influence the EO effect and the overall
performance of the TFLN waveguide in E-field sensing applications.

In addition, Figure 3.12 is dedicated to presenting the field profile of the optical signal
as it propagates through the straight waveguide. This figure aims to elucidate the optical
mode behaviour within the TFLN waveguide across different waveguide widths. By ex-
amining the field profile, insights into mode confinement, effective index, and propagation
losses can be gleaned, which are critical for optimizing the waveguide design. This anal-
ysis is instrumental in tailoring the waveguide’s dimensions and material composition to
enhance its performance for specific applications, particularly in the realm of integrated
photonics and EO devices. Through such detailed simulations, the project advances the
understanding and application of TFLN waveguides in cutting-edge optical technologies.

The E-field distribution illustrated in Figure 3.12 was captured by the field monitor
positioned on the lithium niobate waveguide. From the analysis of the electric field dis-
tribution for mode analysis, it is evident that the TE mode is the predominant mode for
the optical signal propagating within the lithium niobate waveguide. This TE mode signal
is effectively confined within the waveguide structure for both the 2 µm width waveguide
and the 0.75 µm width waveguide. However, the transverse magnetic (TM) mode signal
was observed to propagate through the silicon dioxide layer beneath the lithium niobate
waveguide in both instances.

The propagation loss of the lithium niobate waveguide was not calculated in these sim-
ulation steps due to the waveguide’s length being too short to clearly detect any significant
propagation loss. The length of the TFLN waveguide in this simulation is 15 wavelengths
(approximately 23 µm), and considering the imported propagation loss for lithium niobate
material from the literature review is 0.2 dB/m, the propagation loss on a micrometre scale
is minimal and can be disregarded.

In the lithium niobate-based electric field sensing device, the TFLN MZI waveguide
structure plays a crucial role as it is utilized to convert phase differences into power differ-
ences at the MZI output. Nevertheless, the presence of many curved waveguides within the
MZI structure could potentially introduce significant propagation loss for the optical signal
transmitted through the structure. In Lumerical, the transmission parameter is employed
to calculate the propagation loss of the waveguide structure. This normalized transmission
parameter, denoted as T(f), is calculated based on the following equation:
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Figure 3.12: E-Field Distribution in TFLN Waveguide. Simulated E-field distribution for
different modes and waveguide widths. Top left: TE mode in 0.75 µm width. Top right:
TM mode in 0.75 µm width. Bottom left: TE mode in 2 µm width. Bottom right: TM
mode in 2 µm width.

T (f) =
1

2

∫
monitor

Re(p(f)) · dS
Psource(f)

(3.7)

In the context, T represents the transmission as a function of frequency, where P(f)
denotes the Poynting vector, illustrating the flow of electromagnetic power through a given
area. The term dS refers to an infinitesimal element of the surface over which the Poynt-
ing vector is integrated, and it is oriented according to the surface normal. Psource is the
normalized source power, serving as a reference for calculating the transmission. This nor-
malization process allows for the comparison of transmitted power through the waveguide
relative to the power initially introduced by the source.

The transmission value calculated provides insight into the efficiency of the waveguide
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structure in guiding the optical signal. For example, a transmission value of 0.3 indicates
that 30% of the optical power injected by the source has successfully passed through
the waveguide structure and has been detected by the monitor. This metric is crucial for
evaluating the performance of the waveguide, particularly in terms of its ability to minimize
losses and maintain signal integrity over its length and through bends or other structural
features.

Figure 3.13 displays simulation images for a bending TFLN waveguide situated on a
silicon dioxide (SiO2) layer, with the simulation area setup included. The left image pro-
vides a 45-degree top view of the bending waveguide, offering a perspective that highlights
the curvature and the spatial relationship between the waveguide and its surrounding en-
vironment. The right image presents a direct top view within the simulation box, giving a
clear depiction of the waveguide’s path and the extent of the simulation area.

These simulation images are instrumental in understanding the behaviour of optical
signals as they navigate through curved sections of the waveguide. Bending waveguides
are particularly challenging due to the potential for increased propagation losses and mode
distortion, which can significantly impact the device’s overall performance. By analyzing
these simulations, insights can be gained into optimizing waveguide design and layout to
mitigate such issues, ensuring efficient signal transmission even through complex waveguide
geometries.

Figure 3.13: Bending TFLN Waveguide Simulation. Simulation images for the bending
TFLN waveguide on SiO2. Left: 45-degree top view. Middle: Cross-section view. Right:
Top view with simulation box.

In the simulation, a bent TFLN waveguide with a 90-degree bending angle was con-
structed, featuring widths of 0.75 µm and 2 µm. A critical design parameter for this bent
waveguide is the radius of curvature. A radius that is too small can lead to undesir-
able effects, such as optical signals reflecting back towards the input port or leaking into
the cladding layer, which would significantly impair the waveguide’s efficiency and signal
integrity.
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To mitigate propagation loss associated with the bend, it is essential to select a radius
large enough to maximize signal transmission through the curved section of the waveguide.
However, increasing the radius to enhance transmission introduces a trade-off with fabrica-
tion complexity. A longer bending waveguide, while potentially offering better performance
in terms of minimizing loss and maintaining signal fidelity, complicates the manufacturing
process and may introduce challenges in managing other optical signal modes.

To explore the relationship between the radius of the bent waveguide and its transmis-
sion efficiency, two power monitors are strategically placed along the TFLN waveguide: one
at the input and another at the output of the bent section. This setup enables the capture
and analysis of changes in optical signal mode as the light traverses the bend, facilitating
the calculation of transmission through this critical part of the waveguide.

This investigation into the transmission characteristics of bent waveguides is crucial for
optimizing waveguide design. By understanding how different radii affect signal loss and
mode integrity, designers can make informed decisions to balance the competing demands
of fabrication feasibility and optical performance. Such optimizations are essential for the
development of high-efficiency, low-loss photonic devices that rely on precisely engineered
waveguide geometries to achieve desired operational outcomes.

Figure 3.14: Transmission Versus Bending Radius. Simulated transmission at the output
monitor for bending waveguides of different widths. Left: 0.75 µm width waveguide. Right:
2 µm width waveguide.

Figure 3.14 displays the simulation outcomes for the transmission values at the output
of the bending waveguide. The left plot illustrates the transmission for a waveguide width
of 0.75 µm and the right plot for a waveguide width of 2 µm. These transmission values are
determined by the optical signal power measured at the waveguide’s output power monitor,
offering a quantitative evaluation of the waveguide’s capability to guide light through the
bend.
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For the waveguide with a width of 0.75 µm, the simulation findings indicate that the
maximum transmission of 90% is achieved at a bending radius of 10 µm. As the bending
radius increases, the transmission decreases. Similarly, the waveguide with a width of
2 µm follows a comparable pattern in transmission relative to the waveguide radius as its
narrower counterpart. The peak transmission of 90% for the wider waveguide is reached at
a bending radius of 20 µm. The reduction in transmission rate observed beyond the peak
point may be due to nonlinear reflections caused by the waveguide’s inner sidewall at the
bending area.

Additionally, the bending angle utilized in these simulations is 90 degrees. Such a sig-
nificant bending angle in the waveguide could also lead to increased signal reflection within
the waveguide, potentially impacting the transmission efficiency. This effect emphasizes
the necessity of meticulously selecting the bending angle and radius in the waveguide de-
sign to minimize losses. The S-bending configuration in the MZI structure might adopt the
same radius as identified in these simulation sections but with a reduced bending angle.
This adjustment could help in decreasing reflection losses while preserving the required
optical path length.

Subsequently, the simulation results concerning the electric field distribution and the
mode profile of the bending waveguide with the highest transmission rate are detailed.
This analysis is intended to shed light on the optical signal’s behaviour as it navigates
through the waveguide. Special attention is given to how the waveguide’s geometry affects
mode confinement and signal integrity, which is essential for refining the waveguide design
to ensure effective light propagation, especially in intricate photonic circuits where precise
optical signal control is critical.

Figure 3.15 demonstrates the simulation results for the bending TFLN waveguide that
achieved the highest transmission, as identified in the previous plots. The top two images
present the electric field distribution for a waveguide with a width of 0.75 µm and the
mode profile at the waveguide’s output. The bottom two images offer a top view of the
waveguide with a width of 2 µm and the mode profile at its output. From the first pair of
images, it is observed that the optical signal within the TFLN waveguide is predominantly
confined within the core area, with a minimal amount of light leaking into the cladding
layer. A clear TE mode is visible in the waveguide with a width of 0.75 µm and at the
waveguide’s output.

On the controversy, the scenario is markedly different for the waveguide with a width of
2 µm. Given that the width of this waveguide exceeds the wavelength of the optical signal,
it is capable of supporting multimode optical signal propagation. As a result, the optical
signal within this wider waveguide is not as well confined, and the mode profile observed
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Figure 3.15: E-Field Distribution in Bending TFLN Waveguide. Top left: Top view for
0.75 µm width waveguide. Top right: Output for 0.75 µm width waveguide. Bottom left:
Top view for 2 µm width waveguide. Bottom right: Output for 2 µm width waveguide.

at the waveguide’s output exhibits differences. The waveguide with a width of 0.75 µm is
suitable for implementing a 90-degree bending angle in the thin-film lithium niobate Mach-
Zehnder Interferometer (TFLN-MZI) waveguide device, owing to its high transmission and
effective signal confinement within the core area. Conversely, the waveguide with a width
of 2 µm should avoid using a 90-degree bending angle in the device, opting instead for a
lesser bending angle to enhance the transmission rate.

In the following section, the TFLN MZI waveguide utilizing both the directional coupler
and the Y-branch will be simulated and analyzed for optimization purposes. This analysis
aims to refine the design and functionality of the TFLN MZI waveguide, ensuring optimal
performance and efficiency in light propagation and signal processing within the device.
The goal is to achieve precise control over the optical signals, enhancing the device’s overall
effectiveness in applications requiring high precision and reliability.
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3.6 MZI with Directional Coupler

The foundation of the TFLN waveguide E-field sensing device is undeniably the MZI waveg-
uide structure. In this subsection, as a result, the essential component of designing the
MZI will be discussed. A conventional MZI structure incorporates two passive mecha-
nisms: the power divider and the power combiner. The propagation loss associated with
the MZI waveguide is closely tied to the design of these components. Power dividers are
ingeniously crafted to split an incoming optical signal into multiple outputs, allowing for
precise control over the distribution of power among these outputs. This capability is vital
for distributing signals within photonic integrated circuits. Conversely, power combiners
consolidate multiple optical signals into a single output, therefore optimizing the utiliza-
tion of light sources by amalgamating different wavelengths or signals from various origins.
This dual functionality plays a crucial role in augmenting the efficiency and performance of
optical communication systems, facilitating the sophisticated manipulation of light across
a spectrum of applications, from telecommunications to sensing technologies.

Optical components such as the Y-junction, the directional coupler, and multimode
interference (MMI) devices are instrumental both as power dividers and combiners within
photonic circuits, each bringing unique advantages to the table. The Y-junction, with its
versatility, can effectively split an incoming optical signal into two outputs or merge two
signals into one, serving as a fundamental tool for both dividing and combining tasks. As
a result, the simplicity and bidirectional functionality make it a favoured choice in optical
networks. Directional couplers offer fine-tuned control over signal splitting and combining
through evanescent wave coupling, making them suitable for applications that demand
specific coupling ratios. MMI devices leverage self-imaging effects to distribute optical
power across multiple ports, offering an alternative approach for signal division that can
accommodate equal or variable splitting ratios.

In this project, the precision in controlling optical signals positions directional couplers
as the preferred choice for the power divider/combiner within the lithium niobate MZI
waveguide. A schematic diagram of a typical waveguide directional coupler, featuring a
distance n0 between the two waveguides, is illustrated in Figure 3.16 [46]. This selection
features the importance of precise signal manipulation within the MZI structure, aiming
to enhance the device’s overall functionality and efficiency in E-field sensing applications.

In the directional coupler (DC), the optical signal intricately transfers between two
waveguides, facilitated by the overlapping evanescent modes of light from one waveguide
to the other. This mechanism allows for a portion of the optical signal to be precisely
coupled from one waveguide to another, contingent upon the meticulously designed length
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Figure 3.16: Directional Coupler Schematic. Schematic diagram of a directional coupler
with two waveguides.

of the coupling region. The design and operational principle of the DC hinge on the ability
to control the extent of this coupling through adjustments to the physical dimensions of
the waveguide structure, particularly the length of the region where the waveguides are in
close proximity, known as the coupling length (Lc).

For the DC waveguide configuration illustrated in Figure 3.16, the dimensions and
spatial arrangement are specified as follows: the first waveguide possesses a width of 2a
along the x-axis and a height of 2d along the y-axis. The separation between the first and
the second waveguide is defined as D-a, where D represents the center-to-center distance
to the second waveguide. Mirroring the first, the second waveguide also has a width of 2a
and a height of 2d, with both waveguides characterized by a uniform refractive index (n1).

The coupling length (Lc), or the length over which effective optical coupling occurs
between the two waveguides, is a critical parameter in the design and functionality of the
DC. It can be determined by the following equation:

Lc =
π

2
√

κ2β2
(3.8)

Where κ represents the mode coupling coefficient, and the exact equation of κ is:

κ =

√
2∆

α

(kxα)
2(γα)

2

(1 + γχα)ν3
exp[−νχ(D − 2α)] (3.9)

In the context of designing and optimizing a DC, understanding the mode coupling
coefficient is crucial. This coefficient, denoted as k, is a fundamental parameter that influ-
ences the efficiency of power transfer between the two waveguides in the DC. Moreover, the
mode coupling coefficient is determined by several factors, including the dispersion charac-
teristics of the DC, the asymmetry between the waveguides, and the operating frequency
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of the optical signal. Understanding these components is essential for achieving efficient
coupling:

1. Dispersion Equation (kxα): This equation describes how the propagation constant
varies with frequency within the waveguide. Dispersion impacts the propagation
of different wavelengths of light through the waveguide, which in turn affects the
coupling efficiency between the waveguides. The dispersion equation is vital for
ensuring proper phase matching conditions that are necessary for efficient coupling.

2. Asymmetrical Parameter (γχ): This parameter measures the asymmetry between the
two waveguides in the DC. Differences in waveguide dimensions, refractive indices,
or both can introduce asymmetry. This parameter is significant because it influences
the mode overlap and, consequently, the coupling efficiency. Greater asymmetry
may lead to reduced coupling efficiency due to a decrease in the overlap between the
evanescent fields of the waveguides

3. Normalized Frequency (ν): Representing the frequency of the optical signal relative to
the characteristic dimensions and refractive indices of the waveguide, the normalized
frequency is a dimensionless quantity crucial for analyzing waveguide modes and their
propagation characteristics. It aids in determining which modes are supported by the
waveguide at a given frequency and how these modes interact during the coupling
process.

The dispersion equation is shown in equation 3.10, the asymmetrical parameter can be
calculated using equation 3.11. Additionally, the equation for calculating the normalized
frequency is as follows:

kxα = (ρ− 1)
π

2
+ tan−1(

n2
1γχ

n2
oγχ

) (3.10)

γχ
2 = κ2(n2

1 − n2
1)− κ2

χ (3.11)

ν = κn1α
√
2∆ (3.12)

Where n1 and no represent the refractive indices of the waveguide core and the cladding
material, respectively, surrounding the waveguide, ∆ refractive index difference, and ρ
denotes the eigenmode in the waveguide (ρ=1,2). In this context, the TFLN waveguide
has a width of 0.75 µm, and the separation between the two waveguides is established at
0.3 µm. Based on these parameters, when the DC functions as a 3dB power splitter, the
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coupling length of the DC waveguide is determined to be 3.86 µm. This specific coupling
length serves as a valuable reference for subsequent simulations of the DC.

Following the determination of the coupling length for the lithium niobate directional
coupler power splitter, the next step involves simulating the designed DC within the Lumer-
ical 3-D simulation environment for further optimization. This simulation process aims to
refine the DC’s design, ensuring that it meets the desired specifications for efficient power
splitting. Optimization in the simulation environment allows for adjustments to be made
to the waveguide dimensions, coupling length, and other critical parameters, enhancing
the DC’s performance for its intended application in photonic integrated circuits and other
optical systems. Through iterative simulation and optimization, the goal is to achieve
a directional coupler design that optimally balances efficiency, fabrication feasibility, and
operational requirements.

Figure 3.17: LN MZI Waveguide DC Simulation. Left: 45-degree top view. Right: Top
view with labels for each component and port.

Figure 3.17 illustrates the TFLN waveguide DC situated on a silicon dioxide (SiO2)
insulating layer as modelled in Lumerical. The left image provides a perspective view of
the DC, while the right side offers a top view, highlighting the coupling region located
centrally between the waveguides. This configuration features four ports: Port 1 (P1)
serves as the waveguide input, Ports 2 (P2) and 3 (P3) function as the outputs of the
waveguide, and Port 4 (P4) is not utilized in the DC operation.

The separation between the waveguide at Port 1 and the waveguide corresponding
to P4 is set at 300 µm. This distance was selected based on the analysis of the E-field
intensity decrease observed in the previous section, ensuring that the design accommodates
the effective range of E-field interaction for optimal signal transfer. The waveguide itself
maintains a width of 0.75 µm, consistent with the dimensions conducive to efficient light
propagation and coupling in the DC structure.
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A subsequent simulation will investigate the relationship between the transmission at
the waveguide output ports (p2 and p3) and the coupling length. This examination is
essential for determining how changes in the coupling length—the distance over which the
waveguides are closely aligned and interact—impact the efficiency of optical signal transfer
between them. By analyzing the transmission data in relation to the coupling length,
valuable insights can be obtained on how to optimize the DC design for improved signal
distribution, reduced loss, and enhanced control over the signal pathways within the device.

Such simulations are instrumental in refining the DC’s parameters to enhance its per-
formance for applications in photonic integrated circuits, where precise manipulation of
optical signals is vital. The goal is to achieve a directional coupler that not only meets the
specific requirements of the application but also demonstrates high efficiency and reliability
in its operation.

Figure 3.18: Coupling Length for 3 dB Power Splitter. Simulation results for the coupling
length of the 3 dB power splitter DC.

Figure 3.18 displays the simulation results for the transmission at the output ports (P2
and P3) as a function of the coupling length. In the plot, the circle dots represent the
transmission at P2, while the orange rhombus symbols indicate the transmission at P3.
The data reveals that both P2 and P3 exhibit a similar transmission ratio of 43% when the
coupling length is set to 4 µm. These simulation outcomes are in close agreement with the
coupling length of 3.86 µm, as calculated from the theoretical equations discussed in the
previous section. The slight discrepancy between the simulation results and the theoretical
predictions may be attributed to the assumptions made during the equation calculations
and the specifics of the mesh setup used in the simulation.

Following the determination of the optimal coupling length for the DC waveguide,
simulations to map the E-field distribution were conducted. These simulations aim to
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visualize and understand the behaviour of the optical signal within the waveguide structure.
By examining the E-field distribution, insights into how the optical signal propagates
through the DC, including how it splits between the coupled waveguides, can be gained.
This analysis is crucial for further refining the DC design, ensuring efficient signal transfer,
and minimizing losses within the device.

Such a detailed understanding of the E-field distribution within the DC is essential
for optimizing the device’s performance in photonic integrated circuits and other optical
systems. It enables the identification of potential areas for improvement, such as adjust-
ments to waveguide geometry or the coupling region, to enhance the overall efficiency and
reliability of the optical signal routing and manipulation.

Figure 3.19: E-Field Distribution in 3 dB Splitter DC. Top: E-field profile at the XY plane.
Bottom Left: E-field profile at Port 2. Bottom Right: E-field profile at Port 3.

Figure 3.19 represents the E-field distribution images from the simulated DC waveguide.
At the top, the E-field profile is shown at the xy-plane for the entire DC waveguide. The
bottom left image captures the E-field profile at the waveguide output Port 2, and the
bottom right image displays the E-field profile at Port 3. Observations from the E-field
distribution across the entire DC waveguide reveal a minor amount of light present at the
waveguide leading to Port 4. However, Port 4 is designated as an isolated port and is not
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utilized in this project, meaning any optical signal entering this port is considered part of
the propagation loss.

From the coupling length plot, it is determined that the two output ports together
account for 86% of the transmission, indicating that 14% of the input optical signal is
lost during transmission through the DC waveguide. Minimizing the signal directed to
Port 4 poses a challenge due to constraints on the waveguide geometry. Consequently, the
minimum propagation loss for the TFLN DC waveguide is established at 14%, with each
waveguide output port receiving 43% of the source power.

Additionally, common attributes sought in all DC designs include high directivity, ef-
fective impedance matching, and low insertion loss. The calculation of some of these
parameters, such as the coupling factor, loss, isolation, and directivity, is crucial for op-
timizing the DC’s performance. The equations for calculating these parameters are as
follows:

1. Coupling Factor: This parameter quantifies the efficiency of power transfer between
the coupled waveguides, essential for achieving balanced signal distribution.

2. Loss: Represents the total power reduction as the signal propagates through the DC,
including both coupling loss and material absorption.

3. Isolation: Measures the degree to which the signal is prevented from leaking into
unintended ports or pathways within the DC.

4. Directivity: Indicates the ability of the DC to preferentially direct the signal into the
desired output port with minimal leakage to other ports.

By analyzing these parameters, further insights can be gained into the DC’s opera-
tional efficiency and areas for improvement. Optimizing these aspects is key to enhancing
the DC’s functionality, ensuring it meets the stringent requirements of advanced photonic
integrated circuits and optical systems where precise control over signal routing and mini-
mization of losses are paramount.

The DC splitter utilized in this project is a conventional four-port device. Port 1 serves
as the input port, where the power source is introduced. Port 2 is designated as the
transmitted port, outputting half of the power received from Port 1. Port 3 functions as
the coupled port, where the remaining half of the power applied to Port 1 is directed. Port
4 is identified as the isolate port and does not play a role in the operational design of the
DC splitter.
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Figure 3.20: DC Splitter Performance Metrics. Simulation result plots showing various
properties of the DC splitter. Top left: Coupling factor. Top right: Directivity. Bottom
left: Isolation. Bottom right: Loss.

Based on the coupling factor of the DC splitter illustrated in Figure 3.20, the power
coupled to Port 3 is approximately 3.6 dB when the coupling length is set to 4 µm. Ad-
ditionally, the insertion loss at this coupling length is also 3.6 dB, with the coupling loss
at this specific point being 2.2 dB. The isolation remains consistent at 23.6 dB across all
coupling lengths, demonstrating effective isolation for the DC splitter at various coupling
lengths. This level of isolation is crucial for ensuring that the DC splitter can effectively
separate the optical signal into distinct pathways without significant leakage or cross-talk
between the ports.

Given the requirement for a power splitter to divide an incoming optical signal into
multiple outputs with precise control over power distribution and signal isolation among
these outputs, a symmetric analysis of the designed DC waveguide was conducted. This
analysis aimed to simulate the power transfer between the waveguides, providing insights
into the efficiency and effectiveness of the power splitting mechanism.

This symmetric analysis is instrumental in understanding how the DC splitter manages
the distribution of optical power between the transmitted and coupled ports. By carefully
examining the power transfer dynamics and the associated parameters such as coupling
factor, insertion loss, coupling loss, and isolation, the design of the DC splitter can be
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advanced. The goal is to achieve a balanced distribution of optical power that meets
the specific requirements of photonic integrated circuits and other optical systems, where
precise signal routing and minimal loss are paramount for optimal performance.

Figure 3.21: DC Waveguide E-Field Distribution. Simulation image and E-field distribu-
tion for the grating coupler waveguide in symmetric analysis. Top: Port 2 as the input
waveguide. Bottom: Port 3 as the input waveguide.

The symmetric analysis method is a comprehensive approach used to evaluate and en-
hance the performance of DC by examining the propagation modes within the waveguides.
This method involves identifying these modes and distinguishing between even and odd
modes based on their symmetrical or anti-symmetrical field distributions. The analysis
then proceeds to calculate coupling coefficients, which are essential for quantifying the
power transfer between waveguides. Coupled mode theory, which focuses on the overlap
of mode field distributions, is a cornerstone of this analysis, facilitating the optimization
of the coupler design to meet specific performance criteria such as desired coupling ratios
or minimal insertion loss.

In the context of the designed DC waveguide, Port 1 serves as the input waveguide,
while Ports 2 and 3 are designated as the output waveguides. For the purposes of symmetric
analysis, the roles are reversed, with either Port 2 or Port 3 acting as the input, and Ports 1
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and 4 as the outputs. This reversal is crucial for understanding the bidirectional capabilities
of the DC and for ensuring that the design is tailored for power transfer in both directions.
A simulation image, Figure 3.21, along with the E-field distribution for the DC waveguide,
illustrates the outcomes when Port 2 and Port 3 are used as the input source, respectively.
When Port 2 serves as the input, the transmission measured at output Port 1 is 43%, and
at Port 4, it is 46%. Conversely, when Port 3 is the input port, the transmission at Port
1 is observed to be 46%, and the transmission at Port 4 is 43%. These results from the
simulation of the DC waveguide with a 4 µm coupling length indicate that the 3 dB power
splitter component of the MZI waveguide is effectively realized.

Following the successful implementation of the 3 dB power splitter in the MZI waveg-
uide, the next step involves simulating the complete TFLN MZI waveguide that incorpo-
rates two DC structures. This subsequent simulation is essential for evaluating the overall
performance of the MZI waveguide in terms of power distribution, insertion loss, and signal
integrity. By meticulously analyzing the complete MZI structure, further optimizations can
be made to enhance the device’s functionality, ensuring it meets the stringent requirements
of advanced photonic applications.

Figure 3.22: LN MZI Waveguide with DCs. Simulation images for the TFLN MZI waveg-
uide with two grating couplers. Top: 45-degree top view. Bottom: Top view with labels
on the directional coupler and waveguide ports.

Figure 3.22 displays the images of the TFLN MZI waveguide featuring two DC seg-
ments, as modelled in Lumerical. It is essential to note that the simulation process for the
DC power combiner differs from that of the DC power splitter. The DC combiner is de-
signed and simulated as an integral component of the MZI waveguide, with its performance
and effects analyzed through the simulation results of the entire MZI structure.

Given that the output of the DC combiner coincides with the output of the MZI waveg-
uide, adjustments to the coupling length of the DC combiner directly influence the MZI
waveguide’s output characteristics. This interdependence emphasizes the need for precise
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design and optimization of the DC combiner to ensure that the overall MZI waveguide
performs as intended, particularly in terms of power distribution and signal integrity.

The entire MZI waveguide, incorporating two DCs, can be conceptualized as a larger
DC unit with four ports: the input port (P1), the transmitted port (P2), the coupled
port (P3), and the isolated port (P4), as indicated in the bottom image of Figure 3.22.
A critical aspect to remember is that the output of the MZI waveguide is through port 2,
making the insertion loss a significant factor in the design of this DC configuration.

The emphasis on minimizing insertion loss is crucial because it directly affects the ef-
ficiency and effectiveness of the MZI waveguide in applications where signal fidelity and
power conservation are paramount. Therefore, the design and simulation of the DC com-
biner within the MZI structure require careful consideration of how changes to its param-
eters, such as the coupling length, impact the overall performance of the MZI waveguide.
This integral approach to simulation and analysis ensures that the MZI waveguide, with its
integrated DC combiner, meets the stringent requirements of advanced photonic systems,
optimizing signal routing and manipulation capabilities for a wide range of applications.

Figure 3.23: MZIWaveguide Transmission Analysis. Simulation results plot for MZI waveg-
uide transmission versus the coupling length of the directional coupler combiner.

Figure 3.23 presents a simulation result plot illustrating the transmission through the
MZI waveguide as a function of changes in the coupling length of the DC combiner. The
plot reveals that the highest transmission, reaching 83%, occurs when the coupling length
of the DC combiner is set to 20.5 µm. Comparatively, the total transmission achieved by
the DC splitter across its two output ports is 86%, which is 3% higher than the transmission
observed from the DC combiner. This discrepancy of 3% in source power represents the loss
attributed to the design of the DC combiner, with a portion of this lost power potentially
being directed to Port 4, which is not considered an output of the MZI waveguide.
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Following this analysis, the discussion now turns to the four desired properties of di-
rectional couplers, examined in the context of the coupling length determined for the DC
combiner:

1. Good Impedance Match: Achieving a good impedance match across the DC ensures
that reflections within the waveguide are minimized, which is essential for preserving
signal quality and reducing losses. An optimal impedance match contributes to the
overall performance of the MZI waveguide by ensuring smooth signal propagation.

2. Low Insertion Loss: Insertion loss refers to the loss of signal power resulting from
the insertion of the DC in the optical path. Minimizing insertion loss is vital for
maintaining high transmission efficiency through the MZI waveguide, ensuring that
a maximum amount of the input signal reaches the intended output.

3. Low Insertion Loss: Insertion loss refers to the loss of signal power resulting from
the insertion of the DC in the optical path. Minimizing insertion loss is vital for
maintaining high transmission efficiency through the MZI waveguide, ensuring that
a maximum amount of the input signal reaches the intended output.

4. High Directivity: Directivity measures the ability of the DC to preferentially direct
the signal into the desired output port with minimal leakage to other ports. High
directivity is crucial for ensuring that the signal is efficiently routed through the MZI
waveguide, maximizing the signal’s integrity and minimizing undesired crosstalk.

By focusing on these properties and optimizing the coupling length of the DC com-
biner, the design of the MZI waveguide can be refined to enhance its performance. This
involves balancing the trade-offs between directivity, impedance matching, insertion loss,
and isolation to achieve a highly efficient and effective photonic device suitable for a wide
range of applications.

In the analysis of the four plots concerning the DC within the MZI waveguide, insertion
loss emerges as a paramount parameter. This emphasis is due to the MZI waveguide having
a singular output port, which is the transmitted Port 2. The minimal insertion loss recorded
at 0.8 dB coincides with a coupling length of 20.5 µm, as indicated in the insertion loss
plot in Figure 3.24. This specific coupling length aligns with the findings from the MZI
transmission plot, where the peak transmission of 83% was observed at the same coupling
length of 20.5 µm.

However, at this optimal coupling length of 20.5 µm, the coupling factor, isolation, and
directivity all register their lowest values in their respective simulation plots as illustrated
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Figure 3.24: MZI Design Parameters Analysis. Simulation result plots for MZI design
parameters versus the coupling length of the DC combiner. Top left: Coupling factor. Top
right: Directivity. Bottom left: Isolation. Bottom right: Loss.

in Figure 3.24. Given that the MZI waveguide diverges from a conventional DC struc-
ture—primarily due to its single output port configuration—these three design parameters
might not fully encapsulate the performance of the MZI waveguide under these conditions.
The unique structure and operational requirements of the MZI waveguide necessitate a
tailored approach to evaluating its performance, where the conventional metrics applied to
typical DCs may not be entirely applicable or indicative of optimal functionality.

Following the determination of the optimal coupling length for the DC combiner, at-
tention shifts to the E-field distribution within the MZI waveguide. Analyzing the E-field
distribution is crucial for understanding how the optical signal propagates through the MZI
structure, including how it interacts with the waveguide’s components and interfaces. This
analysis not only provides insights into the waveguide’s efficiency and signal integrity but
also identifies potential areas for further optimization. By examining the E-field distribu-
tion, especially in relation to the identified optimal coupling length, the design of the MZI
waveguide can be refined to enhance its performance, ensuring efficient signal routing and
minimizing losses for improved overall functionality in photonic applications.

The left side of Figure 3.25 demonstrates the simulation setup for the MZI waveguide,
incorporating both the DC splitter and the DC combiner, with the input signal introduced
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Figure 3.25: LN MZI Waveguide with DCs. Left: Simulation image of the TFLN MZI
waveguide with two DCs and port labels. Right: E-field distribution in the TFLN MZI
waveguide with two DCs.

at Port 1 and the output taken from Port 2. On the right side of the figure, the electric
E-field profile of the MZI waveguide is illustrated, providing a visual representation of how
the optical signal propagates within the structure.

From the E-field profile, it is observed that the optical signal entering through the
input port is divided into two separate signals at the DC splitter. These signals are then
reconverged at the DC combiner, directing the combined signal towards the MZI output
at Port 2. However, it is noted that not all the light from the DC splitter is successfully
combined into Port 2; a fraction of the light remains within the waveguide, continuing its
propagation towards Port 3. This residual light, which does not contribute to the output
at Port 2, is considered part of the propagation loss of the MZI waveguide.

Following this observation, a symmetric analysis, similar to that conducted for the DC
splitter, is utilized to further improve the design of the DC waveguide. This analysis aims
to refine the coupler design to meet specific performance criteria, such as achieving desired
coupling ratios or minimizing insertion loss. The symmetric analysis method involves a
detailed examination of the propagation modes within the waveguide, identifying even
and odd modes based on their symmetrical or anti-symmetrical field distributions. By
calculating coupling coefficients and employing coupled mode theory, which considers the
overlap of mode field distributions, the analysis aids in fine-tuning the coupler design for
optimal performance.

This optimization process is crucial for enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of the
MZI waveguide in photonic applications. By carefully adjusting the design parameters of
the DC components within the MZI structure, the goal is to reduce propagation losses,
improve signal integrity, and ensure that the maximum amount of light is directed towards
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the intended output port. Through this meticulous design and optimization approach, the
MZI waveguide can be tailored to meet the stringent requirements of advanced optical
systems, facilitating precise control over signal routing and manipulation.

Figure 3.26: Symmetrical Analysis of TFLN MZI Waveguide. Left: Simulation image
of the TFLN MZI waveguide in symmetrical analysis. Right: E-field distribution in the
TFLN MZI waveguide under symmetrical analysis.

The simulation image of the TFLN MZI waveguide, as utilized in the symmetrical
analysis, is displayed in Figure 3.26. The left side of the figure displays the simulation setup,
while the right side presents the E-field distribution within the MZI waveguide during the
symmetrical analysis. In this analysis, the optical signal enters the MZI waveguide through
Port 4 and then encounters the DC splitter. The two optical signals emanating from the
splitter are subsequently merged into a single signal by the DC combiner and directed
towards the output at Port 2.

According to the simulation results, the transmission rate at Port 2 is 81%, which closely
aligns with the 83% transmission previously measured in the designed MZI waveguide,
albeit with a slight difference. This discrepancy may be attributed to the coupling dynamics
occurring within the DC combiner. When Port 4 serves as the input port, Port 2 effectively
becomes the coupled port, introducing coupling loss in this configuration.

This analysis concludes the simulation of the TFLN MZI waveguide that incorporates
one DC splitter and one DC combiner. The subsequent section will delve into the design and
simulation of the TFLN MZI waveguide that includes a Y-junction. The aim is to further
boost the optical performance of the MZI waveguide by exploring alternative configurations
and components. The inclusion of a Y-junction in the MZI waveguide design presents an
opportunity to examine its impact on signal routing, distribution, and overall efficiency. By
meticulously designing and simulating the MZI waveguide with a Y-junction, enhancements
in optical performance can be achieved, potentially leading to improved signal integrity,
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reduced losses, and more precise control over the optical signals within photonic integrated
circuits and other advanced optical systems.

3.7 MZI with Y-junction

The Y-junction is recognized for its simplicity, cost-effectiveness, and ease of fabrication,
distinguishing itself among various waveguide coupling methods. Its dual functionality as
both a combiner and divider, without necessitating complex structures or precise coupling
conditions, presents a straightforward approach to optical signal processing. This charac-
teristic is particularly beneficial in scenarios where space conservation and simplicity are
paramount. In light of the pandemic and associated limitations on fabrication techniques,
this project has focused on designing and optimizing a TFLN MZI waveguide that incor-
porates two Y-branch waveguides—one serving as a 3dB power splitter and the other as
a power combiner. The aim is to minimize propagation loss while ensuring efficient signal
routing and distribution.

The design of the Y-junction structure within the MZI waveguide will be informed by
the analysis of the E-field distribution as the optical signal traverses the MZI structure,
alongside the transmission rate data. To explore a broader range of design possibilities and
accommodate various fabrication options, two waveguide widths—0.75 µm and 2 µm—will
be considered in the Y-junction simulations. This approach allows for a comprehensive
examination of how different waveguide dimensions impact the performance and fabrication
feasibility of the Y-junction within the MZI waveguide.

Initially, the Y-junction TFLN waveguide is created within the simulation environment,
with clear labelling of the ports to facilitate a detailed analysis of signal flow and distribu-
tion within the structure. This step is crucial for understanding how the optical signal is
divided and combined within the MZI waveguide, providing insights into the efficiency of
the Y-junction design and its impact on the overall performance of the MZI structure.

By meticulously simulating and analyzing the Y-junction TFLN waveguide, the project
aims to maximize the MZI waveguide’s design for enhanced optical performance. This in-
cludes achieving balanced signal distribution, minimizing insertion and propagation losses,
and ensuring that the MZI waveguide can meet the stringent requirements of advanced
photonic applications. Through this process, the project seeks to demonstrate the viabil-
ity and advantages of incorporating Y-junctions into MZI waveguides, highlighting their
potential for simplifying optical signal processing in compact and cost-effective photonic
integrated circuits.
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Figure 3.27: Y-Junction TFLN Waveguide Visualization. Left: 45-degree top view of the
Y-junction TFLN waveguide. Right: Top view with labels for each port.

Figure 3.27 illustrates the simulation images for a Y-junction TFLN waveguide con-
structed within the simulation environment. On the right side of the figure, a top view
of the Y-junction is provided, complete with labels for each port. Port 1 serves as the
input port, while Ports 2 and 3 function as the output ports. Unlike the directional cou-
pler waveguide, the Y-branch waveguide lacks a design variable analogous to the coupling
length, which in directional couplers is directly related to the distribution of input power to
the output ports. However, the Y-branch waveguide features an x/y ratio, which influences
the output signal’s characteristics.

The x/y ratio quantifies the difference between the Y-branch’s span in the x-direction
and its span in the y-direction. For example, if the Y-branch extends 30 µm in the x-
direction and 10 µm in the y-direction, the x/y ratio would be 3. An increase in the x/y
span ratio reduces the bending angle at the midpoint of the Y-branch structure, which, in
turn, can decrease waveguide bending loss. Nonetheless, considering that the separation
between the MZI sensing waveguide and the reference waveguide must exceed 300 µm, a
higher x/y ratio implies an increase in the total length of the MZI structure. A larger
waveguide structure and a higher aspect ratio may introduce challenges and increase the
likelihood of fabrication defects during the manufacturing process.

Therefore, conducting simulations on the Y-junction waveguide with varying x/y ra-
tios is crucial for the design and optimization process. These simulations aim to identify
an optimal x/y ratio that balances the need for minimal bending loss with the practical
considerations of waveguide fabrication and structural integrity. By carefully adjusting the
x/y ratio, the goal is to enhance the performance of the Y-junction within the MZI waveg-
uide, ensuring efficient signal routing and distribution while maintaining a manageable
complexity and size of the overall photonic integrated circuit. This balance is essential
for achieving a high-performance, reliable MZI waveguide suitable for advanced optical
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applications.

Figure 3.28: Normalized Transmission Analysis. Simulation result plot for normalized
transmission versus wavelength with different x/y ratios for two waveguides. Left: 0.75 µm
width waveguide. Right: 2 µm width waveguide.

Based on the simulation results illustrated in the left part of Figure 3.28, it has been
observed that increasing the x/y ratio enhances the total transmission of the TFLN-MZI
waveguide with a width of 0.75 µm at the output ports (Port 2 and Port 3 combined) in the
Y-junction waveguide. For a waveguide with a width of 0.75 µm, the peak transmission of
82.3% occurs at a wavelength of 1.55 µm. In contrast, for a waveguide with a width of 2 µm,
the maximum transmission observed is 34% at a wavelength of 1.65 µm. Interestingly, the
optimal transmission for the Y-junction waveguide with a width of 2 µm is achieved with
an x/y ratio of 1, diverging from the pattern observed in the waveguide with a width of
0.75 µm.

This discrepancy can be attributed to the differences in waveguide width relative to the
signal wavelength. Specifically, the waveguide with a width of 2 µm exceeds the signal wave-
length (1.55 µm), allowing the TFLN waveguide to support multiple modes. Y-junction
waveguides with x/y ratios of 2 and 3, which feature less acute bending angles, may expe-
rience increased internal back-reflection from the waveguide sidewalls, contributing to the
reduced transmission rates observed.

One method to verify this hypothesis is to examine the scattering parameters (S-
parameters), particularly the S11 value, which reflects the amount of power reflected back
towards the source. It is anticipated that the Y-junction waveguide with a width of 2 µm
will exhibit higher S11 values for x/y ratios of 2 and 3 compared to an x/y ratio of 1,
indicating greater reflection losses at these ratios.

Additionally, the S-parameters of the Y-junction waveguide for both waveguide widths
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will be presented for a detailed analysis of the device’s operational efficiency. The analysis
will commence with the waveguide having a width of 0.75 µm, followed by the waveguide
with a width of 2 µm. To simplify the discussion of the simulation results, the unit of
S-parameters has been converted to normalized transmission, expressed as a percentage.
This conversion facilitates a more straightforward comparison of transmission efficiencies
across different waveguide configurations and x/y ratios, aiding in the optimization of the
Y-junction waveguide design for improved performance in photonic applications.

Figure 3.29: S-Parameter Analysis of TFLN Y-Junction. Simulated S-parameters for the
TFLN Y-junction waveguide with 0.75 µm width and varying x/y ratios. Left: S11 versus
wavelength. Right: S21, S31 versus wavelength.

The simulation results for the S11 parameter, as depicted in Figure 3.29, reveal that the
Y-junction waveguide with an x/y ratio of 3 not only exhibits the highest transmission rate
but also the highest S11 value compared to the other configurations. The S11 parameter
represents the reflection coefficient at the input port, indicating the portion of the optical
signal that is reflected back towards the source rather than propagating to the output port.
This reflected signal contributes to the propagation loss within the Y-junction, highlighting
the need for further optimization efforts to minimize the S11 parameter in the design.

An additional notable observation from the simulation is the overlap between the S21

and S31 curves, indicating identical transmission values for these parameters across the
simulations. This consistency in transmission values, regardless of changes in the x/y
ratio, suggests that the Y-junction waveguide functions as an effective and stable power
splitter, achieving a splitting ratio of 50/50 between the two output ports.

The stability and uniformity of the splitting ratio highlight the Y-junction’s suitability
for applications requiring precise power division between multiple pathways. However, the
challenge posed by the S11 parameter and its contribution to propagation loss emphasizes
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the importance of design adjustments aimed at reducing reflections and optimizing signal
transmission through the waveguide.

Following this analysis, the S-parameter simulation results for the Y-junction waveg-
uide with a width of 2 µm will be presented in Figure 3.30. This subsequent set of results
will provide insights into how the waveguide’s wider configuration impacts its performance,
particularly in terms of reflection (S11) and transmission (S21 and S31) parameters. Un-
derstanding these dynamics is crucial for tailoring the Y-junction design to meet specific
operational requirements, ensuring efficient signal routing and minimizing losses in pho-
tonic integrated circuits and other optical systems.

Figure 3.30: Broad Waveguide S-Parameter Analysis. Simulated S-parameters for the
TFLN Y-junction waveguide with 2 µm width and different x/y ratios. Left: S11 versus
wavelength. Right: S21, S31 versus wavelength.

The simulated S-parameters for the TFLN Y-junction waveguide with a width of 2 µm
and varying x/y ratios are showcased in Figure 3.30. The S11 plot within this figure indi-
cates that the Y-junction with an x/y ratio of 3 exhibits the highest S11 value compared
to the other configurations. Additionally, the Y-junction with an x/y ratio of 2 demon-
strates a higher S11 value than that with an x/y ratio of 1, particularly before the 1.55 µm
wavelength mark. This pattern in the S11 simulation plot lends substantial support to the
hypothesis that back reflection is a primary factor contributing to the reduced transmis-
sion values observed in the Y-junction waveguide with a width of 2 µm, as opposed to the
Y-junction with a width of 0.75 µm.

Furthermore, the simulation plots for S21 and S31 reveal that the Y-junction with an x/y
ratio of 1 achieves the highest normalized transmission among the configurations tested.
This outcome aligns with the insights derived from the S11 simulation results, reinforcing
the notion that minimizing back reflection is crucial for enhancing transmission efficiency
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in the Y-junction waveguide.

These findings emphasize the significant impact of waveguide geometry, particularly
the x/y ratio, on the performance of Y-junction waveguides in terms of both reflection and
transmission. The increased back reflection observed with higher x/y ratios, especially in
waveguides with a width of 2 µm, highlights the need for careful design considerations to
mitigate such effects. Optimizing the x/y ratio not only influences the waveguide’s ability
to efficiently split and combine optical signals but also plays a critical role in minimizing
losses due to reflections.

As a result, the design and optimization of Y-junction waveguides must account for
the intricate balance between geometric parameters and the waveguide’s optical properties
to achieve desired performance outcomes. This balance is essential for developing high-
efficiency photonic devices capable of precise signal manipulation and routing, suitable for
a wide range of applications in photonic integrated circuits and other advanced optical
systems.

Figure 3.31 depicts the E-field distribution diagrams for the Y-junction TFLN waveg-
uide, comparing configurations with widths of 0.75 µm and 2 µm, both set at the same x/y
ratio of 3. The top two images illustrate the E-field distribution on the xy-plane and at the
output port of the Y-junction with a 0.75 µm width waveguide. Conversely, the bottom
two images present similar E-field distribution diagrams but for the waveguide with a 2 µm
width.

In the case of the Y-junction waveguide with a width of 0.75 µm, the optical signal
propagating through the waveguide exhibits a single-mode signal at the output port. This
indicates effective signal confinement and mode propagation within the narrower waveguide
structure. On the other hand, the E-field distribution at the output port of the Y-junction
with a 2 µm width reveals the presence of multimode signals within the waveguide. This
multimode signal propagation, coupled with significant signal reflection within the waveg-
uide, are identified as primary factors contributing to the lower transmission observed in
the Y-junction waveguide with a 2 µm width, compared to its 0.75 µm counterpart.

The waveguide with a width of 0.75 µm demonstrates a higher total transmission rate
of 82% and superior optical signal confinement, highlighting the advantages of optimizing
waveguide dimensions for specific operational requirements. The presence of multimode
signals and increased reflections in the wider waveguide configuration stresses the need for
careful design considerations to ensure efficient signal propagation and minimal loss.

Following this analysis, individual Y-junction waveguides will be integrated into the
Mach-Zehnder Interferometer structure, and simulation results for the TFLN MZI waveg-
uide incorporating two Y-junctions will be presented. This next step aims to advance the
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Figure 3.31: E-Field Distribution in Y-Junction TFLN Waveguide. E-field distribution of
the Y-junction TFLN waveguide with an x/y ratio of 3. Top left: XY plane view of the
0.75 µm width waveguide. Top right: Output port 1. Bottom left: XY plane view of the
2 µm width waveguide. Bottom right: Output port 1.

designed structure by evaluating its performance with the inclusion of Y-junctions, focus-
ing on enhancing signal routing, distribution, and overall efficiency of the MZI waveguide.
Through meticulous simulation and optimization, the goal is to refine the MZI structure
to achieve optimal performance, ensuring it meets the stringent requirements of advanced
photonic applications and systems.

Figure 3.32 reveals the simulated TFLN MZI waveguide, which incorporates two Y-
branch structures serving as the 3dB power splitter and combiner within a 3-D simulation
environment. The Y-junction splitter is designed to evenly divide the incoming optical
signal into two separate signals, each carrying 50% of the power and maintaining the same
phase as the input signal.

In this MZI configuration, one arm of the waveguide, referred to as the sensing waveg-
uide, is positioned close to an antenna patch. This proximity allows the optical signal
travelling through this arm to be modulated by the E-field emanating from the antenna
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Figure 3.32: TFLN MZI Waveguide with Y-Branch. Simulation images for the TFLN MZI
waveguide with a Y-branch. Left: 45-degree top view. Right: Top view with labels for
each component.

patch, leveraging the EO effect. Conversely, the optical signal traversing the reference
waveguide experiences a diminished EO effect, primarily due to the attenuation of the
E-field intensity as the distance from the antenna patch increases. The two optical signals
are then reconverged at the Y-junction combiner, resulting in a combined signal that is
directed towards the output port. Drawing from the Y-junction simulation results dis-
cussed previously, the Y-junction waveguide with a width of 0.75 µm and an x/y ratio of
3 demonstrated a maximum transmission rate of 82%. Consequently, the MZI waveguide
configuration, incorporating two such Y-junctions with these specific design parameters, is
simulated to assess the S11 parameter and overall transmission efficiency.

This simulation aims to validate the effectiveness of using Y-junctions in the MZI waveg-
uide design, particularly in terms of achieving optimal signal division and combination,
minimizing propagation loss, and ensuring efficient signal modulation via the EO effect.
By carefully analyzing the S11 parameter and transmission rates, insights can be gained
into the performance of the MZI waveguide, guiding further optimizations to enhance its
functionality for applications requiring precise optical signal processing and modulation.
Through this meticulous approach, the project seeks to develop a high-performance MZI
waveguide that meets the demanding requirements of advanced photonic systems and ap-
plications.

Figure 3.33 manifests the simulated scattering parameters (S11 and S21) for the TFLN
MZI waveguide, which incorporates two Y-junctions and features a waveguide width of
0.75 µm. In this simulation, the S11 parameter quantifies the portion of incident light that
is reflected back to the waveguide’s input port, a phenomenon attributed to structural
imperfections within the Y-junctions. Notably, the S11 parameter reaches a peak value of
3.5% when the optical signal wavelength is 1.56 µm and stands at 2.5% for a wavelength
of 1.55 µm.
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Figure 3.33: S-Parameters for TFLN MZI with Y-Junctions. Simulated S-parameters for
the TFLN MZI waveguide with 2 Y-junctions and 0.75 µm waveguide width. Left: S11

versus wavelength. Right: S21 versus wavelength.

The S21 parameter, representing the transmission efficiency from port 1 (the input)
to port 2 (the output) of the MZI waveguide, is observed to be 67.2% at a wavelength
of 1.55 µm. This value effectively measures the optical signal transmission through the
entire TFLN MZI waveguide structure. Therefore, with a waveguide width of 0.75 µm and
incorporating two Y-junctions with an x/y ratio of 3, the TFLN MZI waveguide exhibits
a propagation loss of 33.8%, resulting in a propagation efficiency of 67.2

This analysis highlights the impact of Y-junction design and waveguide dimensions on
the overall performance of the MZI waveguide. The observed propagation loss features the
subsequence of optimizing the Y-junction structure to minimize reflections and maximize
signal transmission through the waveguide. Achieving a higher propagation efficiency is
crucial for applications that require precise optical signal processing and modulation, as it
directly affects the device’s effectiveness in such roles.

The insights gained from the S11 and S21 parameters provide valuable guidance for
further refining the MZI waveguide design. By addressing the factors contributing to signal
reflection and loss, the goal is to enhance the MZI waveguide’s performance, ensuring it
meets the stringent requirements of advanced photonic systems and applications. This
optimization process is essential for developing high-efficiency, low-loss photonic devices
capable of reliable and precise optical signal manipulation.

Figure 3.34 features the scattering parameter (S-parameter) simulation results for the
TFLN MZI waveguide, which incorporates two Y-junctions. This particular configuration
has a waveguide width of 2 µm and an x/y ratio of 3 for the Y-junctions. On the left
side of the figure, the plot illustrates the MZI’s S11 parameter as a function of the signal
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Figure 3.34: Detailed S-Parameter Simulation. Simulated S-parameters for the TFLN MZI
waveguide with 2 Y-junctions and 2 µm waveguide width. Left: S11 versus wavelength.
Right: S21 versus wavelength.

wavelength, revealing that the S11 reaches 5% when the wavelength is set to 1.55 µm.
This S11 value of 5% is higher than that observed for the waveguide with a width of
0.75 µm, indicating that an increased waveguide width contributes to greater back reflection
from the Y-junction, aligning with expectations based on individual Y-junction simulations
conducted previously.

Furthermore, the S21 parameter, which represents the transmission efficiency from port
1 (input) to port 2 (output) of the MZI waveguide, is lower for the waveguide with a width
of 2 µm compared to the waveguide with a width of 0.75 µm. Specifically, the normalized
transmission for the waveguide with a width of 2 µm is recorded at 60.3%, whereas the
waveguide with a width of 0.75 µm achieved a normalized transmission of 67.2%.

These findings highlight the impact of waveguide width on the performance charac-
teristics of the MZI waveguide, particularly in terms of back reflection and transmission
efficiency. The increased S11 value associated with the wider waveguide width (2 µm)
suggests that structural and dimensional optimizations are necessary to reduce reflections
and enhance signal propagation through the MZI structure. Additionally, the comparison
of normalized transmission rates highlights the trade-offs involved in selecting waveguide
dimensions, with narrower waveguides (0.75 µm) demonstrating superior transmission ef-
ficiency.

This analysis provides valuable insights for the design and optimization of TFLN MZI
waveguides, emphasizing the need to carefully consider waveguide dimensions and struc-
tural configurations to achieve desired performance outcomes. By addressing the factors
contributing to increased back reflection and optimizing for higher transmission rates, the
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design of the MZI waveguide can be refined to meet the stringent requirements of advanced
photonic applications, ensuring efficient and precise optical signal processing capabilities.

Figure 3.35: E-Field Distribution in TFLN MZI Waveguide. E-field distribution of the
simulated TFLN MZI waveguide with an x/y ratio of 3. Top: Waveguide width of 0.75 µm.
Bottom: Waveguide width of 2 µm.

Figure 3.35 examines the E-field distribution images for the TFLN MZI waveguide,
comparing configurations with widths of 0.75 µm and 2 µm, both maintaining the same
x/y ratio of 3. The top two images illustrate the E-field distribution on the xy-plane and
at the output port of the MZI waveguide with a 0.75 µm width, while the bottom two
images present similar E-field distribution diagrams for the waveguide with a 2 µm width.

In the configuration where the MZI waveguide has a width of 0.75 µm, the waveguide
supports a single-mode optical signal, and a TE single mode signal is observable at the
output port. This indicates effective mode confinement and propagation within the nar-
rower waveguide structure. Conversely, the E-field distribution at the output port of the
MZI waveguide with a 2 µm width reveals the presence of multimode signals within the
waveguide. The mode profile of these signals differs significantly from that observed in the
0.75 µm waveguide, suggesting less effective mode confinement.The observation of lower
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transmission values from the MZI waveguide with the larger waveguide width corroborates
the findings from previous Y-junction simulations. This alignment of results underlines
the impact of waveguide width on the performance characteristics of the MZI waveguide,
particularly in terms of mode propagation and transmission efficiency.

Given these insights, the TFLN MZI waveguide configuration with a width of 0.75 µm
and an x/y ratio of 3 is selected for further development and will be advanced to the device
simulation phase. However, before proceeding with the device simulation, a detailed study
of the GC is essential. This study will focus on designing and optimizing the coupling
efficiency of the GC, a critical component for ensuring effective light coupling into and out
of the photonic device.By thoroughly analyzing the GC’s performance through simulation,
the goal is to refine the overall design of the TFLN MZI waveguide, enhancing its func-
tionality and efficiency for advanced photonic applications. This optimization process is
crucial for developing high-performance photonic devices capable of precise optical signal
manipulation and routing, meeting the stringent requirements of modern optical systems.

3.8 Grating Coupler

The GC is a fundamental component within the TFLN waveguide structure, serving as
the primary means for coupling optical signals from external laser sources, such as laser
fibres or free-air laser diodes, into the TFLN waveguide. The efficiency with which the GC
performs this coupling task significantly influences the overall propagation loss of the TFLN
waveguide structure, as well as the phase of the optical signal as it propagates through the
waveguide. For this reason, a detailed analysis of the GC’s optical performance is essential,
utilizing Lumerical’s 2-D simulation capabilities for this purpose.

Three critical parameters in the design of the GC directly impact its coupling efficiency:
the position of the input laser source, the incident angle of the laser light, and the structural
design of the GC itself. These parameters were thoroughly discussed in the Theory Chapter
and are integral to the simulation process being described. Figure 3.36 provides a visual
representation of the TFLN GC within Lumerical: the left image offers a perspective view,
while the right image shows a cross-sectional view with a laser fibre positioned as the input
laser source.

From previous theoretical explorations, it is understood that three main design param-
eters—grating period (Λ), etching length (w), and etching depth (d)—are crucial to the
GC’s coupling efficiency. The optimal range for Λ is estimated to be between 749 nm and
1122 nm, as derived from specific theoretical equations. These parameters are interdepen-
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Figure 3.36: 3D and 2D GC Simulations. Left: Perspective view of the TFLN GC in 3D
simulation. Right: Cross-section view of the TFLN GC with the input laser source on top
in 2D simulation.

dent, contributing collectively to the GC’s performance, and thus cannot be optimized in
isolation.

To facilitate the design process, the duty cycle of the grating, denoted as Wduty, is
used as a key design metric. The duty cycle represents the fraction of one period that is
occupied by the grating’s etched portion and is calculated using the equation:

Wduty =
Λ− w

Λ
(3.13)

The duty cycle is a decisive parameter in the design of GC, representing the propor-
tion of the grating period that is occupied by the grating tooth. This ratio significantly
influences the central wavelength at which the GC operates most efficiently. In the context
of TFLN waveguides, where the TE mode is predominantly utilized for signal propaga-
tion, understanding the relationship between the duty cycle and GC coupling efficiency is
essential.

Simulation results, as depicted in Figure 3.37 (left), elucidate the correlation between
the duty cycle and the GC’s coupling efficiency in the TE mode. These results indicate
that the optimal coupling efficiency, reaching 26%, is achieved when the duty cycle is set
to 0.44. This finding suggests that for maximum coupling efficiency, the etching length
should constitute 44% of the grating period.

Further exploration within the simulation extends to the etching depth, another es-
sential factor affecting the GC’s performance. Given that the height of the waveguide is
constrained to 300 nm by the specifications of the TFLN wafer used in the experiment, un-
derstanding how the etching depth influences coupling efficiency is crucial. Notably, when
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Figure 3.37: GC Coupling Efficiency Variables. Simulation results showing the effects on
GC coupling efficiency. Left: Variation due to duty cycle differences. Right: Variation due
to etching depth differences.

the etching depth reaches 300 nm, effectively fully etching the TFLN layer at the grating
tooth area, the GC’s coupling efficiency dramatically drops to 2%. This outcome is particu-
larly relevant for fabrication processes where the grating tooth might be completely etched
through, highlighting the importance of controlling the etching depth to avoid significant
losses in coupling efficiency. These simulation results provide valuable insights into the de-
sign and optimization of GCs for TFLN waveguides. By carefully adjusting the duty cycle
and etching depth, it is possible to enhance the GC’s coupling efficiency, thereby improving
the overall performance of photonic devices that rely on efficient light coupling for their
operation. This optimization process is crucial for the development of high-performance
photonic systems capable of precise optical signal manipulation and routing.

Figure 3.38 showcases the simulation results for the optimized GC waveguide structure,
focusing on the E-field distribution during the coupling process. The top image provides
a detailed view of the E-field distribution plot, highlighting the interaction between the
incoming optical signal and the TFLN waveguide. This simulation reveals that only a small
portion of the signal is successfully coupled into the TFLN waveguide, with the majority of
the signal penetrating the TFLN layer and being reflected off the silicon substrate beneath.

These reflected signals are then recaptured by the TFLN waveguide, leading to the gen-
eration of back-transmitted optical signals that propagate in the direction opposite to that
of the initially coupled optical signal. The bottom left image of Figure 3.38 illustrates the
TE mode optical signal within the TFLN waveguide post-coupling. In this visualization,
the coupled optical signal moving to the left is depicted in bright red, indicating its prop-
agation path. Conversely, a cluster of optical signals is observed moving in the opposite
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Figure 3.38: E-Field Profiles in GC Coupling. Top: E-field profile for GC coupling of the
input optical signal in TE mode. Bottom Left: TE mode signal in the TFLN waveguide.
Bottom Right: TM mode signal in the TFLN waveguide.

direction, a result of the input optical signal’s back reflection from the silicon substrate.
Additionally, a small amount of optical signal is seen propagating in both directions within
the silicon dioxide (SiO2) layer.

The bottom right image of Figure 3.38 focuses on the TM mode optical signal within
the TFLN waveguide following the coupling from the input source. According to these
simulation results, a minimal amount of TM mode optical signal is observed propagat-
ing within the TFLN waveguide, with most of the optical signal traversing through the
TFLN layer after emanating from the input source. These findings stress the challenges
associated with efficiently coupling optical signals into TFLN waveguides using GC struc-
tures. The significant reflection from the silicon substrate and the subsequent generation
of back-transmitted signals highlight the need for further optimization of the GC design.
This includes potentially adjusting the grating parameters, the waveguide’s material com-
position, or the overall structure to enhance coupling efficiency and minimize losses due to
reflection and signal dispersion.

Improving the GC’s design to ensure more efficient signal coupling and reduce back
reflections is crucial for the development of high-performance photonic devices. Such opti-
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mizations are essential for leveraging the full capabilities of TFLN waveguides in advanced
optical systems, where precise control and efficient propagation of optical signals are vital.
After finalizing the design and optimization of the GC structure through 2-D simulations,
the next step involves conducting Lumerical 3-D simulations to evaluate the optical per-
formance of the designed GC in a more comprehensive manner. This phase is crucial for
understanding how the GC functions within a three-dimensional context, which can pro-
vide insights that are not apparent in 2-D simulations. However, it’s important to note
that 3-D simulations are significantly more resource-intensive, requiring extended periods
to complete and potentially leading to conflicts over software license usage among group
members.

Figure 3.39: 3D GC Simulation and E-Field Profile. Left: 3-D simulation images of the
GC top view with the laser source and labels for each section. Right: E-field profile for
incident light coupling into the TFLN waveguide through the GC.

In the 3-D simulation, two key variables are closely monitored to refine the GC design
for enhanced coupling efficiency: the location of the incident laser focus point on the GC
and the radius of the GC tape section, also referred to as the Y-span. Figure 3.39 (left)
illustrates a schematic diagram showing the position of the incident laser source relative
to the GC, with the distance X representing the gap between the laser focus point and the
GC input section. The diagram features a yellow square marking the input laser source,
with a diameter of the laser spot set at 10 µm. It is highlighted that the size of the
laser source, chosen specifically for simulation purposes, has minimal impact on the GC’s
coupling efficiency, provided that the laser source remains smaller than the grating area of
the GC.

Several design variables determined during the 2-D simulation phase, such as a duty
cycle of 0.44 and an etching depth of 170 nanometers, are carried forward into the 3-D
simulation. Figure 3.39 (right) displays the E-field profile as incident light is coupled into
the TFLN waveguide through the GC. The red coloration within the image signifies the
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optical signal within the TFLN waveguide, while lighter colours in the GC input section
and grating area indicate that the optical signal is being directed into the TFLN waveguide
via the tapered waveguide and grating.

Figure 3.40: Coupling Efficiency Analysis. Simulation results plots for GC coupling ef-
ficiency. Left: Input laser source position versus coupling efficiency. Right: GC Y-span
versus coupling efficiency.

Figure 3.40 (left) features the simulation result plots that correlate the position of the
input laser beam with the GC coupling efficiency. The plots reveal a significant finding:
the peak coupling efficiency of 26% is attainable when the input laser source is positioned
at two distinct points—15 µm and 30 µm away from the GC input section. This insight
is particularly valuable for the experimental setup phase, offering guidance on optimally
positioning the input laser source during the fibre coupling process.

The simulation results indicate that the coupling efficiency exhibits a degree of tolerance
to variations in the input source’s location, with efficiency values fluctuating between 19%
and 25% across different positions. This characteristic suggests that the coupling process
is relatively insensitive to minor shifts in the positioning of the input source. Consequently,
this tolerance could simplify the experimental measurement process by alleviating the need
for ultra-precise fine-tuning of the input source’s position at the micrometre scale. Such a
finding has practical implications for the setup and execution of experiments involving GCs
and fibre coupling. It implies that while optimal positions for the input laser source exist
(at 15 um and 30 um from the GC input section), there is flexibility in the system that
accommodates slight deviations from these points without drastically compromising the
coupling efficiency. This flexibility can be particularly advantageous in laboratory settings
where precise positioning equipment may be limited or where slight misalignments may
occur due to environmental factors or equipment limitations.
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Aligning the input laser source from an optical fibre with the GC is a precise task, com-
plicated by the GC’s micrometre-scale dimensions (60 µm) and the fact that the 1550 nm
laser operates outside the visible light spectrum. One proposed solution to this alignment
challenge is to increase the radius of the GC tape section, thereby enlarging the entire
GC and making alignment more manageable. However, expanding the GC’s Y-span in-
troduces additional fabrication complexities, including a potential imbalance between the
tape section and the grating teeth, which could complicate the etching process. To strike
a balance between coupling efficiency, fabrication feasibility, and experimental alignment
requirements, a Y-span of 25 µm has been selected. This choice results in a GC coupling
efficiency of approximately 25%, which corresponds to an excess insertion loss of 6 dB.
This efficiency level represents a compromise that considers the practical aspects of GC
fabrication and usage within experimental setups.

In conclusion, the optimized GC design parameters, based on comprehensive 2-D and
3-D simulations, include a total GC radius of 60 µm, a duty cycle of 0.44, an etching
depth of 170 nm, a Y-span of 25 µm, and an optimal placement of the input optical source
15 µm from the GC input section. While additional techniques exist for enhancing GC
coupling efficiency—such as employing non-uniform grating patterns or varying grating
tooth heights—such optimizations were deemed unsuitable for this project due to material
preparation and fabrication facility constraints. Thus, the GC design achieving a coupling
efficiency of 25% will advance to subsequent compact model device simulation stages and
the forthcoming fabrication chapter. This approach ensures that the GC design is not
only theoretically sound but also practical for real-world application and experimentation
within the constraints of available resources and facilities.

3.9 Device and EO Effect

Following the detailed simulation of individual optical components within the Lumerical
framework, including the TFLN waveguide, the MZI waveguide, directional couplers, and
GC, the subsequent phase involves the integration of these components. This integration
aims to construct a cohesive optical device, wherein the components function in concert to
achieve the desired optical performance. However, the amalgamation of multiple compo-
nents into a singular simulation framework presents significant challenges. Specifically, the
complexity introduced by the addition of numerous elements can compromise the stability
of the simulation setup, potentially leading to errors and substantial delays in simulation
time. Addressing this issue does not merely involve adjustments to the simulation setup but
necessitates a comprehensive approach to simulate the collective behaviour of the optical
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components.

To surmount the challenges posed by the integration of multiple components, device-
level simulations are conducted utilizing Lumerical INTERCONNECT. This simulation
program is distinctively designed for the analysis of photonic integrated circuits, enabling
the evaluation of complex systems through key performance metrics derived from individ-
ual components. Unlike field-based simulation methods, such as FDTD or FEM, which
discretize the structure for electromagnetic analysis, device-level simulations abstract the
performance of the entire optical device through essential parameters. These parameters
include scattering parameters (S-parameters) from directional couplers, coupling efficiency
from grating couplers, propagation loss from TFLN waveguides, and EO coefficients within
TFLN waveguides. By leveraging these significant parameters, device-level simulations fa-
cilitate the inclusion and simultaneous analysis of numerous components, offering a holistic
view of the device’s functionality. This approach is instrumental in identifying the inter-
dependencies between components and assessing their cumulative impact on the device’s
optical performance.

The integration process is informed by previous simulations, which identified the TFLN
MZI waveguide configuration with directional couplers as yielding superior power trans-
mission compared to configurations utilizing Y-junctions. The selected parameters for the
MZI waveguide include a width of 0.75 µm and an x/y ratio of 3 for the directional couplers.
The grating coupler, tasked with coupling incident light from the fibre into the MZI waveg-
uide, exhibited a coupling efficiency of 25% in simulations. Furthermore, the EO effect,
important for signal modulation within the TFLN waveguide, is quantified through the
relationship between optical signal phase changes and the E-field intensity, with an E-field
intensity set at 30,000 V/m based on antenna simulations. These parameters serve as the
foundation for the device-level simulation, aiming to accurately model the performance
of the integrated optical device. Through this comprehensive simulation approach, the
project enhances the design and functionality of the photonic device, ensuring its efficacy
in advanced optical systems and applications.

Figure 3.41 illustrates the simulation setup for the TFLN MZI waveguide within the
device simulation framework. In this configuration, the primary power source for the entire
waveguide structure is an Optical Network Analyzer (ONA), positioned at the top left of
the depicted image. The ONA generates a continuous wave signal mode laser source at a
wavelength of 1550 nm, which is subsequently transmitted to the input GC via the ONA’s
output port. This input GC, labelled “in GC,” serves the critical function of coupling
the optical signal from free space or other optical devices into the TFLN waveguide. The
efficiency of this coupling process, and consequently the coupling loss, is directly influenced
by the GC’s coupling efficiency.
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Figure 3.41: TFLN MZI Waveguide Device Simulation. Device simulation image for the
TFLN MZI waveguide with two DCs and two GCs.

Following the initial coupling, the incident optical light traverses a short segment of the
TFLN waveguide before reaching the DC splitter. This segment of the TFLN waveguide,
while not possessing unique properties, is strategically placed to facilitate the connection
between the GC and the DC. Upon entering the DC splitter, the signal is evenly divided
into two paths: one leading to the sensing waveguide within the MZI structure, and the
other directed towards the reference waveguide. The optical signal passing through the
sensing waveguide is subject to modulation by the EO effect, a phenomenon that has been
simplified in this device simulation for practicality. In reality, the EO effect exhibited
by the TFLN waveguide involves complex second-order nonlinear behaviour. However,
for the purposes of this simulation, a simplified model is employed, incorporating an EO
effect equation into the sensing waveguide’s parameters. Activation of the antenna and
the resultant E-field from the antenna modulate the signal within the sensing waveguide.
This modulated signal is then merged with the reference signal at the DC combiner. Due
to phase differences between the signal from the sensing waveguide and that from the
reference waveguide, the combined optical signal exhibits a reduction in optical power
when the antenna is enabled, compared to scenarios where the antenna is inactive.

Both the sensing and reference waveguides are designed with a length of 3000 µm,
mirroring the length of the antenna patch to ensure that the waveguide fully benefits from
the antenna’s E-field. Ultimately, the modulated optical signal is conveyed to the output
GC, where it undergoes reverse coupling back to the ONA’s input port. In this simulation,
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the ONA functions both as the laser source and as a power meter, analyzing the optical
signal received at its input port. This comprehensive device simulation encapsulates the
integration of key optical components within the TFLNMZI waveguide structure, providing
valuable insights into the device’s overall optical performance and the impact of the EO
effect on signal modulation. Through this simulation, the interplay between component
efficiencies, signal modulation, and phase differences is elucidated, offering a foundation
for further optimization and development of advanced photonic devices.

Figure 3.42: TFLN MZI Waveguide Power Transmission. Device simulation results plot
for power transmission in the TFLN MZI waveguide with DCs and GCs, and the E-field
from the antenna.

Figure 3.42 manifests the power transmission characteristics of the TFLN MZI waveg-
uide, equipped with GC for both input and output, across various wavelengths of the optical
signal. Notably, the power transmission of the TFLN MZI waveguide, in the absence of
an antenna, registers at 16% for a wavelength of 1550 nm. When the antenna is activated,
introducing the EO effect, the power transmission slightly decreases to 15%. This activa-
tion of the antenna and the resultant EO effect lead to a reduction in power transmission
by approximately 4.25% compared to the scenario without the antenna. These simulation
outcomes are in alignment with theoretical calculations predicting a 6% reduction in optical
signal intensity under the influence of an E-field emanating from the antenna. Although the
power transmission rates for the TFLN MZI waveguide are relatively low, with values below
20%, the optical detector designed for E-field intensity sensing applications demonstrates
its responsiveness to changes in the surrounding E-field. This capability emphasizes the
potential utility of the TFLN MZI waveguide in applications requiring sensitive detection
of environmental E-field variations.
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In addition to the DC based configurations, the Y-junction waveguide has also been ex-
plored within the simulation chapter. The TFLNMZI waveguide incorporating Y-junctions
as both the splitter and combiner exhibited inferior power transmission compared to con-
figurations utilizing DCs. Despite this drawback, Y-junction waveguides offer significant
advantages in terms of fabrication ease due to their simpler structure. Moreover, they
exhibit a higher tolerance for fabrication defects, making them a viable option for certain
applications.

Next, the device-level simulation of the TFLN MZI waveguide, featuring two Y-junction
structures, has been conducted to further discuss and evaluate its performance. This
analysis aims to balance the trade-offs between ease of fabrication, tolerance to defects,
and operational efficiency. By examining different waveguide coupling components and
their impact on power transmission and device functionality, this comprehensive simulation
work contributes valuable insights for the development and optimization of photonic devices
tailored for specific applications, including E-field sensing and beyond.

Figure 3.43: TFLN MZI Waveguide with Y-Junctions Simulation. Device simulation image
for the TFLN MZI waveguide with two Y-junctions and GC.

Figure 3.43 explores the device-level simulation setup for the TFLN MZI waveguide,
which incorporates Y-junctions as both the power divider and combiner. This simulation
introduces three significant modifications compared to the previous TFLN MZI waveguide
configuration that utilized DC: the width of the TFLN waveguide, the adoption of Y-
junctions, and the method of waveguide output.
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1. Waveguide Width Adjustment: In this iteration of the simulation, the waveguide
width has been increased to 2 µm, as opposed to the 0.75 µm used in the MZI
waveguide configuration with DCs. This adjustment aims to simplify the fabrication
requirements while retaining the waveguide’s capability to sense the E-field radiated
from an antenna. The broader waveguide width is anticipated to reduce fabrication
complexity and increase the robustness of the waveguide’s structure.

2. Implementation of Y-Junctions: Y-junctions have been selected for this version of the
TFLN MZI waveguide to facilitate the coupling process. An x/y ratio of 3 is main-
tained for both the power divider and combiner components within the Y-junctions.
This choice reflects a strategic design consideration to balance the waveguide’s E-field
sensing capabilities with the practicalities of its fabrication and assembly.

3. Modification of the Output Method: A notable change in this simulation is the se-
lection of the output method for the waveguide. Unlike the previous configuration,
where GC were employed to couple the optical signal from the waveguide to the ONA
power meter, this setup utilizes the end-fire coupling method. Grating couplers, while
effective in light coupling, demand high precision in fabrication and experimental
setup, with their performance being highly sensitive to structural accuracy and sus-
ceptible to fabrication defects. Additionally, measuring GCs experimentally requires
sophisticated equipment for precise positional control during the coupling process.

The end-fire coupling method, by contrast, involves edge coupling, where the optical
signal is directly emitted from the waveguide’s end and captured by the power meter in
free space. This method simplifies the experimental setup by eliminating the need for
intricate alignment mechanisms and reduces the dependency on high-precision fabrication
techniques for coupling efficiency. By adopting these modifications—the increased waveg-
uide width, the use of Y-junctions, and the end-fire coupling method—the simulation
aims to develop an TFLN MZI waveguide that balances minimal fabrication requirements
with effective E-field sensing capabilities. This approach stresses the project’s commit-
ment to optimizing the design and functionality of photonic devices, ensuring they meet
the demands of practical applications while accommodating fabrication and measurement
constraints.

Figure 3.44 reviews the power transmission plot derived from the device simulation of
the TFLN MZI waveguide, which incorporates Y-junctions as both the power splitter and
combiner. The dashed lines within the plot serve as trend lines, illustrating the general
behaviour of power transmission across the simulated conditions. The simulation results
reveal a power transmission of 2.78% when the antenna is inactive, and a slightly reduced
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Figure 3.44: Power Transmission and E-Field Simulation. Device simulation results plot
for the power transmission in the TFLN MZI waveguide with Y-junctions and the E-field
from the antenna.

transmission of 2.63% upon activation of the antenna. The activation of the antenna,
thereby inducing the EO effect within the TFLN waveguide due to the E-field emanating
from the antenna, results in a 5.3% decrease in the output optical signal power from the
MZI waveguide compared to the scenario where the antenna is disabled. This reduction in
power transmission attributable to the EO effect aligns with observations from simulations
involving GC for input and output, albeit with minor discrepancies that could stem from
differences in the simulation environment setup and optical component parameters.

The comparison of power transmission between waveguide configurations utilizing Y-
junctions and edge coupling methods versus those employing GCs is stark, with transmis-
sion rates dropping from 16% to approximately 2.6%. This significant decrease in power
transmission can be attributed to several factors, including the lower coupling efficiency
associated with Y-junctions and edge coupling methods, as well as the transition to a wider
waveguide width of 2 µm. The ability of the 2 µm wide TFLN waveguide to support multi-
ple mode signals contributes to the observed variability in power transmission, as indicated
in the plot.

The findings from this simulation highlight the impact of waveguide design choices
on the overall performance of the TFLN MZI waveguide, particularly in terms of power
transmission efficiency. The selection of Y-junctions and edge coupling methods, while sim-
plifying the fabrication process and potentially increasing the robustness of the waveguide
structure, presents challenges in maintaining high levels of power transmission. Addition-
ally, the increase in waveguide width to 2 µm, although beneficial for supporting multiple
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mode signals, further complicates the efficient transmission of optical power through the
waveguide.

3.10 Summary

Simulation serves as a fundamental bridge from theoretical design to practical experimen-
tation, facilitating the transition of conceptual designs into tangible, optimized structures
within a simulated physical environment. This chapter has meticulously detailed the simu-
lation processes undertaken for both the radio device, represented by the aperture-coupled
patch antenna, and the optical device, embodied by the TFLN waveguide, utilizing distinct
simulation packages tailored to their respective domains.

The aperture-coupled patch antenna, designed for operation at 30 GHz, underwent
extensive simulation within the HFSS package to refine its S-parameters. Key outcomes
include the identification of the antenna’s lowest S11 at -28.5 dB occurring at 28.5 GHz,
with a bandwidth spanning from 27 GHz to 31 GHz. The analysis of the near-field E-field
emanating from the antenna patch emphasized its critical role in this project, given the
linear relationship between the phase difference induced by the EO effect and the intensity
of the E-field. The simulation revealed the highest E-field intensity at 45,000 V/m near
the interface between the patch and the silicon substrate, demonstrating a rapid decrease
in intensity with increasing distance from the patch edge.

The simulation of optical devices commenced with the generation of TFLN material pa-
rameters, incorporating these into the Lumerical simulation package alongside the EO effect
simulation, which integrates E-field data from the antenna simulation with optical param-
eters. Individual optical components, including TFLN waveguides, bending waveguides,
directional couplers, Y-junction couplers, and grating couplers, were simulated for opti-
mization. This comprehensive approach facilitated the design of an TFLN MZI waveguide
employing directional couplers for power splitting and combining, achieving a maximum
power transmission of 16%.

The introduction of the EO effect, stimulated by the antenna’s E-field, resulted in a
5.3% reduction in power transmission, highlighting the sensitivity of the TFLN waveg-
uide to environmental E-field changes. An alternative TFLN MZI waveguide configuration
utilizing a Y-junction for splitting and combining, and edge coupling for output, demon-
strated a significantly lower power transmission rate, attributed to the Y-junction’s lower
efficiency and the challenges associated with broader waveguide widths supporting multi-
ple mode signals. The device-level simulations underline the trade-offs between component
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efficiency, fabrication complexity, and experimental measurement requirements. The forth-
coming chapter will transition from simulation to the nanoscale fabrication of LN-based
optical components, adhering to the design parameters established through simulation.
This progression marks a critical step towards realizing practical photonic devices capable
of precise E-field sensing and modulation, guided by the foundational insights garnered
from the simulation studies detailed in this chapter.
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Chapter 4

Fabrication of Antenna and TFLN
Waveguide Device

Upon the successful completion of simulation processes for both the Antenna Under Test
(AUT) and the meticulously designed Thin Film Lithium Niobate (TFLN) Mach-Zehnder
Interferometer (MZI) waveguide structures, employing a diverse array of simulation tools,
the subsequent significant phase involves the precise fabrication of these entities within
highly specialized facilities. This phase is embarked upon with the overarching objective of
minimizing potential fabrication anomalies that could detrimentally affect the performance
and dependability of the engineered components. In the framework of this research project,
the comprehensive fabrication procedure is delineated into two distinct, yet inherently
intertwined components: the construction of the AUT and the creation of the TFLN-MZI
waveguide.

4.1 Antenna: Design and Overview

This section is dedicated to presenting an exhaustive depiction of the manufacturing
itinerary for a state-of-the-art, wide-band, aperture-coupled patch antenna, which is adroitly
affixed atop a multilayer printed circuit board (PCB). This antenna is elaborately designed
to cater to the operational demands of Ka-band frequencies, specifically within the ambit
of 26.5-40 GHz. It is pertinent to note that the Ka-band spectrum is of paramount impor-
tance in a myriad of advanced technological arenas, including but not limited to satellite
communications, sophisticated radar system deployments, and the rapidly evolving domain
of wireless communication technologies.
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The production process of the AUT is a meticulously choreographed sequence of crit-
ical steps, initiating with the judicious selection of materials that meet the stringent re-
quirements for high-frequency operation. This is followed by the deployment of precision
machining techniques, aimed at sculpting the materials into their desired geometries with
utmost accuracy. The culmination of this process is the assembly of the components into
a multilayer PCB configuration, engineered to harness the full potential of the antenna’s
design specifications.

4.1.1 Fabrication Process

A sophisticated, multilayer standard PCB process is employed to fabricate the proposed
aperture-coupled patch antenna on a conventional Rogers substrate. This manufacturing
process was carried out by the highly regarded Poly-Grames Research Center in Montreal.
Owing to the facility’s ability to handle mass production and its exceptional product man-
agement, the resulting AUT benefits from reduced costs, shortened fabrication times, and
minimal fabrication defects. Additionally, the level of precision required for AUT equip-
ment is not as demanding as that needed for TFLN waveguide fabrication due to the higher
frequency involved.

Since the AUT is relatively large and can be manufactured using well-established an-
tenna production techniques, the focus is placed on minimizing the cost of the structure
rather than maximizing fabrication accuracy. Bearing this in mind, the following section
delves into the intricacies of the AUT geometry and the materials used in the fabrica-
tion process, providing insights into the design considerations and trade-offs involved in
achieving a cost-effective and reliable antenna solution for K-band applications.

Figure 4.1 provides a comprehensive view of the antenna’s diameter from multiple
perspectives in the HFSS simulation images. The materials designated for each layer of
the antenna are meticulously outlined in the explanatory diagram presented in Figure 4.2.
According to the diagram, the AUT boasts a sophisticated six-layer structure, consisting
of a patch, three substrates, a ground layer, and a feeding network. For both the feeding
network, positioned at the bottom, and the patch, situated at the top, copper serves as
the material of choice due to its excellent electrical conductivity and reliability.

For the substrates, ROGERS series materials with varying dielectric constants are em-
ployed to suit the requirements of the different layers. The RO4450F material, strategically
inserted between the top substrate and the copper ground plane, functions as an adhesive
to create a robust bond between the two materials. A high dielectric constant is essential
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Figure 4.1: AUT Detailed Simulation. Simulation picture of the AUT with size labels for
each part. Left: 45-degree top view of the AUT. Right: Top view of the AUT in HFSS.

for the substrate situated between the feeding and ground layers, as it contributes to the
enhancement of the bandwidth, thereby improving the antenna’s overall performance.

Figure 4.2: AUT Multilayer Design for Manufacturing. Diagram explaining the multilayer
structure of the AUT for industry manufacturers.

As detailed in Figure 4.2, the AUT substrate measures 25 mm by 25 mm, which is larger
than the dimensions of the simulated AUT in the HFSS. Moreover, the final AUT design
incorporates two larger plated vias spanning six layers and six smaller plated vias connect-
ing the copper layer to the ground. By expanding the AUT substrate geometry, sufficient
fabrication tolerance is achieved, and additional space is created for extra components,
such as plated vias and the coaxial cable connector. It is crucial to consider the proximity
of these conductive components to the patch, as their presence may impact the radiation
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pattern and induce electromagnetic (EM) reflection. As a result, two larger copper pillars
serve as mounting structures between distinct layers, while six smaller copper pillars fa-
cilitate a connection between the copper layer and the ground, represented by the coaxial
cable connector. This meticulous design approach ensures optimal antenna performance
while accounting for fabrication tolerances and the seamless integration of supplementary
components.

Figure 4.3: AUT Measurement Setup. Left: AUT on a 3D printed stand. Middle: AUT
and the horn antenna from the near-field measurement setup. Right: Keysight PNA-X
network analyzer and the robot motion controller.

Figure 4.3 (above) displays images of the fabricated AUT, which incorporates an SMA
connector. The AUT is designed as an aperture-coupled patch antenna that operates at
30 GHz and exhibits circular polarization. The top surface of the antenna hosts a copper
patch, while a copper feeding line is located at the bottom. This complicated six-layered
structure is assembled using ROGERS materials and copper. The antenna’s dimensions
are 2.5 cm by 2.5 cm, in accordance with the AUT schematic diagram, and it has a total
thickness of 1 mm. Additional images of the antenna are available in the supplementary
materials.

The AUT feeding line at the bottom is connected to an SMA coaxial cable connector
supplied by SOUTHWEST, enabling seamless interfacing with various external devices.
The subminiature version A (SMA) connector is a widely employed coaxial cable connection
method, utilized in numerous antenna and communication devices, including Keysight
PNA-X network (VNA) analyzers and THORLABS optical devices. The SMA connector
features a 50 Ω impedance and is compatible with the K-connector, which can operate up
to 40 GHz [47].

In a strategic effort to pave the way for forthcoming combined experimental pursuits,
a via was ingeniously incorporated into the AUT’s design, enabling the seamless transit of
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the tapered fiber across the AUT during experimental procedures. This via was fabricated
subsequent to the initial AUT construction phase to ensure an optimal fit with the dimen-
sions of the tapered fiber and the optical experimental apparatus. Figure 4.4 showcases
the AUT post-fabrication, complete with the via. Given the AUT’s complex multilayered
constitution, involving laminates and metallic constituents, the laser cutting apparatus and
methodologies accessible on the campus premises were adjudged incompatible for this task.
Additionally, the expenditure associated with commercial laser cutting services surpassed
the financial allocations of the project.

Figure 4.4: Antenna with Drilled Via. Image of the antenna featuring drilled vias.

The drilling operation was ultimately undertaken at the Machine Shop situated within
the Engineering 5 building. A high-speed drill, outfitted with a 1.6 mm drill bit, was
deployed for the creation of the via as shown in Figure 4.4. This drill was securely affixed to
a drill press rotary tool workstation stand, significantly enhancing the precision of the hole
while concurrently minimizing breakout occurrences. A subsequent polishing procedure
was applied to rectify laminate imperfections and smoothen the via’s sidewall. Following
the fabrication, the via’s dimensions exhibited a slight expansion beyond the diameter of
the drill bit, by a margin of less than 0.2 mm, a variance attributable to the precision
constraints inherent to the utilized equipment. This variance assumes critical significance,
particularly when the via is situated in proximity to the antenna patch, presenting a
potential risk of inflicting damage upon the patch.

Once the fabrication process is complete, the AUT undergoes comprehensive assessment
at the CIARS (Centre for Intelligent Antenna and Radio Systems) microwave laboratory
to verify its performance and ascertain whether it meets the desired specifications. Both
near-field and far-field radiation characteristics of the AUT are scrutinized in the antenna
laboratory, leveraging the advanced NSI-MI near-field system. In contrast, the AUT’s
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S-parameter is evaluated in the microwave laboratory, utilizing a VNA in tandem with a
standard calibration toolbox. The following section elaborates on the near-field experiment
setup, discussing the measurement results for the AUT and providing an in-depth analysis
of its performance characteristics, as well as any observed deviations from the simulation
data.

4.2 TFLN-MZI Waveguide Fabrication

The primary aim of this project is to conceptualize and manifest the innovative applica-
tion of optical devices for the sensing of the electric field emanating from antennas. By
scrutinizing the outputs derived from these optical devices, the operational state of the
transmitting antenna can be analyzed with precision, without necessitating any modifica-
tions to the antenna itself. Furthermore, the integration of optical devices, characterized
by their compact size and construction from non-conductive materials, into the antenna
unit within an array, heralds a new era of sophisticated antenna system design. A TFLN
MZI waveguide structure has been meticulously devised and modeled through simulations
for this purpose.

Lithium Niobate (LN) is distinguished by its exceptional electro-optic and nonlinear-
optical properties, securing its status as a material of choice for contemporary optical
modulators over several decades. TFLN distinguishes itself from conventional Thin Film
(TF) materials by its capacity for significant reduction in thickness—from several centime-
ters to less than a half-micrometer. This attribute is crucial for the integration of optical
devices, as it directly impacts the minimization of device footprint, a critical consideration
in the realm of integrated optical technologies [48]. The development and refinement of
TFLN fabrication techniques have seen rapid advancements in recent years, influenced by
the geometrical and structural demands of TFLN devices. Predominantly, there are two
main fabrication methodologies for TFLN waveguides: lithography combined with etching
[49], and ion-slicing followed by wafer bonding [50].

The lithography and etching technique stands as a fundamental method for delineating
ridge/wire and rib waveguide patterns. This process commences with the application of
either photolithography or electron beam (e-beam) lithography to define the waveguide
pattern on a layer of photoresist or e-beam resist coated on the substrate. Subsequent to
the resist patterning, an etching procedure, employing methods such as reactive ion etching
(dry etching) or wet chemical etching, is utilized to transfer the pattern onto the TFLN
[51].
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Photolithography occupies an important role in the semiconductor and microfabrica-
tion industries, facilitating the transfer of complex patterns onto substrates through the
selective exposure of a light-sensitive material, photoresist, to ultraviolet (UV) light via a
photomask. The development process that follows, contingent on the type of photoresist
utilized (positive or negative), creates the pattern on the substrate. Despite its widespread
application, owing to a balance of resolution, processing simplicity, and cost-effectiveness,
photolithography’s resolution limitations become apparent when juxtaposed with e-beam
lithography, particularly for nanoscale feature requirements [52].

E-beam lithography, in contrast, emerges as a superior technique for high-resolution
and precision applications. This method eschews light in favor of a focused electron beam
to inscribe patterns directly onto a substrate coated with e-beam sensitive material [53].
Achieving resolutions at the nanometer level, e-beam lithography excels in fields requir-
ing detailed feature definition such as quantum computing, nanophotonics, and advanced
semiconductor research.

In nanofabrication, e-beam lithography’s utility is accentuated through the use of pos-
itive and negative e-beam resists. Positive resists, becoming soluble upon electron beam
exposure, allow for the removal of exposed areas, facilitating high precision in feature
creation. Negative resists, conversely, harden upon exposure, remaining intact on the sub-
strate [54]. Each type of resist presents unique advantages and challenges, with positive
resists offering finer resolution but susceptible to edge blurring due to electron scattering,
and negative resists providing sharper edges but at the expense of resolution.

A critical objective in this project’s fabrication phase is the exploration and evaluation
of using e-beam resist as a hard mask in the TFLN fabrication process. Traditional direct
etching of lithium niobate typically relies on physical etching processes, such as argon ion
bombardment [28]. While common mask materials like silicon dioxide (SiO2) and amor-
phous silicon (a-Si) are effective, they introduce additional fabrication steps and potential
defects. Employing e-beam resist as a hard mask proposes a streamlined approach, poten-
tially reducing the number of fabrication steps and minimizing defects, thereby enhancing
the overall quality and integrity of the fabricated TFLN devices.

4.2.1 Design Considerations

The fabrication journey of the TFLN-MZI waveguide is conducted distinctly from that of
the AUT, with operations set to unfold within the advanced confines of the Quantum-Nano
Centre (QNC) nanofabrication facility at the University of Waterloo. This subsection is
dedicated to elucidating the fabrication design, testing methodologies, resultant outcomes,
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and the optimization strategies employed for the TFLNMZI waveguide structure, including
the Grating Coupler (GC).

A 4-inch TFLN wafer, backed by a silicon substrate, has been selected as the foun-
dational material for the TFLN devices (comprising the waveguide and GC). The initial
preparation phase involves segmenting this wafer into multiple smaller TFLN samples, each
measuring 20 by 20 mm, to facilitate subsequent fabrication steps. Given the diminutive
scale of the TFLN waveguide structure relative to the sample size, it is feasible to fabricate
multiple waveguide devices on a single sample, optimizing material use and experimental
efficiency.

Within the QNC laboratory, three distinct fabrication methodologies have been de-
ployed to construct TFLN MZI samples: one utilizing PMMA, another employing ZEP,
and a third combining SiO2 with ZEP. Furthermore, three variations of TFLN waveguide
devices were realized: the straightforward TFLN waveguide, the TFLN-MZI waveguide,
and the TFLN GC structure. The intricacies of e-beam lithography necessitate separate
design files for positive and negative resists, hence, the waveguide pattern design file will
be discussed in tandem with its specific fabrication protocol.

In summarizing the fabrication outcomes, it was observed that the samples utilizing
ZEP as the hard mask yielded superior quality in terms of GC formation, reduction of
fabrication defects, and minimization of waveguide surface roughness, in comparison to
the other two methods. Samples prepared with PMMA exhibited the smoothest waveguide
surfaces but fell short in GC quality. Conversely, samples that incorporated SiO2 and ZEP
displayed suboptimal results post the e-beam lithography phase, particularly in waveguide
and GC formation. A notable issue with the SiO2 mask was its failure to tolerate the
reactive ion etching (RIE) process, attributed to the high aspect ratio between the GC
pitch and GC gap, leading to its degradation.

This meticulous exploration and evaluation of different fabrication techniques underline
the complexities and nuanced considerations inherent in the manufacturing of TFLN-MZI
waveguide structures. The findings not only highlight the critical role of material selection
and process optimization but also pave the way for future enhancements in the fabrication
of TFLN devices, aiming for improved efficiency and quality in optical waveguide and
grating coupler construction.

4.2.2 Material Selection and Preparation

For the fabrication of TFLN-MZI waveguide devices within this project, a Z-cut 4 inch
TFLN wafer was meticulously selected. This particular wafer boasts a 300 nm thick TFLN
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layer atop and is supported by a silicon substrate with a thickness of 0.5 mm. The thickness
of the TFLN layer is variable, ranging from 300 nm to 700 nm; however, it is noteworthy
that an increase in thickness correlates with a proportional increase in the material’s cost.
This TFLN layer, a single crystal form, is adhesively bonded to a SiO2 layer, which measures
2 µm in thickness, facilitating a robust and integrated structure.

The production of this TFLN layer employs the ion implantation method, a technique
renowned for its widespread application in the manufacture of TFLN. This method in-
volves the strategic bombardment of helium ions into a bulk TFLN crystal, facilitating
the formation of a thin TFLN layer that can subsequently be delineated from the bulk
material. Following the ion implantation, the nascent TFLN layer undergoes a bonding
process with the SiO2 layer, succeeded by a regimen of thermal treatment and mechanical
stress application. This process culminates in the TFLN layer’s separation from the bulk
TFLN crystal, resulting in its fusion with the SiO2 and Si substrate, thus achieving the
desired TFLN structure.

Figure 4.5: TFLN Wafer Processing. Left: XYZ coordinate system on TFLN wafer.
Middle: Diced TFLN sample in the container. Right: SEM image of the TFLN sample
after the dicing process.

The 4 inch wafer, precisely oriented with its long cut aligned along the crystal’s Y-
axis, is segmented into 20 mm by 20 mm squares utilizing a silicon dicing saw. This saw
boasts a remarkable accuracy of 2-3 µm, with the dice width approximately measuring
225 µm. To safeguard the TFLN layer throughout the dicing operation, a PMMA pho-
toresist layer is uniformly spin-coated onto the TFLN wafer. Post-dicing, each TFLN
square is meticulously marked at a corner on the reverse side to denote the crystal’s Y-axis
orientation. This marking is instrumental in identifying the optimal direction for optical
signal propagation within the waveguide during the e-beam lithography phase. Figure 4.5,
sequentially arranged from left to right, presents a visual narrative of the TFLN wafer
marked with the XYZ coordinate system, the TFLN squares post-dicing, and a Scanning
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Electron Microscope (SEM) cross-sectional portrayal of a TFLN square subsequent to the
dicing process.

4.2.3 Fabrication Process: HSQ

Three fabrication processes have been developed and implemented in this project’s fab-
rication phase. The inaugural method utilizes hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) as a neg-
ative e-beam resist, serving as the hard mask throughout the etching procedure. Figure
4.6, presented below, delineates the step-by-step fabrication process employing the HSQ
methodology.

Figure 4.6: Fabrication Process for HSQ E-Beam Resist. Process diagram for using HSQ
as an e-beam resist and the hard mask in fabrication.

The HSQ-based fabrication process for the TFLN sample unfolds through the following
steps:

1. A Z-cut TFLN wafer is segmented into 20 mm by 20 mm squares, with each piece’s
crystal Y-axis distinctly marked on one corner at the back. These samples are then
subjected to cleaning with Piranha solution to remove any organic residues and to
prepare the surface for further processing.

2. A 450 nm thick layer of PMMA is applied through spin coating, utilizing both spin
coater and baking apparatus. This PMMA layer serves as the foundation of a bilayer
structure in conjunction with HSQ.
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3. Subsequently, a 166 nm thick layer of HSQ negative resist is uniformly spin-coated
onto the prepared substrate.

4. The HSQ resist is patterned using e-beam lithography, followed by a development
process and a post-baking session to finalize the pattern.

5. Utilizing RIE, the pattern established in the HSQ is precisely transferred to the
underlying PMMA layer. During this step, the 450 nm PMMA layer is etched away,
with the HSQ resist functioning effectively as a hard mask.

6. Following the etching of the PMMA, argon ion milling is employed to etch a 300 nm
deep TFLN ridge waveguide. In this phase, both HSQ and PMMA layers serve as
hard masks, safeguarding the integrity of the underlying structures.

7. The process concludes with the removal of the PMMA resist using Remover PG
solution. This step also ensures the elimination of any residual HSQ resist, leaving
a clean and precisely patterned TFLN sample ready for subsequent processing or
analysis.

The Piranha solution, a potent mixture of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2), acts as a robust oxidizing agent. This concoction is widely employed within the
microelectronics realm for the purpose of purging photoresist or organic residues from
silicon wafers. It effectively decomposes most organic substances and modifies most surfaces
to become highly hydrophilic. This increased hydrophilicity enhances the capillary flow
of photoresist across surfaces, facilitating a uniform distribution on the TFLN surface,
thereby establishing a level spin-coating layer.

Subsequently, the process involves the application of a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
positive photoresist layer onto the substrate through spin coating. In this context, the
PMMA layer serves not as a mask for photolithography but rather as a medium for facil-
itating the removal of the HSQ layer. Conventionally, the removal of HSQ resist employs
the buffered oxide etch (BOE) technique, comprising a blend of ammonium fluoride (NH4F)
and hydrofluoric acid (HF) [55]. BOE’s utility extends to etching SiO2 and stripping pho-
toresist in photolithography, yet its application in this project could potentially undermine
the SiO2 layer integrity, leading to structural collapse of the waveguide and damage to
device architecture.

Conversely, the selected solvent for PMMA resist removal, Remover PG, a proprietary
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) based solution, is specifically formulated for the efficient
extraction of PMMA and its copolymers without inflicting harm on the project’s materials.
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The strategic placement of the HSQ layer atop the PMMA layer means that the removal
of PMMA concurrently facilitates the extraction of the HSQ layer.

The ensuing step entails the spin coating of HSQ resist atop the PMMA layer. Follow-
ing this application, the TFLN sample, now bearing the HSQ layer, is subjected to e-beam
lithography for precise patterning. Immediate transfer of the sample to the e-beam de-
velopment bench ensures the development of the HSQ, removing unexposed areas. This
meticulously crafted HSQ pattern, destined for silicon etching, embodies the detailed design
outlined in the project’s GDS file for the TFLN-MZI waveguide, inclusive of Y-junctions
and grating couplers.

The comprehensive HSQ fabrication procedure culminates in the creation of a TFLN-
MZI waveguide structure, detailed in Figure 4.7’s GDS design file. This file visually encap-
sulates the waveguide’s design, facilitating an understanding of the structure in its entirety
before proceeding to characterization. Given the waveguide’s dimensional disparities along
the y-axis and x-axis, optical microscopy predominantly concentrates on specific segments
of the structure for detailed analysis. This preemptive overview of the waveguide structure
significantly enhances the comprehension of the fabrication process in its totality.

Figure 4.7: GDS Design for TFLN-MZI Waveguide. Image of the GDS design file for
TFLN-MZI waveguide with Y-junction and GC structure.

The fifth step involves transferring the HSQ pattern onto the PMMA layer using the
RIE process. RIE, a sophisticated physical dry etching technique, utilizes chemically reac-
tive plasma to selectively remove material from the target sample. This method is known
for producing anisotropic etch profiles, offering a significant advantage over the isotropic
profiles characteristic of wet chemical etching. However, the inclusion of oxygen gas in the
RIE process can lead to the oxidation of materials on the etching target, affecting the etch
quality and material properties.

Subsequently, the sixth step in the fabrication sequence is the etching of TFLN using
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the argon (Ar) ion milling process. This process is a form of physical sputtering where ar-
gon ions are accelerated towards the lithium niobate surface, effectively removing material.
Given the crystal structure of LN, traditional etching methods, including wet etching or
RIE, may induce significant sidewall roughness, which could detrimentally affect waveg-
uide propagation loss. Argon ion milling, in contrast, achieves highly anisotropic etching,
and the direct impact of Ar ions aids in smoothing any pre-existing surface irregularities,
thus yielding a more uniform etch surface. Additionally, the TFLN sample is etched at
a tilt angle of 30 degrees to the ion beam, optimizing the etch rate and minimizing sub-
strate damage and heating, a technique validated by prior experiments and literature to
be effective especially at angles between 30 to 60 degrees.

Finally, the photoresist layers are removed using Remover PG solution. Since the HSQ
resist was applied over the PMMA layer, stripping the PMMA also effectively removes
the HSQ layer from the TFLN sample. The sample is then meticulously cleaned with
acetone and isopropanol to eliminate any residual contaminants. The prepared TFLN
sample is forwarded for characterization, employing both optical microscopy and Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM). The SEM technique, in particular, offers high magnification
capabilities, with resolutions achievable down to the 10 µm scale, allowing for detailed
examination of the fabricated structures.

4.2.4 Characterization: HSQ

Based on the observations from Figure 4.8, the TFLN MZI waveguide, featuring dimensions
of 2 µm and 0.75 µm in width, was successfully fabricated utilizing HSQ negative resist
through electron beam lithography. The sample clearly exhibits the Y-junction and the
GC connected waveguide, with no residual resist observed under bright field microscopy.
However, an issue was identified with the GC’s fabrication, as depicted in the microscope
image situated in the top right corner. The grating’s maximum span in the x-direction
measures 36 µm, while its span along the y-axis is 26 µm. Notably, the grating lines nearest
to the GC’s edge exhibit suboptimal adherence to the PMMA layer, leading to a grating
appearance that deviates from the intended uniform design. This inconsistency represents
a significant fabrication defect, given that the HSQ pattern is intended to serve as a hard
mask in subsequent fabrication steps.

The dark field images further detail the TFLN-MZI waveguide and the GC, allowing for
the identification of smaller structures not directly related to the waveguide. Specifically,
the dark field imaging of the GC reveals that the grating pitch failed to form as expected
post-lithography, with the grating lines and pitches indistinguishable within the central
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Figure 4.8: TFLN Waveguide Post-Lithography. Microscope images of TFLN sample after
e-beam lithography. Top left: TFLN waveguide with 2 µm and 0.75 µm width under bright
field. Top right: GC under bright field. Bottom left: TFLN MZI waveguide with 2 µm
and 0.75 µm width under dark field. Bottom right: GC under dark field.

area of the GC. Despite attempts to rectify this issue through adjustments to lithogra-
phy parameters and the adhesive qualities of the HSQ resist, no successful resolution was
achieved. The weak bond between the HSQ negative resist and the PMMA positive resist
is particularly problematic for the fabrication of fine grating lines and pitches, as it leads
to displacement of the pattern.

Bright field and dark field microscopy are essential optical microscopy techniques that
enhance specimen contrast and visibility. Bright field microscopy, the more conventional
approach, allows light to transmit directly through the specimen, with light-absorbing areas
appearing darker and light-transmitting areas lighter. Conversely, dark field microscopy
employs angled illumination to prevent direct light entry into the objective lens, causing the
specimen to scatter light into the lens while keeping the background dark. This technique
is especially valuable for highlighting structural edges and small components, offering a
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distinct advantage in visualizing the fine details of waveguide structures and identifying
fabrication anomalies.

Figure 4.9: TFLN-MZI Post-Ion Milling Microscopy. Left: MZI waveguide. Right: GC
structure. Images showcasing the TFLN-MZI sample after ion milling etching.

Figure 4.9 presents a bright field microscope image of the TFLN-MZI waveguide and GC
following the ion milling etching procedure. This image reveals that the ion milling process,
utilizing HSQ resist as the hard mask, has effectively fabricated the TFLN MZI waveguide
structure. A notable change in color observed on the GC suggests the presence of residual
HSQ resist on the sample, indicating incomplete removal during the process. Additionally,
it is evident that the grating pitch was not etched as intended, with the grating lines
remaining interconnected rather than being distinctly separated as per the design. This
outcome points to a developmental issue in the electron beam lithography stage, where the
HSQ, serving as the hard mask, did not facilitate the precise etching required for the grating
lines and pitches. This scenario underlines the critical importance of accurate development
in e-beam lithography to ensure the successful execution of subsequent etching steps and
the overall fidelity of the fabricated waveguide structures.

Figure 4.10 displays SEM images of the TFLN sample following the ion milling etching
process and the subsequent removal of PMMA, revealing varied outcomes in the fabrica-
tion process. The top left image indicates a failure in generating the intended grating pitch
and lines within the GC, attributing this to inaccuracies in the HSQ pattern formed dur-
ing the E-beam lithography stage. Contrarily, the top right image showcases the sensing
and reference waveguides of the MZI structure, where the spacing closely aligns with the
300 µm specification from the design, suggesting a high degree of fabrication accuracy in
this aspect. A closer examination of the Y-junction in the bottom left image reveals a
waveguide width of 2.002 µm, matching the design width of 2 µm, yet it also uncovers
TFLN dots and fabrication defects likely caused by redeposited TFLN particles during the
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Figure 4.10: SEM Images of Fabricated TFLN-MZI Waveguide. Top left: GC structure.
Top right: Sensing and reference waveguides. Bottom left: Y-junction. Bottom right:
Waveguide edge.

ion milling. The bottom right image, focusing on the waveguide endpoint with a width of
2.053 µm, consistent with the Y-junction measurements, exposes remaining TFLN material
around the waveguide suggesting potential high propagation loss and a curved waveguide
edge, indicating its unsuitability for edge coupling methods due to inefficient light coupling.
Collectively, these images provide a nuanced view of the fabrication process’s achievements
and challenges, highlighting the precision in waveguide spacing and the critical areas need-
ing refinement for future iterations.
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4.2.5 Fabrication Process: ZEP

The fabrication of the TFLN MZI sample utilizing ZEP, designated as a positive e-beam
resist for electron beam lithography, is discussed in this section. Following the e-beam
lithography, the ZEP layer serves as a hard mask essential for the formation of the TFLN
waveguide. Addressing the non-conductivity of the ZEP layer, which may lead to charg-
ing artifacts during lithography, an Electra 92 conductive layer is applied subsequent to
the ZEP resist’s spin coating. Electra 92, a conductive polymer, is specifically chosen to
counteract the potential charging effects on the non-conductive resist, ensuring smoother
lithographic outcomes. This layer can be conveniently removed using a water (H2O) so-
lution, and it is cleansed away post the e-beam exposure and during the development
phase of the ZEP layer. The removability of ZEP with Remover PG solution additionally
allows for the exclusion of the PMMA layer from the process, streamlining the fabrica-
tion steps. Figure 4.11 illustrates the detailed fabrication procedure employing the ZEP
method, showcasing how the integration of ZEP and Electra 92 enhances the fabrication
process by mitigating charging issues and simplifying the resist removal process.

Figure 4.11: Fabrication Process Visualization for TFLN-MZI with ZEP Resist. Illustrates
the use of ZEP positive resist in the E-beam lithography process for TFLN-MZI waveguide
fabrication.

The fabrication process for the TFLN sample using ZEP involves the following steps:

1. Clean the TFLN sample with Piranha solution to remove organic residues and prepare
the surface.

2. Spin coat 350 nm of ZEP, a positive e-beam resist, onto the TFLN sample.
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3. Apply an 80 nm layer of Electra 92, a conductive polymer, on top of the ZEP to add
conductivity to the non-conductive ZEP layer.

4. Pattern the ZEP resist using e-beam lithography, followed by development of the
resist and a post-baking process.

5. Utilize argon ion milling to etch 300 nm of the TFLN material, forming the TFLN
ridge waveguide, with the ZEP layer serving as a hard mask.

6. Remove the ZEP resist using Remover PG solution, then clean the sample with ace-
tone and isopropanol to ensure a clean and precisely defined TFLN ridge waveguide.

The fabrication process for the ZEP method shares similarities with the HSQ resist
approach, with a notable modification where the PMMA layer is substituted by the Elec-
tra 92 layer, leading to a streamlined process. The primary distinction between these two
methodologies lies in the type of e-beam resist utilized during lithography. Specifically,
HSQ, a negative e-beam resist, eliminates areas not exposed to the e-beam, resulting in a
TFLN-MZI sample where only the TFLN devices persist post-lithography and ion milling
etching. Conversely, positive resist e-beam lithography, employed with ZEP, delineates
the waveguide pattern by exposing resist areas around the waveguide structure during the
e-beam exposure step, which are then removed during development. This technique, al-
though advantageous for creating complicated patterns like fine grating lines in grating cou-
plers—circumventing the weak bonding issue observed with HSQ lithography—significantly
increases e-beam exposure time due to the expanded exposure area from the waveguide
to its surroundings. Figure 4.12 illustrates the GDS design file for the TFLN-MZI waveg-
uide structure tailored for the ZEP method, highlighting the design considerations and
adaptations made to accommodate the specifics of positive resist e-beam lithography.

According to the diagram, regions delineated by dashed lines represent areas where
the ZEP resist has been exposed during the lithography process. Specifically, the width
of the ZEP exposed area along the x-axis totals 100 µm, with a 50 µm distance from the
waveguide to the edge of this exposed region. Transitioning to the ZEP method introduced
a new complication, particularly evident when attempting edge coupling at the waveguide’s
endpoint. This issue arises because the lithography process removes only the material
surrounding the waveguide, leaving the waveguide endpoint obscured when viewed from
the negative y-axis direction. Consequently, the TFLN structure that persists between
the waveguide endpoint and the sample’s edge not only obstructs the detector’s ability to
capture the waveguide’s output signal but also significantly contributes to light diffusion,
complicating the detection and analysis of the signal.
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Figure 4.12: GDS Design for ZEP Positive E-Beam Lithography. Image of the GDS design
file tailored for ZEP positive resist e-beam lithography process.

To facilitate edge coupling, a post-fabrication dicing procedure was implemented, tar-
geting the area adjacent to the waveguide endpoint that had been exposed during lithogra-
phy. This dicing operation utilized the same dicing saw equipment previously employed for
slicing the TFLN samples, which, as mentioned in an earlier section, boasts an accuracy of
2 µm—sufficient precision for this particular task. The dicing process effectively removes
the TFLN material located between the waveguide and the sample’s edge, thereby render-
ing the waveguide endpoint visible from the sample’s cross-section. This strategic removal
ensures unobstructed access to the waveguide’s output for edge coupling applications. Fig-
ure 4.13 provides a visual depiction of the post-fabrication dicing strategy employed to
prepare the TFLN sample for edge coupling, following the etching process, highlighting
the meticulous approach to overcoming obstacles associated with the ZEP method and en-
hancing the sample’s compatibility with desired optical testing and application techniques.

4.2.6 Characterization: ZEP

Figure 4.14 presents microscope images of the TFLN sample following ZEP e-beam lithog-
raphy, where the dark green hue in the light field microscope image signifies the regions
covered by ZEP resist, contrasting with the lighter green areas where the TFLN layer is
exposed to air. This distinction is crucial as the ZEP layer serves as a hard mask for sub-
sequent etching processes, aligning with the patterns of the TFLN-MZI waveguide and the
GC. The images confirm successful patterning of the waveguide and GC structures with
a 2 µm width post-lithography. However, the formation of the 0.75 µm width waveguide
encountered issues, evidenced by a twisted crack across the exposed area, suggesting that
the suboptimal fabrication resulted primarily from the dose level utilized during e-beam
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Figure 4.13: Post-Dicing Waveguide Endpoint Visualization. Image showcasing the clearer
waveguide endpoint cross-section after the dicing process.

lithography. With a dose level of 20 µC/cm2 at 20 kV and an exposure time of approxi-
mately three hours per TFLN-MZI waveguide device, this falls short of the manufacturer’s
recommended range of 30 to 35 µC/cm2 for ZEP resist. While a reduced dose level might
enhance the precision of fine structures during exposure, it significantly extends the ex-
posure duration. Further experimentation with a dose level of 15 µC/cm2 at 20 kV did
not yield improvements in forming the 0.75 µm width waveguide, pointing to additional
contributing factors such as the intrinsic properties of ZEP resist, development process
timing, and more.

The top right bright field image illustrates the GC post-lithography, showing generally
clean and organized grating pitches with separated lines, albeit with non-uniform spac-
ing—some lines are notably closer together. This variance in grating line spacing might
stem from lithography parameter adjustments specifically made for the GC area, which
has distinct structural geometry and size requirements. An optimized lithography setup
was therefore applied to the GC area, as evidenced by both bright field and dark field
imaging confirming successful development of the grating pitches. The concluding light
field image reveals the TFLN-MZI waveguide endpoint and the Y-junction connected to it,
with no observable fabrication defects in these areas, indicating a successful application of
optimized lithography parameters to these critical components of the waveguide structure.

Figure 4.15 showcases a light field microscope image of the TFLN-MZI waveguide and
the GC following the removal of the ZEP resist, with Remover PG solution marking the fi-
nal step in the ZEP resist fabrication process. According to the microscope image analysis,
the TFLN-MZI waveguide, featuring a 2 µm width, along with the GC, has been success-
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Figure 4.14: TFLN Sample Post-E-Beam Lithography with ZEP. Microscope images show-
ing the TFLN sample with ZEP resist. Top left: GC and waveguide under light field. Top
right: Waveguide under light field. Bottom left: GC under dark field. Bottom right:
Waveguide endpoint under light field.

fully fabricated using the ion milling etching process. The observed spacing between the
two waveguides (sensing and reference) measures 296 µm, slightly less than the 298 µm
spacing documented from the HSQ resist fabrication process and the anticipated 300 µm
spacing derived from simulations. This minor discrepancy may stem from measurement
inaccuracies during the microscopic examination. The radius of the grating lines within the
GC is noted to be 26.58 µm, and the width of the waveguide proximal to the GC is 1.94 µm,
while the width at the waveguide endpoint reaches 2.11 µm, marginally exceeding the 2 µm
width outlined in the design specifications. Despite these slight variations, the geometry
of the fabricated TFLN-MZI waveguide and GC aligns closely with the design parameters
set forth in the simulations, demonstrating a successful fabrication outcome with minor
deviations. However, the attempt to fabricate the TFLN-MZI waveguide with a 0.75 µm
width, alongside the GC, was unsuccessful in this process, leading to surface defects ob-
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Figure 4.15: TFLN Sample After ZEP Removal. Microscope images displaying the TFLN
sample after ZEP layer removal. Top left: GC and waveguide under light field. Top right:
GC under light field. Bottom left: Waveguide endpoint under light field.

servable in both light field and dark field microscopy images, emphasizing the challenges
faced in achieving fidelity with finer structural features in the fabrication process.

Figure 4.16 displays an SEM image that encapsulates the entirety of a TFLN-MZI
waveguide along with the GC, presenting a comprehensive view of the device from left to
right. This image includes the GC, a Y-junction designed to function as a 50/50 split-
ter, the 3 mm long sensing and reference waveguides, and the endpoint of the waveguide.
The areas depicted in darker shades represent regions where the TFLN layer has been
meticulously etched away, while the lighter structures encircled by these darker areas cor-
respond to the waveguide and the GC structure. Due to the significantly larger scale of
the etched areas compared to the waveguide itself, there’s a notable potential for confu-
sion when distinguishing between the waveguide and the surrounding etched regions. This
visual ambiguity demonstrates the precision and scale of the etching process, highlighting
the sophisticated balance between removing material to define the waveguide’s path and
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Figure 4.16: Complete TFLN-MZI Waveguide and GC with ZEP. SEM image showing the
entire TFLN-MZI waveguide and GC structures post-ion milling and ZEP removal.

preserving the structural integrity of the waveguide and GC themselves.

Figure 4.17 presents SEM images that offer detailed views of various sections of the
TFLN-MZI waveguide and the GC, highlighting the SEM’s capability to provide high
magnification images essential for characterizing and examining nanoscale structures. The
first image, positioned at the top left with a magnification of x270, showcases the TFLN
waveguide and GC without any noticeable fabrication defects or surface roughness. The
adjacent image to the right offers a magnified view (x1800) of the GC, where the grating
pitch and lines are clearly discernible. This closer examination confirms the successful
fabrication of the grating pitch and lines, albeit with some lines closer together than others,
and the spherical shape at the ends of the grating lines diverging from the square shape
depicted in simulations. This spherical shape, consistent with the appearance post-E-
beam lithography, suggests nonisotropic and precise etching achieved through ion milling,
indicating high-quality fabrication. Nevertheless, bright dots observed on the surface point
to the presence of redeposited TFLN and other minor surface defects.

The bottom left image, with a magnification of x500, focuses on the waveguide end-
point, where surface defects, though expected, are not visible at this scale. The final SEM
image, offering a higher magnification of x15000, meticulously measures the waveguide’s
width at 1.719 µm and reveals a rough sidewall alongside randomly distributed fabrica-
tion defect dots. These findings demonstrate the potential benefits of implementing a
smoothing process post-etching to mitigate surface roughness and, consequently, reduce
propagation loss. However, due to budget constraints and other insurmountable factors,
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Figure 4.17: SEM Imaging of TFLN-MZI Waveguide Post-ZEP Fabrication. Images show-
ing the waveguide structure after ZEP resist fabrication process. Top left: GC and con-
nected Y-junction waveguide. Top right: GC. Bottom left: Waveguide endpoint. Bottom
right: Endpoint at higher magnification.

further optimization processes were not pursued within this project’s scope, leaving room
for potential improvements in future iterations.

A U-shaped dual TFLN-MZI waveguide configuration incorporating GC was realized
through the ZEP resist fabrication process. The initial figure 4.18, positioned in the upper
left quadrant, delineates the GDS file design of the U-shaped dual TFLN-MZI waveguide
structure. This design features two interconnected MZI waveguides linked by a 90-degree
bending waveguide. Importantly, both the ingress and egress points of the waveguide em-
ploy GC structures to facilitate the coupling of optical signals into and out of the waveg-
uide. The SEM image, displayed in the upper right, reveals the successfully fabricated
U-shaped structure. In this image, the focus is on the MZI waveguides and the GC, as the
comprehensive structure’s dimensions exceed the SEM’s imaging capabilities. From this
visualization, it is evident that two MZI waveguides were simultaneously fabricated within
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Figure 4.18: GDS Design and SEM Images of TFLN-MZI Waveguides. Top left: GDS
design file for two TFLN-MZI waveguides. Top right: SEM image of fabricated waveguides.
Bottom left: SEM image of the GC. Bottom right: SEM image of a 90-degree bending
waveguide.

a single fabrication cycle, with no discernible defects. The lower left SEM image, offering
a 1500x magnification view of the GC, highlights the grating pitch creation. However, it
also reveals a critical fabrication anomaly: the fusion of two grating lines into a singular,
broader line—a prevalent issue accompanied by irregular line edges and a rough surface
texture. Such imperfections in the grating lines, which are integral to the GC’s function-
ality, invariably diminish its coupling efficiency. Consequently, it is recommended that the
GC within the U-shaped TFLN-MZI structure undergo a distinct fabrication process, seg-
regated from other waveguide structures. Additionally, the SEM depiction of the 90-degree
bending waveguide, located in the figure’s bottom right, showcases its pristine and sharply
defined sidewalls, devoid of any significant fabrication flaws.

This U-shaped waveguide’s successful fabrication demonstrates the ZEP process’s ca-
pability to create large-scale TFLN waveguides with bending structures and GCs. The
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dimensions of the y-axis and x-axis are 2.6 mm and 3.4 mm, respectively, markedly ex-
ceeding the waveguide’s width of 2 µm. The strategic incorporation of two MZI waveguides
in this design is advantageous, enhancing the antenna’s transmission of a stronger E-field
along the two extended edges, thereby amplifying the electro-optic (EO) effect through the
TFLN-MZI waveguides’ dual E-field sensing capability. Nevertheless, the measurement of
this fabricated U-shaped dual TFLN-MZI waveguide structure in the Advanced Optical
Laboratory has not been conducted, attributed to the limitations in optical instrumenta-
tion and the temporal constraints of the project.

Figure 4.19: TFLN Waveguide Endpoint Pre and Post-Dicing. Microscope images showing
the TFLN waveguide with ZEP endpoint before and after the dicing process.

Lastly, but of significant importance, the TFLN waveguide, realized through the ZEP
fabrication technique, necessitates a post-fabrication step aimed at eliminating the super-
fluous TFLN layer interspersed between the waveguide’s termination point and the sample’s
perimeter. Figure 4.19, as referenced above, showcases light field microscopy images of the
TFLN sample both prior to and subsequent to the dicing procedure. From the design
specifications, the exposure area extending from the endpoint to the edge of the TFLN
layer was intended to span 50 µm. The image on the right illustrates that, following the
dicing process, the measured distance from the endpoint to the edge of the TFLN sample is
approximately 45.32 µm, with the absence of any residual TFLN layer or other structures
in the intervening space. It should be noted that the observable crack along the sample’s
edge is a direct consequence of the dicing operation and is beyond rectification.

This detail demonstrates the criticality of precision in the post-fabrication phase to
ensure the integrity and functional reliability of the TFLN waveguide. The meticulous
removal of excess TFLN material is important in achieving the desired waveguide charac-
teristics and operational performance. Furthermore, the acknowledgment of unavoidable
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damage, such as edge cracking due to dicing, highlights the inherent challenges and limi-
tations within the fabrication process. These insights are essential for refining fabrication
techniques and improving the overall quality and effectiveness of TFLN waveguides in
future iterations.

4.2.7 Fabrication Process: SiO2 and ZEP

In the concluding phase of the TFLN MZI waveguide fabrication, the employment of SiO2

as a robust hard mask combined with ZEP resist tailored for electron beam lithography
stands out for its precision in defining the waveguide’s sophisticated architecture. The SiO2

hard mask provides exceptional resistance to etching processes, ensuring the integrity of
the micro scale patterns essential for optimal waveguide performance. Concurrently, the
ZEP resist, distinguished by its high resolution, facilitates the accurate etching of complex
geometries onto the TFLN substrate, ensuring fidelity to the original design specifications.

Post-fabrication, the waveguide structures are meticulously analyzed through advanced
microscopy and SEM, enabling a comprehensive evaluation of their structural integrity, ge-
ometric precision, and surface quality. This rigorous characterization process demonstrates
the effectiveness of the SiO2 and ZEP resist in producing waveguides that meet stringent
quality standards, thereby contributing significantly to advancements in optical engineering
and photonics research.

Figure 4.20: TFLN-MZI Fabrication Process Visualization with SiO2 and ZEP. Detailed
visual representation of the TFLN-MZI waveguide fabrication process using SiO2 and ZEP
positive resist for E-beam lithography.

The TFLN sample fabrication with SiO2 encompasses the following steps:
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1. Cleaning of the TFLN sample using Piranha solution to ensure a contaminant-free
surface.

2. Deposition of 460 nm SiO2 on the TFLN sample via Plasma Enhanced Chemical
Vapor Deposition (PECVD) for the hard mask layer.

3. Application of 350 nm ZEP positive e-beam resist on the TFLN sample through spin
coating, preparing it for electron beam lithography.

4. Addition of 80 nm Electra 92 negative resist on top of ZEP via spin coating, serving
as a conductive layer to facilitate electron beam lithography.

5. Patterning of ZEP resist using electron beam lithography, followed by development
and post-baking to finalize the resist pattern.

6. Transfer of the ZEP pattern to the SiO2 layer using Reactive Ion Etching (RIE),
where the 460 nm SiO2 layer is etched away, with ZEP resist functioning as the
etching mask.

7. Utilization of argon ion milling to etch 300 nm of the TFLN ridge waveguide, with
both ZEP resist and SiO2 layer serving as hard masks.

8. Removal of ZEP resist using Remover PG solution, followed by SiO2 layer etching
via RIE. The sample is then cleaned with acetone and isopropanol to remove any
residues.

The fabrication of the TFLN-MZI waveguide, employing SiO2 as a hard mask in con-
junction with ZEP resist for lithography, mirrors the process used exclusively with ZEP
resist. Initially, a layer of SiO2 is deposited onto the sample, followed by the sequential spin
coating of ZEP resist and Electra 92 conductive layer. Post electron beam lithography, the
ZEP pattern is created, after which the sample undergoes a RIE process to transfer this
pattern onto the SiO2 layer through etching, with the ZEP resist serving as the hard mask.

Subsequently, ion milling etching targets the lithium niobate layer, where both the
remaining ZEP and SiO2 layers act as hard masks. The nature of ion bombardment,
coupled with the high energy of Ar ions, results in an equal etching rate for both the ZEP
layer and the lithium niobate, meaning 300 nm of lithium niobate and ZEP are etched
simultaneously. This necessitates a resist removal step, where the remaining ZEP resist
is dissolved using Remover PG solution, followed by a cleaning process using acetone and
isopropanol. Finally, the SiO2 layer undergoes etching via the RIE process.
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From previous fabrication attempts, it’s noted that the residual SiO2 layer measures
approximately 50 nm in thickness. Adjustments to the RIE process are made to target this
50 nm of SiO2, based on lab-collected etching rate data. However, this RIE etching does not
exclusively affect the SiO2 layer but also the underlying TFLN layer. Prolonged etching not
only fully removes the SiO2 but also begins to etch into the TFLN layer. Complications arise
with the hard mask coverage, especially around the TFLN-MZI waveguide and GC, which
post-ion milling, are not entirely shielded by the SiO2 layer. Introducing an additional RIE
process risks damaging the waveguide’s sidewalls and the SiO2 layer between the TFLN
and the silicon substrate. The project’s resolution to this challenge involves optimizing
the SiO2 layer thickness on the TFLN such that a thin SiO2 layer remains post-ion milling
etching, allowing for a brief final RIE process to minimize damage. The detailed GDS
design file for the TFLN-MZI waveguide structure, incorporating SiO2 and ZEP resist, is
depicted in Figure 4.21 below.

Figure 4.21: GDS Design for TFLN-MZI with SiO2 and ZEP. Image of the GDS design file
for TFLN-MZI waveguide fabrication using SiO2 and ZEP.

In the refined fabrication process, additional devices were incorporated, including two
straight waveguides each 2 µm in width—one equipped with a GC and the other with-
out—and a narrower straight waveguide measuring 0.75 µm in width, also featuring a GC.
This expansion builds upon the previous methodology that utilized HSQ and ZEP for
fabricating multiple MZI waveguide structures along with GCs on a single TFLN sample.
Initially, these waveguide structures were replicas from a single GDS file containing only
one MZI waveguide design.

As the process for fabricating TFLN-MZI waveguides has matured, becoming more
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reliable, and given the diminishing availability of lithium niobate samples in the laboratory
due to numerous rounds of fabrication iterations, there was a strategic decision to diversify
the waveguide structures fabricated in each cycle. This approach aims to enhance the
experimental setup, providing a broader array of waveguide structures for comprehensive
testing and measurement. The addition of these waveguides is a direct response to the
evolving needs of the research, aiming to maximize the utility of each fabrication run by
including diverse waveguide configurations for subsequent experimental investigations.

4.2.8 Characterization: SiO2 and ZEP

Figure 4.22: TFLN-MZI Waveguide Post-ZEP Lithography Microscopy. Top left: MZI and
straight waveguide with 2 µm width. Top right: MZI and straight waveguide with 0.75 µm
width. Bottom left: GC under light field illumination. Bottom right: GC under dark field
illumination.

Microscopic imaging was employed for the analysis of the TFLN-MZI waveguide and
the GC, with Figure 4.22 showcasing these images. The top left image presents the TFLN-
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MZI waveguide alongside a straight waveguide of 2 µm width under light field microscopy,
while the top right image displays both the MZI waveguide and a straight waveguide of
0.75 µm width, also in light field. These images confirm the successful creation of MZI
and straight waveguides of both 2 µm and 0.75 µm widths through the ZEP resist electron
beam lithography process. However, due to the low magnification (x5), the GC structures
are not discernible in these images. Notably, fabrication defects in the form of dark dots
are observable on the sample surface, particularly in the image featuring the 2 µm width
waveguide.

The bottom left image, taken with a light field microscope at x100 magnification, fo-
cuses on the GC structure. This image reveals a failure in the electron beam lithography
process to accurately form the grating lines and pitches. While the tapered area connecting
to the waveguide is well-formed, the grating lines are absent, leaving only the ZEP resist
markers visible on the surface. Conversely, the bottom right image, captured using dark
field microscopy, shows the grating lines appearing brightly against a dark background,
indicating the presence of resist markers. In dark field imaging, a solid structure of cer-
tain thickness typically exhibits brightness only at its edges, confirming that the observed
brightness is due to the resist markers left on the surface rather than the intended grating
lines.

Microscopic evaluations of the TFLN sample subsequent to the final RIE process are
illustrated in Figure 4.23. The upper portion showcases two light field microscopy images:
one of the MZI waveguide and another of the straight waveguide, with widths of 2 µm and
0.75 µm, respectively. The dark dots, previously noted in SEM imagery, are also visible
here, having increased in size and clarity as a result of additional etching steps. These
images further reveal the disappearance of grating lines within the GC, leaving behind
only faint marks. This observation corroborates the earlier hypothesis that the grating
lines failed to materialize from the electron beam lithography process, suggesting that the
visible structures were indeed resist markers, not the intended grating features.

The lower section of Figure 4.23 contains two more microscope images focusing on the
GC, captured in both light field and dark field modalities. These images confirm the ab-
sence of grating lines at the center of the GC, while the tapered structures leading into the
GC are accurately crafted. This absence of grating lines underlines the challenges faced
in the lithography and etching processes, highlighting the importance of refining these
techniques to ensure the successful fabrication of complicated waveguide components. The
detailed observation of these microscopic images provides crucial insights into the fabrica-
tion process’s efficacy and areas requiring optimization to achieve the desired structural
integrity and functionality of the waveguide and GC features.
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Figure 4.23: Post-RIE Process TFLN-MZI Waveguide Microscopy. After the final RIE
process for SiO2 removal, images show: top left: MZI and straight waveguide with 2 µm
width; top right: Straight waveguides with both 2 µm and 0.75 µm widths; bottom left:
GC in light field; bottom right: GC in dark field.

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) imagery of TFLN waveguide devices following the
ultimate RIE process is detailed in Figure 4.24, offering a comprehensive view at various
magnifications. The top left SEM image, captured at a lower magnification, displays a
set comprising an MZI waveguide alongside straight waveguides of varying widths, 2 µm
and 0.75 µm. Due to the selected magnification, the waveguide structures themselves are
indiscernible, merging into the background as their dimensions fall below the threshold for
clear visualization at this scale. The lighter areas depicted are indicative of the TFLN
layer subjected to etching, a consequence of using ZEP positive resist.

The top right image, with a 250x magnification, delineates the GC and an adjacent
waveguide of 2 µm width, where the features are readily distinguishable. Notably, the
grating lines anticipated within the GC are absent, having been obliterated during the
etching process, leaving the GC structure devoid of its critical light-coupling geometry.
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Figure 4.24: SEM Imaging Post-SiO2 and ZEP Fabrication. SEM images of the TFLN
waveguide structure after SiO2 layer involved ZEP resist fabrication process. Top left:
Overview of all devices including the MZI waveguide, straight waveguide, and GC. Top
right: Close-up of GC and waveguide. Bottom left: GC at high magnification. Bottom
right: Waveguide endpoint at high magnification.

A more detailed examination of the GC structure is presented in the bottom left im-
age, captured at a magnification of 960x. Here, light markers are observable at locations
originally designated for grating lines. These markers are remnants of the etching pro-
cess targeted at the resist markers identified in prior imaging, suggesting a misalignment
between the intended and actual outcomes of the lithography and etching processes.

The bottom right SEM image, taken at an extraordinary magnification of 25,000x, re-
veals the endpoint of a waveguide, showcasing over-etching and consequential morpholog-
ical alterations. The waveguide’s edge is eroded, deviating from its intended flat terminal
surface to one characterized by protrusions and depressions, significantly compromising
the structure’s integrity. The vicinity of the waveguide is littered with particles of varying
sizes, indicative of a rough etching aftermath.
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This detailed visualization implies a pervasive issue of surface roughness across the
fabricated waveguide structures, likely extending beyond merely the endpoints. Such tex-
tural irregularities are predictive of elevated propagation losses within the waveguide, as
the rough surfaces introduce scattering losses that degrade the waveguide’s optical perfor-
mance. The SEM analysis underlines the critical need for optimization in the fabrication
process to minimize surface roughness and ensure the structural fidelity and functional
efficacy of TFLN waveguide devices.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, the fabrication processes of TFLN waveguide devices were meticulously
executed through three distinct methodologies: the HSQ process, the ZEP process, and
the SiO2 process. Among these, the ZEP process, which employs ZEP positive resist for
electron beam lithography and serves as a hard mask, demonstrated superior performance
in comparison to the other two techniques. It involved six principal fabrication steps and
yielded devices with a minimal level of surface roughness. The ZEP process successfully
fabricated the GC and the waveguide endpoints with only minor defects, such as devia-
tions in grating line positioning and sidewall roughness of the waveguides. However, it
encountered difficulties in fabricating waveguides with a width of 0.75 µm, necessitating
additional post-processing to facilitate edge coupling.

The HSQ method, utilizing HSQ negative resist for electron beam lithography and as
a hard mask for the etching process, offered the advantage of producing waveguides of
various widths without the need for post-processing. Nonetheless, this method fell short
in effectively fabricating GC due to insufficient adhesion between the PMMA and HSQ
layers.

Conversely, the SiO2 method, which leverages a SiO2 layer as the hard mask combined
with ZEP positive resist for electron beam lithography, is a commonly preferred technique
for its protective and structural formation capabilities during the etching process. Despite
its widespread use, the necessity to remove the SiO2 layer at the conclusion of the fabrica-
tion introduces complexity, rendering this method the most challenging and yielding less
satisfactory outcomes compared to the ZEP process in this specific project.

In the forthcoming chapter, the focus will shift towards the optical characterization
of the fabricated samples on the optical table, examining their coupling efficiency and,
critically, the electro-optical (EO) effect induced by the E-field from the antenna. Notably,
three TFLN samples fabricated using the ZEP process are designated as the primary
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subjects for the subsequent measurement phase. Samples produced through the HSQ and
SiO2 processes lack the GC structure for optical coupling, limiting their compatibility with
the optical setup required for these measurements, thereby excluding them from this phase
of the project evaluation.

Table 4.1: Performance Comparison of the Three fabrication Processes
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Chapter 5

Experimental Setup and
Measurement Results for TFLN
Waveguide and Antenna

5.1 Introduction of Experiment

Recent advancements in thin film lithium niobate (TFLN) have garnered significant at-
tention, particularly due to the material’s enhanced electro-optical (EO) properties and
reduced dimensions compared to conventional lithium niobate (LN) wafers. The ability
to limit the thickness of TFLN to sub-micrometer levels marks a notable evolution from
traditional bulk LN structures. This development positions TFLN as a versatile material
with potential applications extending from optical to radio frequency (RF) technologies.
In particular, TFLN waveguides with integrated grating couplers have shown promise as
dielectric optical devices capable of sensing electrical fields (E-fields) emanating from an-
tenna systems.

The preceding sections have detailed the conceptualization, design, and simulation pro-
cesses undertaken for TFLN waveguide and grating coupler (GC) structures. Following
these initial stages, the design implementations were realized through meticulous fabrica-
tion processes in the Quantum Nano Centre (QNC) laboratory at the University of Water-
loo. These processes employed a diverse array of fabrication methodologies. Subsequent
to fabrication, the focus shifted to the development of a comprehensive measurement ap-
paratus. This apparatus encompassed both an optical setup, tailored for the assessment of
TFLN devices, and an antenna setup, designed for the evaluation of patch antennas. Given
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the disparate operational frequencies and equipment requirements of optical and antenna
measurements, the initial setup stages necessitated separate configurations within different
laboratory environments. These configurations were eventually integrated, culminating in
a multifaceted measurement system. The integration and resultant data from this system
are anticipated to form a cornerstone of this research, offering empirical validation for the
project’s theoretical underpinnings.

The EO effect intrinsic to LN induces a modulation in the refractive index of LN
waveguides when subjected to an external E-field, such as that from an antenna. This
phenomenon is particularly pronounced in the context of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(MZI) configured within the LN structure. The MZI effectively converts phase discrepan-
cies between a sensing waveguide and a reference waveguide into measurable power differen-
tials at the MZI’s output. A primary aim of the optical measurement phase is to ascertain
the total power efficiency of the entire TFLN MZI structure, achieved by quantifying the
optical signal output from the TFLN MZI waveguide. In parallel, the antenna-centric ex-
perimentation focuses on delineating the near-field radiation pattern and evaluating the
S11 parameters, with the near-field radiation defining the E-field proximal to the antenna
patch—a crucial E-field source in this study. The overarching objective of the integrative
experimental approach is to quantify the optical signal power variations in the TFLN MZI
waveguide consequent to the activation of the antenna and the subsequent E-field induction
on the sensing waveguide. Additionally, this research seeks to elucidate the relationship
between the intensity of the induced E-field and the observed power differentials, both
with the antenna operational and non-operational, by comparing these empirical findings
against the predictions made in the simulation phase.

5.2 Antenna Measurement Setup

The antenna measurement procedures were conducted in two distinct laboratory environ-
ments: the Advanced Antenna Laboratory for near-field measurements and the Microwave
Lab, adjacent to the Advanced Optical lab, for assessing the S11 parameters. Figure 5.1
illustrates the near-field experimental setup within the antenna laboratory. The AUT is
placed on a 3D-printed stand, constructed from a material chosen for its low electromag-
netic (EM) reflection properties. Connectivity between the AUT and the Vector Network
Analyzer (VNA) is facilitated using an SMA cable, with the metallic SMA connector and
cable enveloped in an E-field absorber to minimize EM reflections. Positioned opposite
the AUT is a 30 GHz horn antenna mounted on a robotic arm, capable of bidirectional
movement in the x and y axes with a minimum step size of 5 mm. A blue structure behind
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Figure 5.1: AUT Measurement Setup Reiteration. Left: AUT positioned on a 3D printed
stand. Middle: AUT and horn antenna in the near-field measurement setup. Right: The
Keysight PNA-X network analyzer and robot motion controller.

the horn antenna serves as the E-field absorber for the robotic arm.

The right-side image in Figure 5.1 displays the control station for the antenna exper-
iment system. Here, a VNA links to both the AUT and the horn antenna through SMA
cables. This station also houses devices for controlling and calibrating the robotic arm’s
motion. The AUT and horn antenna alternate roles between transmitting and receiving
antennas based on VNA instructions. During measurements, the AUT remains stationary
while the horn antenna, guided by the robotic arm, traverses the XY plane. Data captured
by the horn antenna is analyzed and post-processed using the network analyzer.

The E-field amplitude is ascertained using the inverse Fourier transform method, an
indirect measurement technique for calculating far-field properties. Initially, the AUT’s
radiation pattern is measured with the near-field setup, with the horn antenna acting as
the receiving probe placed 20 mm from the AUT. The measured near-field radiation pattern
is then converted to a far-field radiation pattern using Fourier transform functions on a
computer. Subsequently, the far-field radiation pattern is translated into E-field intensity
through inverse Fourier transform functions, enabling E-field intensity calculation via a
post-processing technique. This post-processing method offers the advantage of reducing
interference between the receiving antenna and the AUT, as physical proximity is not
required.

The S11 parameter measurements occur in the Microwave Lab adjacent to the Advanced
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Optical lab. Figure 5.1 right shows the Keysight PNA-X network analyzer (PNA), utilized
for measuring the AUT’s S11 parameter. Accurate measurement necessitates calibration of
the VNA using a standard coaxial cable calibration box connected via two coaxial cables.
The network analyzer’s maximum output power is set to 20 dBm at a 30 GHz frequency,
corresponding to an input power of 100 mW for the antenna. This input power level is
crucial as it determines the electric field intensity generated by the antenna for subsequent
measurements.

Post-calibration, the AUT is connected to the VNA using a single coaxial cable, focusing
primarily on the S11 parameters. For S21 and S12 parameter measurements, an additional
receiving antenna would be required, mirroring the setup used in the near-field distribution
measurements in the antenna lab.

5.3 Antenna Data Collection and Analysis

Figure 5.2: Near-Field Radiation Pattern Measurements. Presenting measured near-field
radiation patterns at frequencies: (a) 30.5 GHz, (b) 31 GHz, (c) 31.5 GHz, and (d) 32
GHz, showcasing variations in radiation pattern with frequency.
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Figure 5.3: E-Field Distribution of AUT Patch. Top view of the E-field distribution from
the simulated AUT patch in HFSS.

In Figure 5.2, the near-field amplitude measurement results at various frequencies be-
tween 30.5 GHz and 32 GHz are presented. The black squares in each image demarcate
the location of the AUT. These near-field plots, obtained through post-processing of the
radiation pattern data, visually depict the E-field distribution across different frequencies.
Notably, the experimental near-field amplitude closely mirrors the E-field distribution ob-
served in the HFSS simulation, as shown in Figure 5.3. The most intense fields emanating
from the active edge of the AUT indicate effective antenna radiation, aligning well with
the design expectations. Such consistency between the experimental outcomes and the
simulations instills confidence in both the precision of the simulation methodologies and
the robustness of the fabrication process.

A point of interest is observed in the near-field amplitude distribution, particularly
between 30.5 GHz and 31 GHz, and then at 31.5 GHz. At the higher frequency of 32
GHz, the field distribution along the bottom active edge of the AUT appears reduced in
comparison to the distributions at lower frequencies. This observation hints at a possible
deviation in antenna performance at the upper end of the frequency spectrum, potentially
attributable to factors like fabrication tolerances or other influences that might affect the
antenna’s behavior.

Transitioning to far-field amplitude distribution analysis, the AUT’s measured near-
field radiation pattern is transformed into far-field properties via Fourier transform func-
tions. This conversion facilitates a holistic understanding of the antenna’s performance,
enabling an evaluation of key characteristics such as antenna gain and the radiation pattern
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under diverse operational conditions.

Figure 5.4: Far-Field Amplitude Variation. Illustrates the far-field amplitude at different
frequencies ranging from -60 degrees to 60 degrees, across the frequency spectrum from 29
GHz to 32 GHz.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the far-field amplitude distribution over a range of -60 degrees to
60 degrees at various frequencies, specifically from 29 GHz to 32 GHz. The far-field plots
exhibit close similarity and even distribution within the -20-degree to 20-degree region, with
amplitudes above -5 dB. This far-field distribution also aligns with the radiation pattern
obtained from the HFSS simulation, further validating the accuracy of the simulation and
the effectiveness of the fabrication process.

Subsequently, the S11 parameter analysis of the AUT is conducted in the microwave
laboratory, utilizing a network analyzer and the standard calibration toolbox. The S11

parameter is an important factor in characterizing the antenna’s performance, as it pro-
vides insight into the reflection coefficient and the impedance matching of the AUT. By
examining the S11 parameter, researchers can evaluate the efficiency of the antenna’s power
transmission, which directly impacts the overall performance of the antenna in real-world
applications.

The combination of near-field and far-field amplitude distributions, along with the
S11 parameter analysis, provides a comprehensive assessment of the AUT’s performance
across various frequencies. The data obtained from these measurements can inform future
iterations of the antenna design, ultimately leading to improved efficiency and suitability
for specific applications.

In contrast, Figure 5.5 presents a comparison between the measured S11 parameter
obtained from the AUT using the PNA and the simulated S11 results derived from HFSS.
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Figure 5.5: S11 Parameter Simulation vs. Measurement. Comparison of simulated and
measured S11 parameters for the AUT, showcasing the accuracy of simulations against
real-world measurements.

As illustrated in Figure 5.5, the peak of the measured S11 plot is observed at 31.4 GHz,
deviating from the simulated S11 peak at 28.7 GHz. The measured S11 value at 31.4
GHz is less than -30 dB, showcasing a narrow bandwidth. The simulated AUT center
frequency, as determined by HFSS, is at 28.7 GHz, with an operating frequency range
spanning 26 GHz to 31 GHz. The shift in the center frequency of the AUT may be
attributed to fabrication defects and E-field reflection caused by surrounding structures
in close proximity to the AUT. These factors can influence the antenna’s performance,
leading to discrepancies between the simulated and measured results.

In Figure 5.6, the impact of incorporating vias into the antenna is studied, showcasing
both simulated and measured S11 parameters for the antenna with and without vias. In
simulations, adding vias to the antenna design caused a slight shift in the S11 pattern to
higher frequencies and a reduction in the S11 peak. The experimental results mirrored this
pattern, with the S11 shifting to higher frequencies and a decrease in bandwidth. This
correlation between the simulation and experimental findings highlights the significant
impact of vias on the antenna’s structural integrity and performance. The measurement
results align with the initial design and simulation predictions, indicating that introducing
vias into the antenna permanently alters its structure, thereby significantly influencing its
performance. The size and placement of these vias emerge as critical factors that require
meticulous consideration in future experiments.

Finally, the E-field intensity radiated from the antenna is estimated based on exper-
imental results obtained from vector analysis. The vector analysis within the antenna
measurement setup is capable of adjusting the power to the antenna between -10 dBm and
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Figure 5.6: Antenna S11 Parameters: With and Without Via. Comparative analysis of
simulated and measured antenna S11 parameters, illustrating the effect of implementing a
via in the design.

20 dBm at a frequency of 30 GHz. According to the vector analysis user manual, a power
level of 10 dBm corresponds to an output of 100 mW, while 20 dBm equates to 100 mW.
Consequently, the E-field intensity emanating from the antenna in the near-field region can
be calculated from the vector analysis output power.

Figure 5.7: E-Field Intensity Variation by Input Power. Shows how the E-field intensity
from the antenna patch varies with different levels of input power.

Figure 5.7 illustrates the E-field intensity as the distance from the antenna patch in-
creases, measured at different vector analysis output power levels of 1 mW (0 dBm), 10
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mW (10 dBm), and 100 mW (20 dBm). The E-field intensity experiences a rapid de-
cline from zero to 100 microns, then transitions to a more gradual decrease beyond 100
microns. Based on these E-field intensity plots, it is discerned that the TFLN-MZI waveg-
uide should be positioned as close to the antenna patch as possible to maximize E-field
intensity, thereby enhancing the effectiveness of the overall setup.

5.4 Design and Development of Optical Measurement

Setup

The design and development of the optical measurement table are instrumental to the
success of the experimental initiatives, serving as the foundational element for the series
of combined experiments that ensue. Central to this apparatus is a laser emitting at a
1550 nm wavelength, which is channeled through a single-mode fiber. This fiber interfaces
with a tapered fiber, a critical component for achieving efficient coupling into the TFLN
GC. The design of the tapered fiber, with a spot diameter smaller than that of the TFLN
GC, is instrumental in enhancing the coupling efficiency. The laser subsequently traverses
the entire MZI structure, culminating in detection by a power meter at the output of the
TFLN MZI, where an edge coupling methodology is employed to ensure optimal signal
transmission. A detailed schematic representation of this setup is delineated in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Schematic of Optical Measurement Setup. Diagram showcasing the optical
measurement setup with a 1550 nm laser source.

The developmental phase encountered several challenges necessitating innovative solu-
tions. The primary challenge was the alignment of the tapered fiber with the GC, com-
pounded by the non-visible nature of the 1550 nm wavelength laser. To circumvent this, a
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laser operating at a visible wavelength of 633 nm was integrated for alignment purposes.
The alignment mechanism required the fiber and sample stage to possess micrometer-scale
adjustment capabilities for precise calibration. Furthermore, a 3-axis sample stage was
deemed essential to facilitate precise multi-directional positioning of the TFLN MZI sam-
ple. A critical design consideration was to minimize the spatial separation between the
sample and the power meter, ensuring maximal capture of the laser output emanating from
the waveguide.

To address these challenges, the experimental setup incorporated a 633 nm wavelength
laser, specifically for the alignment phase. Figure 5.9 illustrates the configuration employed
during this phase. Post alignment with the TFLN GC structure using the 633 nm laser,
the system transitions to the 1550 nm laser to resume the experiment as initially planned.
To augment the accuracy of the measurements, the fundamental components of the setup,
including the fiber holder, sample stage, and microscope, were outfitted with three degrees
of freedom. Additionally, to bolster the stability of the measurement process, the entire
assembly was constructed atop a vibration isolation table.

Figure 5.9: GC Alignment Optical Setup Schematic. Diagram of the optical measurement
setup utilizing a 633 nm laser source specifically for GC alignment.

5.5 Experimental Setup in Advanced Optical Lab

The experimental setup in the Advanced Optical lab begins with the selection of the laser
sources: a THORLABS 633 nm HeNe laser and a THORLABS 1550 nm Fabry-Perot Laser
Diode. The 633 nm laser utilizes an air-space collimator for coupling the laser from free
space into the optical fiber, while the 1550 nm laser is housed in a 14-pin butterfly package,
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connected to a polarization-maintaining fiber. Once connected to the single-mode fiber
using FC/APC connectors, these lasers can be easily interchanged during the experiment.

Figure 5.10: Optical Measurement Setup Photography. Photo depicting the entire optical
measurement setup arranged on the optical table.

Following this, a single-mode tapered fiber designed for 1550 nm wavelength with an
FC/APC connector is connected to the laser fiber using fiber optic connector adapters.
This tapered fiber, boasting a spot diameter of 2.5 microns and a working distance of 14
microns, is mounted on the optical table using optical posts and post holders to reduce the
influence of fiber switching on the adapter.

Adjacent to this setup is the fiber holder, which includes a small kinematic V-clamp
mount for the tapered side of the fiber, crucial for grating coupler alignment. This mount
is connected to a manual rotation stage, which allows adjustment of the incident angle of
the tapered fiber to the TFLN GC. Furthermore, the rotation stage is mounted on a 3-Axis
stage, providing three degrees of freedom. This assembly, comprising the 3-Axis stages,
rotation stage, and V-clamp, constitutes the fiber holder, as illustrated in Figure 5.11.

The next critical instrument in this optical experiment is the TFLN MZI waveguide
sample stages. A THORLABS pitch and yaw stage, mounted on a 3-axis flexure stage,
replaces the regular top plate, enabling fine control in five axes at the micron scale. This
pitch and yaw stage, serving as the sample stage, holds the sample attached to its right front
corner to minimize the distance to the following instruments. A photodetector covering a
500 nm – 1700 nm wavelength range is mounted on the optical table adjacent to the sample
stage and connected to a high-sensitivity NEWPORT 2936-C power meter. This setup
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Figure 5.11: Optical Measurement Equipment. Photos showing key components of the
optical measurement setup. Left: fiber holder. Middle: Sample stage. Right: Full optical
measurement setup with an XYZ-coordinate system.

ensures the laser signal, after coupling through the TFLN-GC structure and transmitting
through the waveguide, is efficiently captured by the power meter after traveling less than
10 millimeters through air via edge coupling.

The NEWPORT 918D Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) photodetector is engineered
for the measurement of low optical power within the 800-1650 nm wavelength range. Ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s datasheet, the noise-equivalent power (NEP) of this pho-
todetector spans 4× 10−14W/

√
Hz for wavelengths ranging from 901 to 1650 nm. NEP is

delineated as the incident power that yields a signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of one within a 1
Hz bandwidth [56]. In the context of this project, when an optical signal at a wavelength
of 1550 nm is detected using this photodetector, the requisite optical power for achieving
an S/N ratio of one is calculated to be 0.5 µW, as per the following equation 5.1:

PS/N=1 = NEP ×
√

C

λ
(5.1)

Here, C represents the speed of light, and λ denotes the wavelength of the optical
signal. The datasheet for this photodetector, in conjunction with a power meter, indicates
that sufficient resolution for measuring the power output of the TFLN waveguide can be
achieved, provided that the output power exceeds one microwatt.

A NAVITAR 12X Zoom system coupled with a 20X Mitutoyo infinity-corrected objec-
tive forms a high-resolution microscope capable of detailed micrometer-scale observations.
This microscope system, interfaced with the lab computer, enables control of parameters
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and displays images. The resolution of the microscope images, however, is affected by the
absence of a dedicated light source for the NAVITAR lens system, necessitating the use of
an external light source.

Figure 5.12: TFLN-MZI Waveguide Microscopic Imaging. Left: TFLN-MZI waveguide and
GC. Right: Output end of the TFLN-MZI waveguide, captured through the microscope
system.

The experimental process initiates with placing the TFLN-MZI waveguide sample at
the right bottom corner of the sample plate on the stage, ensuring the sample’s edges are
close to the plate’s sides. The fiber holder arm is then lowered, positioning the tapered
fiber above the sample. The rotation stage is unlocked, and the arm is rotated to achieve
the desired incident angle for the laser, which is then locked in place.

After connecting the 633 nm laser to the fiber adapter and activating it, a bright spot
from the laser is visible on the sample under the microscope. The XY position of the
tapered fiber is manually adjusted while frequently monitoring the microscope until the
laser spot aligns with the TFLN-GC structure.

Once the fiber’s height is optimized so that the entire laser spot is within the TFLN-GC
structure, the alignment process is deemed complete, and the 633 nm laser is replaced with
the 1550 nm laser. Care is taken to maintain the fiber holder and the sample stage at the
same Z-height to prevent any damage to the closely positioned tapered fiber.

During the experiment, several modifications and optimizations were implemented.
The most notable is the introduction of a baffle between the sample and the power meter,
made from non-reflective material and featuring three degrees of freedom. This baffle helps
reduce environmental noise like scattered light, which can interfere with optical signal
measurements.
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Figure 5.13: GC and Laser Spot Visualization. Image capturing the GC and the laser spot
under the microscope using a 633 nm laser.

Figure 5.14 demonstrate the setup, highlighting the baffle’s role in mitigating envi-
ronmental light noise. However, some scattering light from the waveguide is observed,
indicating the need for further data analysis to enhance noise reduction.

5.6 Optical Data Collection and Analysis

The initial phase of optical data collection involved determining the methodology for data
acquisition, given the complexity of the optical experiment setup with its myriad of optical
equipment, rotation stages, and other optomechanical components. To ensure accuracy,
it was decided that each measurement would consist of six readings taken over an hour,
with a 10-minute interval between each reading. To ensure consistency, when measuring
two different setups, they were evaluated concurrently without any modifications to the
measurement setup.

The first optical measurement undertaken was the assessment of the laser signal input
power from the tapered fiber to the TFLN-MAI waveguide at a 1550 nm wavelength over
a one-hour period. This also corresponded to the output power from the tapered fiber,
which was measured using a power meter. Figure 5.15 illustrates the output power from
the tapered fiber within this timeframe. The data reveals an increase in power from
2.48 mW to 2.51 mW in the initial 10 minutes, stabilizing in the subsequent 50 minutes
with an average of 2.51 mW. The dashed line in the figure represents the trendline for
the input power results. These findings indicate that the optical experiment setup initially
experienced instability, likely due to movement of optical components and vibrations caused
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Figure 5.14: TFLN Sample Illumination Comparison. Left: Camera image of the TFLN
sample and baffle under flashlight illumination. Right: Image with the 633 nm laser enabled
and no flashlight, highlighting the laser interaction.

by other activities in the lab. However, the setup stabilized after the first 10 minutes,
yielding accurate and reliable results thereafter. This pattern of stabilization was observed
consistently in subsequent optical measurements.

Subsequent measurements focused on the output power of the laser signal from the
TFLN-MZI waveguide, using the same data collection methodology. Figure 5.16 displays
the output power measured at the waveguide’s end by the power meter. Two scenarios are
depicted: one where the incident laser is not aligned with the GC (diamond shape plot)
and the other where it is aligned (square shape plot). The average power received when
misaligned was 11.46 uW, which increased to 18.50 uW when aligned. This demonstrates a
7.04 uW increased power which is 61.5% more output power when the tapered fiber proper
alignment with the GC.

A critical parameter for evaluating the precision of power detection is the S/N ratio.
In this experiment, the power detection was facilitated by a NEWPORT InGaAs photode-
tector, which exhibits a NEP of 4 × 10−14W/

√
Hz over a wavelength range from 901 to

1650 nm. According to detailed specifications provided by the manufacturer, achieving an
S/N ratio of 1, particularly at the 1550 nm wavelength, necessitates a minimum optical
power of 0.5 µW. Based on these stringent criteria, the S/N ratios for the optical powers
captured by the power meter under conditions of misalignment and precise alignment were
calculated to be 13 dB and 15 dB, respectively.

The recorded power when the incident laser is off alignment is attributed to environ-
mental background noise and scattered light leakage from the baffle, as corroborated by
camera images in Figure 5.14 showing detected scattering light at the sample site. The
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Figure 5.15: Input Power Stability Over Time. Graph depicting the stability of input
power from the tapered fiber into the TFLN-MZI waveguide over a duration of one hour.

power efficiency of the entire TFLN-MZI waveguide structure, calculated from the input
and output powers and depicted in Figure 5.17, was found to average 0.74%, lower than
the simulated efficiency. This discrepancy can be ascribed to factors such as fabrication
defects (surface roughness, grating pitch damage, etc.) and experimental setup errors.

Further in the study, the influence of the tapered fiber’s tilting angle relative to the
GC was scrutinized. Figure 5.18 displays the variation in output power from the TFLN-
MZI waveguide at different tilting angles, both with and without the GC alignment. The
figure also includes a comparative plot showing the percentage increase in power due to
alignment. Notably, when the tilting angle of the fiber was set to 0 degrees, implying a
perpendicular orientation above the sample, the increase in power was significant. How-
ever, it was observed that at a 5-degree tilting angle, the output power surged, indicating
an approximate 61% increase compared to the non-aligned scenario. In cases of misalign-
ment, the output power across various tilting angles remained within the 10 uW to 11 uW
range, suggesting that changes in tilting angle had a minimal impact on output due to
the predominant contribution of scattered light and environmental noise, rather than the
waveguide’s involvement in light propagation.

Conversely, with the fiber aligned to the GC, the tilting angle became a critical factor
influencing output power. The results demonstrated that at a 5-degree angle, the output
power not only increased by about 61% in comparison to the non-aligned case but also
nearly doubled the power increase achieved at a 0-degree angle. This outcome emphatically
confirmed the critical roles of both the GC and the waveguide in the optical experiment,
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Figure 5.16: Alignment Impact on Output Laser Power. Output laser power from the
TFLN-MZI waveguide with and without alignment (ON and OFF) with the GC.

aligning with the design objectives. The measurement results thus provided crucial insights
into the optimal alignment and angulation for efficient light coupling into the waveguide.

In conclusion, the experimental results established the operational efficacy of the op-
tical setup. The overall power efficiency of the TFLN-MZI waveguide structure was de-
termined to be 0.76%, based on the collected measurements. When the input laser fiber
was not aligned with the GC, the output power from the waveguide structures averaged at
11.46 uW. However, this output power experienced a significant increase to 18.5 uW upon
meticulous alignment of the laser fiber with the GC, translating to a 63% enhancement in
comparison to the non-aligned output. These findings not only validated the functionality
of the optical measurement setup but also underlined its readiness for subsequent phases,
specifically the combined measurement stage.

5.7 Combined Experience Data Collection and Anal-

ysis

In the crucial phase of the combined measurement experience, the antenna measurement
setup, originally situated in the Microwave lab, was methodically relocated to the Ad-
vanced Optical lab for integration with the existing optical measurement table. This
strategic move, leveraging the proximity of the Microwave lab to the Advanced Optical
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Figure 5.17: Output Power Efficiency of TFLN-MZI Waveguide. Calculated output power
efficiency from the entire TFLN-MZI waveguide structure.

lab, was meticulously planned to minimize any potential disruption or damage to the sen-
sitive antenna measurement apparatus. Figure 5.19 provides a visual representation of this
enhanced setup, showcasing the seamless incorporation of the antenna holder and network
analyzer into the optical measurement framework.

Building upon the foundational elements of the optical measurement setup, the en-
hanced measurement configuration introduced a three-degree-of-freedom antenna holder
onto the optical table. This innovative holder was meticulously designed to securely po-
sition the antenna directly above the TFLN-MZI sample throughout the measurement
process. In a carefully orchestrated arrangement, the antenna was inverted and mounted
onto the holder, with its cable connection situated at the rear, thereby facing the TFLN-
MZI waveguide. The substrate was oriented upwards, a configuration vividly illustrated in
Figure 5.20. Furthermore, an optical lens was integrated into the setup, positioned adja-
cent to the photodetector, to augment the collection efficiency of light emanating from the
waveguide’s output. This critical enhancement, essential in the end-fire coupling method,
demonstrated a significant improvement in the optical signal received from the waveguide.

Moreover, the strategic coupling of the lens with the photodetector served a dual pur-
pose: it not only mitigated the influence of ambient light, thereby enhancing the fidelity
of the measurements, but also significantly improved the precision control capabilities of
the apparatus. This was achieved through the utilization of 3-axis stages, which facil-
itated meticulous alignment and positioning, ensuring optimal interaction between the
optical components. Such advancements demonstrate the importance of precision in the
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Figure 5.18: Laser Fiber Alignment Power Increase. Top: Output power measured with
laser fiber alignment, showing the state without (OFF) and with (ON) the GC. Bottom:
Percentage increase in power due to alignment.

alignment and integration of optical components, highlighting the critical role of innova-
tive mechanical designs in augmenting the efficiency and accuracy of optical measurement
systems.

The methodology for the combined measurements differed from that used in the optical-
only setup. Since the antenna positioned above the sample limited the use of the microscope
for fiber alignment, alignment had to be completed before positioning the antenna. Ad-
ditionally, the fiber running through the antenna vias was delicate and prone to bending,
which could alter the tilting angle and affect power transmission within the waveguide.
Consequently, after passing the fiber through the antenna, adjustments in the XY plane
were prohibited. Figure 5.21 illustrates the alignment process designed for the combined
measurements.

Initially, alignment of the tapered fiber with the GC was achieved using a 633 nm
wavelength laser, observed under a microscope. After switching to the 1550 nm laser, the
antenna vias alignment process commenced. The fiber’s height was recorded using the
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Figure 5.19: Combined Measurement Setup. Photo showcasing the combined measurement
setup, including network analysis equipment and the black room covering the optical table
for controlled conditions.

stage micrometer on the fiber holder and then raised by 20 mm. The antenna, mounted on
its holder, was then carefully placed atop the TFLN-MZI sample. Meticulous alignment
of the antenna vias with the fiber was conducted using a combination of microscope and
external camera observations. The antenna was incrementally lowered towards the sample,
continually checking and adjusting the XY position to ensure precise alignment of the vias
with the fiber. This process was repeated until the antenna neared the sample, and the
fiber was positioned at the recorded height, ensuring no XY movement post-alignment.
Figure 5.22 displays camera images of the vias alignment process.

For the combined measurements, an increased data set was collected to enhance ac-
curacy for subsequent analysis. Three sets of experimental data were recorded for the
TFLN-MZI output power, each comprising seven measurements spread over an hour. All
measurements were conducted with the fiber aligned with the GC, focusing on the effects
of the antenna’s E-field on the optical signal within the TFLN-MZI waveguide. Variations
in output power between the data sets were observed due to the independent nature of
each measurement set. Each set was recorded following fiber and vias alignment processes,
with the network analyzer output power set to 100 mW (20 dBm).

Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24 presents the experimental results for the waveguide output
power, comparing scenarios with and without the antenna. The data indicates a clear influ-
ence of enabling the antenna on the TFLN-MZI waveguide’s output power, showing a 2%
decrease when the antenna is active, compared to a 5% power difference anticipated from
LUMERICAL Simulation Package predictions. The discrepancy is attributed to experi-
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Figure 5.20: Combined Measurement Setup Overview. Top left: General view of the optical
table in the combined measurement setup. Top right: Close-up of the antenna and the
sample stage. Bottom: 45-degree view of the antenna and the TFLN-MZI sample.

mental inaccuracies, including a larger-than-simulated distance (approximately 200 um)
between the sensing waveguide and the antenna patch, and a reduced E-field intensity at
this distance. Additionally, lower power efficiency resulting from coupling methods and
fabrication defects on the TFLN-MZI waveguide sample also contributed to this variance.

The experimental results illustrated in Figure 5.25 indicate that the most significant
power difference occurs at an antenna input power of 100 mW. At lower input powers
(1 mW and 10 mW), the E-field generated by the antenna is weaker, exerting negligible
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Figure 5.21: Vias Alignment Process Schematic. Diagram illustrating the schematic pro-
cess for aligning vias in the combined measurement setup.

Figure 5.22: Vias Alignment Process Camera Images. Showing the stages of vias alignment:
Left: Vias aligned with the fiber. Middle: Fiber passing through the vias. Right: Tapered
fiber illuminated by a 633 nm laser.

influence on the waveguide output. An average of 0.3% power difference was recorded
when the antenna was activated with 10 mW and 1 mW input power. However, with the
antenna power at 100 mW, the power difference caused by antenna activation was around
2%. This aligns with simulation predictions, where a reduction in antenna power from 100
mW to 10 mW results in a significant drop in E-field intensity.

Theoretical studies suggest that the change in output power upon antenna activation
correlates with the E-field intensity on the sensing waveguide. To explore the impact
of varying network analyzer output power on the TFLN-MZI waveguide output power
difference, further combined measurements were conducted and analyzed in Figure 5.26.

In summary, the combined measurement results demonstrated that with an antenna
power of 100 mW from the network analyzer, enabling the antenna near the waveguide
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Figure 5.23: TFLN-MZI Waveguide Output Power: Antenna E-field Effect. Shows three
individual measurement results for the TFLN-MZI waveguide output power with the an-
tenna enabled (ON) and disabled (OFF).

edge altered the TFLN-MZI waveguide output power from 28.77 uW to 28.22 uW, a 2%
difference. This change, induced by the electro-optical effect on the sensing arm, confirms
that the TFLN-MZI waveguide structure can effectively sense the near-field generated
around the patch antenna.

5.8 Challenges and Solutions

The integration of the antenna measurement setup with the optical table presented a
unique set of challenges due to the disparate scales and operational frequencies of the
antenna and waveguide components. The antenna, designed for a 30 GHz frequency, had
a larger physical footprint, measuring 20 mm by 20 mm. In contrast, the dimensions
of the TFLN-MZI waveguide were significantly smaller, around 500 um by 3000 um. A
critical aspect of this setup was the precise positioning of the antenna patch, situated at
the center of the antenna, in close proximity to the waveguide. The juxtaposition of these
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Figure 5.24: Averaged Output Power Measurements. Left: Averaged measurement results
for output power. Right: Power difference post-antenna activation, based on averaged
results.

different-sized components necessitated a careful rethinking of the spatial arrangement and
alignment strategies within the experimental setup.

Figure 5.27 showcases the post-integration antenna measurement setup on the optical
table. The left side of the figure illustrates the antenna holder, which was equipped with
a three-degree freedom adjustment capability, an essential feature for fine-tuning the an-
tenna’s position relative to the TFLN-MZI sample. The right side of the figure displays
the complete antenna measurement setup, now including the network analyzer and cal-
ibration box, alongside the optical table. To ensure compatibility and functionality, all
mounting components used for the antenna were adapted to fit the specifications of the
optical instruments. This adaptability was vital for the precise placement and stability
of the antenna during measurements. Additionally, the network analyzer calibration was
meticulously conducted before each combined measurement session. This calibration pro-
cess was critical to confirm the accuracy and reliability of the antenna’s output power, a
key parameter in the combined experimental setup.

The physical disparity between the antenna and the TFLN-MZI sample posed a sig-
nificant challenge. The antenna’s larger size, coupled with the front-facing orientation of
the patch, made it impractical to move the TFLN-MZI sample closer to the antenna using
the existing equipment in the Advanced Optical lab. To circumvent this limitation, the
antenna was inverted and carefully positioned above the sample. This orientation change
facilitated a more effective alignment of the antenna patch with the waveguide. The so-
lution involved creating vias in the antenna, allowing the optical fiber to pass through
directly to the GC on the TFLN-MZI sample, thereby bridging the gap imposed by the
differing sizes of the components.
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Figure 5.25: TFLN Waveguide Output Power vs. Antenna Power Settings. Demonstrates
the TFLN-MZI waveguide output power changed with different antenna power settings:
Top Left: 1 mW, Top Right: 10 mW, Bottom: 100 mW.

Figure 5.28 displays the simulation image and an actual photo of the antenna with the
newly fabricated vias. The diameter of these vias was set at 1.6 mm, slightly larger than
the diameter of the fiber’s protective layer, to ensure a snug fit without causing damage
or undue pressure on the fiber. The strategic placement of the vias next to the antenna
patch, with their centers positioned 800 um (half the diameter of a via) from the patch’s
edge, was crucial. This positioning ensured that when the fiber was threaded through
the vias and aligned with the GC, the TFLN-MZI waveguide would be optimally situated
beside the antenna patch. In this configuration, one of the waveguides in the TFLN-MZI
structure would function as the sensing waveguide, positioned closer to the patch, while
the other served as the reference waveguide.

Another significant challenge was minimizing environmental influences on the mea-
surement results, such as equipment vibration and background light noise. To mitigate
equipment vibration, the entire setup, including the combined optical measurement, was
built on THORLABS passive isolation optical tables. Initial experiments showed large
variances in measurement results over time, attributed to fiber instability due to gravity.
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Figure 5.26: Output Power Difference After Antenna Activation. This figure presents the
difference in TFLN waveguide output power post-antenna activation, showcasing variations
across different antenna power levels.

Figure 5.27: Antenna Setup on Optical Table. Left: A close-up of the antenna holder
situated on the optical table. Right: The comprehensive antenna measurement setup,
integrated with the optical setup, highlighting the synergy between the antenna and optical
components.

Implementing a support structure for the fiber on the holder significantly reduced these
variances, stabilizing output power differences to under 10% after an hour.

For optical measurements, the challenges posed by background light noise and scattering
light from the source were particularly pronounced, especially in experiments involving
visible-range lasers. To mitigate the effects of scattering light, a light baffle was utilized.
However, this measure alone was insufficient to fully address the issue of ambient light
interference. Consequently, a more comprehensive solution was implemented: the entire
optical measurement setup was encased within a black box. This enclosure, constructed
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Figure 5.28: Vias Visualization in Antenna. Left: A simulation image depicting the vias
on the antenna, providing a theoretical insight into their configuration. Right: A real
photo of the antenna showcasing the actual vias, serving as a practical counterpart to the
simulation.

from dark, non-reflective material, proved highly effective in significantly reducing the
impact of background light.

Figure 5.29: Optical Measurement in Controlled Environment. Displays the optical mea-
surement setup positioned on a vibration-isolated table, meticulously covered with a black
box to ensure controlled lighting conditions and minimize external disturbances.

Figure 5.29 depicts the optical measurement setup, securely positioned on a vibration-
isolated table and encompassed by the black box. This strategic enclosure was instrumental
in enhancing the overall quality of the optical measurements. By effectively minimizing
extraneous light influences, the black box enclosure ensured a more controlled and stable
environment for the sensitive optical experiments, leading to more accurate and reliable
data collection.
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5.9 Conclusion and Implications

The primary objective of this experiment was to conduct individual and combined mea-
surements of the fabricated TFLN-MZI waveguide structure and the antenna to validate
the design and simulation results. The TFLN-MZI waveguide was meticulously measured
using an optical setup equipped with a high-resolution microscope and precision position-
ing mechanisms for fiber alignment. The antenna measurements, on the other hand, were
conducted in two separate locations: near-field pattern measurements in the antenna cham-
ber lab with a reference antenna and S11 parameter measurements in the Microwave lab
adjacent to the optical setup.

The results from the antenna measurements revealed key insights. The near-field pat-
tern measurements illustrated the E-field distribution around the antenna patch, while the
S11 parameter measurements indicated a shift in the peak from -28 dB at 28.5 GHz in the
simulation to -35 dB at 31.5 GHz in the fabricated antenna. Additionally, the bandwidth
of the fabricated antenna was narrower compared to the simulation. The introduction of
vias into the antenna design led to subtle changes in the S11 parameter, underscoring the
impact of structural modifications on antenna performance.

In the realm of optical measurements, foundational to the combined measurement
phase, meticulous fiber alignment with the GC in the TFLN-MZI waveguide was veri-
fied under a microscope. The output power from the waveguide was measured using a
time-averaging method, capturing seven data points over an hour. The calculated total
power efficiency of the TFLN-MZI waveguide stood at 0.74%, lower than the simulated
efficiency of 2.78%, primarily due to edge coupling power loss at the waveguide output.
Analysis of the tapered fiber’s tilting angle revealed that maximum coupling efficiency oc-
curred at a 5-degree angle, with the output power increasing by 73% when the fiber was
aligned with the GC.

The culmination of the experiment was the combined measurement in the Advanced
Optical lab, integrating both optical and antenna setups. For accuracy, fiber alignment
was diligently conducted for all measurements, maintaining a 5-degree tilting angle. The
output power from the TFLN-MZI waveguide was recorded with the antenna both enabled
and disabled to assess the impact of the antenna’s E-field. The findings indicated a 2%
decrease in waveguide output power when the antenna was enabled with 100 mW input
power, suggesting that the E-field altered the refractive index of the sensing waveguide
in the MZI structure. This outcome was slightly lower than the 5% decrease predicted
in simulations, attributable to experimental inaccuracies and fabrication flaws. Further-
more, the influence of varying antenna input powers on the waveguide output power and
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efficiency was analyzed. It was observed that at lower antenna powers (1 mW and 10
mW), enabling the antenna had a negligible impact on waveguide output, aligning with
simulation predictions of reduced E-field intensity at these power levels.

These results affirm that the TFLN-MZI waveguide structure can effectively sense the
E-field emitted from a nearby antenna. This capability to detect changes in waveguide
output power based on antenna operation presents practical applications, particularly in
antenna array diagnostics. For instance, a 2% drop in waveguide output power could
indicate suboptimal functioning of an adjacent antenna, a crucial insight for systems with
large antenna arrays.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Outlook

In conclusion, this research has developed and validated an innovative approach utilizing
LN-based optical devices for sensing the E-field emitted from antenna elements within
a phased-array antenna system. In contrast to traditional methods that employ horn
antennas or other metallic counterparts, the proposed LN-based optical devices are entirely
dielectric, which is solely composed of LN material. The LN MZI waveguide device has
demonstrated the capability to detect the E-field radiated by nearby antennas, altering the
power of the optical signal traversing the device in response to variations in the E-field.
These LN-based devices are promising as integral components of the antenna calibration
process, providing valuable insights into the antenna’s operational status, transmitting
power, and phase patterns.

Furthermore, the device’s compact geometry, with a length of under 10 mm and a height
of less than 1 mm, along with low power consumption, facilitates integration into antenna
packages, representing a significant advancement in the field. The primary contribution of
this research is its demonstration of a passive, completely dielectric LN-based optical device
for sensing near-field transmissions from antennas. This innovation allows for the optical
conduct of the antenna calibration process, which can proceed during antenna operation,
thus ensuring zero electromagnetic interference with the antenna’s radiation pattern.

The thesis embarks on a comprehensive investigation into optical strategies for E-field
sensing, beginning with a design and theoretical examination that establishes the ground-
work for this inquiry. It extensively explained the fundamental theories central to this
research, particularly the EO effect and various EO modulators. Subsequently, an in-depth
discussion on optical waveguide theory, with a special focus on the MZI waveguide struc-
ture, is provided. The design process of the TFLN waveguide is carefully outlined, aiming
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for optimal positioning near a patch antenna’s radiation edge to capture a more potent
E-field. Through the deployment of MZI structures, which translate phase variations into
detectable differences in optical signal power, the thesis achieves significant advancements
in measurement precision. The theoretical models suggest that the optimized TFLN-MZI
E-field sensing waveguide structure is projected to exhibit a 6.2% decrease in optical signal
intensity in response to an E-field intensity of 30,000 V/m emanating from the antenna
patch.

The optimization of optical parameters for the TFLN MZI waveguide, including the
DC, the Y-junction waveguide, and the GC, was intensively pursued through computer
mathematical simulations. These simulations were essential for refining the design and were
performed using two specialized software packages: the HFSS FEM simulation package for
antenna and RF aspects; meanwhile, the Lumerical FDTD simulation package for optical
components. These tools provided detailed insights into the EO effect and its optimization
within the TFLN waveguide and other associated TFLN-based optical components. As
a result, TFLN-based optical devices that incorporate the GC for waveguide input, edge
coupling method for output, and Y-junction for power splitting and combining, achieved
a power transmission efficiency of 2.55% at a 1.55 µm wavelength. Furthermore, a TFLN
waveguide with a width of 2 µm exhibited a 5.8% decrease in power transmission due to
the EO effect.

The fabrication of the TFLN waveguide devices, guided by these simulations, was im-
plemented using three distinct methodologies: the HSQ process, the ZEP process, and
the SiO2 process. The ZEP process, which utilizes ZEP positive resist for electron beam
lithography and serves as a hard mask, was identified as the most effective, characterized
by six principal fabrication steps and resulting in devices with minimal surface roughness.
This method adeptly fabricated the GC and waveguide endpoints with merely minor de-
fects, such as grating line positioning deviations and sidewall roughness. Challenges were
observed in fabricating waveguides with widths as narrow as 0.75 µm, necessitating further
post-processing for edge coupling. Conversely, the HSQ method, employing HSQ negative
resist for electron beam lithography and as a hard mask for etching, facilitated the creation
of waveguides of varying widths without additional post-processing. However, it encoun-
tered challenges with the effective fabricating of GC due to poor adhesion between PMMA
and HSQ layers. Finally, the SiO2 process, which utilizes a SiO2 layer as the hard mask
in conjunction with ZEP positive resist for electron beam lithography, is favoured for its
protective qualities and structural integrity during the etching process.

The culmination of experimental efforts in antenna and optical measurements yielded
significant insights, particularly regarding the influence of the EO effect on optical signal
power. Antenna measurements revealed a deviation in the peak S11 parameter from its sim-
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ulated counterpart and a narrower bandwidth in the fabricated antenna, highlighting the
sensitivity of the antenna’s performance to structural modifications. Optical assessments
concentrated on the power efficiency of the TFLN-MZI waveguide, which registered lower
than anticipated, primarily attributed to losses incurred through edge coupling. A crucial
observation emerged during combined measurements in the Advanced Optical Laboratory,
where activating the antenna with 100 mW of input power resulted in a 2% reduction
in waveguide output power. This decrease, attributed to the EO effect’s modulation of
the waveguide’s refractive index, although slightly below simulation forecasts, emphasizes
the pronounced impact of the EO effect in diminishing optical signal power. This finding
highlights the critical importance of experimental precision and the calibration of antenna
power levels in optimizing waveguide efficiency.

This research establishes a solid foundation for future explorations, particularly in the
integration of optical devices into antenna calibration processes. A primary avenue for
subsequent investigation is the incorporation of the TFLN MZI waveguide E-field sensing
device within phased-array antennas. With the trend towards smaller geometries, com-
pact sizes, and higher operating frequencies in modern phased-array antenna systems, the
continuous monitoring of antenna unit status becomes increasingly essential. The TFLN-
based E-field optical sensor, which is capable of being integrated onto the antenna array’s
top layer during fabrication, offers a fully dielectric and passive solution, powered by the
antenna’s emitted E-field energy. Additionally, the application scope of the TFLN E-field
optical sensor extends beyond phased-array antennas, potentially benefiting other high E-
field emitting devices, such as cellular site equipment located in hard-to-reach areas, hence
enabling real-time operational monitoring.

Future studies could focus on enhancing signal coupling efficiency and minimizing prop-
agation loss in the MZI waveguide, potentially unveiling more detailed information, such
as the phase of the emitted electromagnetic field from the antenna system. Additionally,
advancements in the LN waveguide fabrication process, including the adoption of dual
lithography techniques for patterning both the waveguide and the grating, could achieve
greater precision in grating tooth formation. This approach aligns with findings from the
simulation chapter, which highlighted the GC’s coupling efficiency sensitivity to structural
exactitude. Further enhancements might include an annealing process for fabricated TFLN
waveguides to eradicate surface defects and improve edge coupling efficiency.

In summary, this thesis not only advances the understanding of TFLN-based optical
devices for E-field sensing in complex antenna systems but also sets a promising direction
for future research. The integration of such devices into real-world applications represents
a significant step toward the development of more efficient, compact, and precise sensing
technologies. Standing at the forefront of these technological advancements, the potential
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for innovation in the field of optical sensing and antenna design is substantial and ripe for
exploration. The work presented herein contributes valuable knowledge to the scientific
community and paves the way for future innovations that could redefine the boundaries of
what is technologically feasible.
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